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Foreword

 Our heritage was left to us without a testament.
      René ChaR1

The present dissertation is the result of the willingness to confront the 
accumulated knowledge of one’s architectural education — defined by learning 
experiences both at national [Instituto Superior Técnico (IST), Lisbon, Portugal] and 
international institutions [École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, 
Switzerland] — with one’s own familial and architectural setting — that of belong-
ing to a family of architects.

The work of Portuguese architects Victor Palla (1922-2006) and Joaquim 
Bento d’Almeida (1918-1997) soon triggered the interest of a young architect-to-be 
whose cultural heritage he much owed to the professional background of his family. 
Despite never having met neither of the architects, their choice as the object of study 
of this dissertation is due to a natural affinity and genuine interest for their work. 
The will to articulate a critical position on their architectural production arose from 
a feeling of shallow familiarity with it, despite the natural familial bond given the 
relationship with one of the authors, that of being a grandson of Joaquim Bento 
d’Almeida. Thus in addition to belonging to History, their work also belongs to one’s 
own history. 

Nevertheless it having been naturally inherited, this work “was left with-
out a testament”, springing up a certain “thirst for understanding” their architec-
ture. One was thus led to articulate a reading on a selection of their work, rehears-
ing the necessary approximation to assimilate it and integrate it, in order to give it a 
place in one’s own frame of reference.

This dissertation is divided into six chapters. They progressively deepen 
their gaze, approaching the realm of architecture proper at last: starting from the 
context of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s operation, they pass through their cul-
tural and professional positioning and the guiding principles of their architecture, 
ending up in the very architectural qualities of a selection of their works.

The first chapter (Introduction) presents the motivations and goals of this 
dissertation and revises the State of the Art. It gives a short insight on Victor Palla 
and Bento d’Almeida and introduces the buildings chosen as case studies. It then 
presents the methodological framework which defines the theoretical approach of 
the undertaken analysis.

1 René Char, Fureur et mystère. Feuillets D’Hypnos, Feuillet 62. (Paris: Gallimard, 1948), p. 
190. [“Notre héritage n’est précédé d’aucun testament.”]  
Translations from French throughout this dissertation are by the author unless otherwise 
indicated.
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The second chapter (Framework) contextualizes Victor Palla and Bento 
d’Almeida’s career in all their historical, professional, political and geographical 
settings, aiming to place their action amongst that of their peers.

The third chapter (Means and Manner) consists of a critical reading of 
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s approach towards the discipline and the pro-
fession of architecture and how their relation to both might have overlapped. It 
unfolds through several topics corresponding to relatively autonomous aspects of 
their positioning and action, as well as to the key and cross-cutting features of their 
architecture.

The fourth chapter (Selected Projects) consists in the description and doc-
umentation of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s selected buildings by means of a 
“critical loyalty to each singular work of architecture”2. A descriptive text is accom-
panied by current photographs of these buildings taken by the author of this disser-
tation, highlighting the aspects which were considered to be of greater relevance.

The fifth chapter (Approximations) gathers and addresses the architec-
tural themes which rose from the specific analysis of the buildings chosen as case 
studies, naturally holding several connections with the aspects already enumerated 
in the third chapter. It consists of a critical comparative analysis, highlighting the 
themes which most define their architecture, following Italian architectural histori-
an and theorist Manfredo Tafuri’s suggestion that “to the problems of architecture, 
it is more interesting to note cycles — series of things — rather than individual 
works of architects”3, hopefully forming a critical body of understanding of their 
work.

Finally, the sixth and last chapter (Conclusions and Evaluations) is a 
lengthy output of the resulting conclusions of this study, from which one hopes to 
righteously evaluate its relevance and meaning, and assess its contribution to the re-
vision, reading and re-invention of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architecture.

As an appendix to this dissertation, survey drawings redrawn by the 
author of this dissertation and archival period photographs of these buildings from 
private collections and municipal archives depict them in greater detail.

2 Christophe Van Gerrewey, “Half an Hour of Silence”, Oase 90: What Is Good Architecture?, 
OASE Journal, 90 (2013), p. 17.

3 Manfredo Tafuri, “There is no criticism, only history”, Design Book Review, 9 (1986), p. 10.
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Abstract

This dissertation focuses on the work of Portuguese architects Victor 
Palla (1922-2006) and Joaquim Bento d’Almeida (1918-1997) spanning from 1946 
to 1973, the period of their joint office. It proposes to analyse a selection of Victor 
Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s projects for housing and office buildings located in the 
core areas of Lisbon. The analysis is directed to the architectural, conceptual and 
material qualities of these projects, testing an approximation which aims to unveil 
the implicit design theory and approach to architecture of this duo, disclosing the 
professional strategies and cultural priorities which guided their production.

Drawing from the analysis of six buildings, this study is presented through 
a progressive deepening of gaze, approaching the realm of architecture proper at 
last: starting from the context of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s operation, 
passing through their cultural and professional positioning and the guiding princi-
ples of their architecture, ending up in the very architectural qualities of a selection 
of their works, which are illustrated by survey drawings together with current and 
archival photographs.

By synthesising the set of readings carried out, we sought to pave the 
way for bridging between Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s professional and 
project strategies and those of contemporary architectural practice. In this re-
gard, stand: the unnoticeable self-awareness of their cultural positioning — both 
knowledgeable and non-committal —; the quiet poetical dimension of their work 
— only recordable on careful examination —; and the ease of their self-expression 
through architecture — made evident in the effortlessness of their architectural 
experimentation.

Keywords:
Victor Palla
Bento d’Almeida
Modern Movement
Collective housing
Office-buildings
Lisbon
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Resumo

Esta dissertação incide sobre a obra produzida pelos arquitectos por-
tugueses Victor Palla (1922-2006) e Joaquim Bento d’Almeida (1918-1997) entre 
1946 e 1973, período em que os dois mantiveram um atelier como dupla. Propõe-
-se analisar um conjunto de edifícios de habitação e de escritórios, localizados no 
núcleo central da cidade de Lisboa. A análise debruça-se sobre as qualidades arqui-
tectónicas, conceptuais e materiais destes projectos, ensaiando uma abordagem 
que procura evidenciar a teoria projectual implícita desta dupla e a sua abordagem 
em relação à arquitectura, revelando as estratégias profissionais e as prioridades 
culturais que nortearam a sua produção.

A partir da análise de seis edifícios, este estudo apresenta-se através de 
um aprofundamento progressivo do olhar, aproximando-se em última análise do 
domínio da arquitectura propriamente dito: partindo do contexto de actuação de 
Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida, passando pelo seu posicionamento cultural e profis-
sional e pelos princípios orientadores da sua arquitectura, terminando nas qualida-
des especificamente arquitectónicas de uma selecção das suas obras, ilustradas por 
desenhos e fotografias actuais e de arquivo.

Ao sintetizar o conjunto de leituras realizadas, procura-se abrir caminho 
para fazer a ponte entre as estratégias profissionais e projectuais de Victor Palla 
e Bento d’Almeida e as da prática arquitectónica contemporânea. Neste sentido, 
destacam-se: a quase imperceptível autoconsciência do seu posicionamento cultu-
ral — tão culto quanto descomprometido —; a silenciosa dimensão poética do seu 
trabalho — apenas perceptível através de um estudo aprofundado —; e a facilidade 
da sua expressão própria através da arquitectura — evidenciada na desenvoltura da 
sua experimentação arquitectónica.

Palavras chave:
Victor Palla
Bento d’Almeida
Movimento Moderno
Habitação colectiva
Edifícios de escritórios
Lisboa
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1. Introduction

Motivations and Goals
This dissertation focuses on the Portuguese architects Victor Palla (1922-

2006) and Joaquim Bento d’Almeida (1918-1997). It proposes to recreate — or 
rather virtually create — Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s approach to architec-
ture; to construct — or rather reconstruct retrospectively and in addition to histori-
ography — Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s implicit design theory. It draws from 
a set of architectural works, aiming to unveil the professional strategies and cultural 
priorities which guided the architectural production of this duo, most specifically in 
their relation to the “market forces” and the architectural milieu of their times.

Their work is unexpectedly appropriate in view of the theoretical back-
ground to be explored, sustaining its choice as the object of study of this disser-
tation: today, architects are increasingly asked to keep their cultural relevance 
and supposed erudition amidst the ever-demanding mechanisms of the market. 
Amongst Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s wide production, we selected the 
works which framework is theoretically the most constrained: that of housing and 
office buildings promoted by a real estate speculator — an architecture so much 
said to be inevitably “sacrificed” to capitalist and liberal hegemony. By analysing 
both their design strategies and what the assumed professionalized nature of their 
office presupposed, we hope to rediscover a possible compromise between the ever 
too-demanding capital-related pressure of the world of today and the architect’s 
aim for cultural relevance by unveiling the very architectural qualities of their work. 
Their work shall be reread under this light; yet it shall also give clues for a better 
understanding of the themes raised out of the analysis of the works, informing the 
very definition of the themes themselves. 

The theoretical ambition of this research has set its goal in the profession 
of architecture. Its distinction from the discipline of architecture is presented by 
American architectural historian and theorist Stanford Anderson, who proposes 
to “imagine a diagram in which the profession of architecture extends horizontally 
and is intersected, vertically, by the discipline of architecture. Thus the two realms of 
activity intersect; they are partially but not wholly coincident.”1 He then continues 
to give examples on their distinction:

The profession is (...) inherently projective — it brings something into being. Yet it 
cannot be so exploratory that its projections are outside the resources and time scale 

1 Stanford Anderson, “The Profession and Discipline of Architecture: Practice and Edu-
cation”, in The Discipline of Architecture, ed. by Andrzej Piotrowski and Julia W. Robinson 
(Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2001), p. 293.

Fig. 1 Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, n.d. © Unknown, Private collection

Fig. 1
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of its client needs. On the other hand, numerous conditions or activities that are 
necessary to a successful practice, and thus deserving of attention within the pro-
fession (examples might be public relations, office management, and the state of the 
economy), are rarely central to the conception and understanding of architecture in 
a stricter sense. Thus, from the point of view of the profession, we see an appropriate 
inclusion of concerns that are not intrinsically those of architecture while certain 
forms of architectural knowledge are strategically excluded.2

 By analysing the work of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida and the “nu-
merous conditions or activities that are necessary to a successful practice” and stem 
from it, this dissertation aims to contribute to finding tools to “dare” to set archi-
tecture “out in the world”: “how a ‘discipline’ may be articulated when it is part of a 
field that also incorporates a ‘profession’”3; how the ideal confronts the real, “court-
ing criticism either for [its] inconsequence or for the corruption of [its] ideals”4; 
how the real aspires to the ideal — how architecture, however ordinary it might be, 
can possibly be raised to the level of “architecture savante”, as French architect Éric 
Lapièrre claims to quest for;5 how a building is to answer the condition of “abso-
lutely [requiring] a synthesis whether well or badly performed”6; how “impure” may 
the products of architectural production be; and so on and so forth.

Hence this dissertation aims to be as much about the work of Victor Palla 
and Bento d’Almeida as about architecture itself. It is more likely to stand as “à 
propos de” Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida than as “sur” Victor Palla and Bento 
d’Almeida, as their work will hopefully be an “excuse” to talk about architecture — 
an “alibi”, a starting point. Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s work is to be taken 
as an object where a collection of ideas on the understanding of architecture might 
be “tested”, and of which analysis some particular themes will emerge, to then be 
autonomously considered and further developed. A certain narrative on architec-
ture will hopefully unfold out of the collection of these themes, widening its ex-
tent: “besides articulating the architect’s approach, thoughtful exchange around a 
specific topic gives us insight into our society and our culture”7. Thus all this might 
be considered as a kind of manifesto, in which an architect takes another architect’s 
work from which he extracts architectural themes to further extrapolate and on 
which he then puts an argument forward.8 

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid., p. 292.
4 Ibid.
5 Éric Lapierre, Surrationalism, conference at the Cité de l’Architecture et du Patrimoine, 

Paris, 13 November 2017. Youtube, available at: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4G-
9ZT_yDyOk&t=318s> [accessed 23 May 2019] [“Comment maintenir l’architecture au 
niveau de la culture savante? Donc faire de l’architecture pour les architects et juste simple-
ment pour elle même.”]

6 Anderson, “The Profession and Discipline of Architecture: Practice and Education”, 
p. 296.

7 Giovanna Borasi, Besides, History: Go Hasegawa, Kersten Geers, David Van Severen (Montreal: 
Canadian Centre for Architecture, 2018), p. 5.

8 This approach is most inspired by a vision of the discipline due in large part to two semes-
ters of learning in the design studios of FORM - Laboratory for Architecture as Form, un-
der the supervision of Prof. Kersten Geers at École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), 
Lausanne, Switzerland, in the academic year 2016/2017. In these studios, research and 
project work is guided by the idea of   architecture as cultural production and by a marked 
interest in history as the context of the architect’s operation: the collective research in these 
studios starts from deeply analysing a selection of architectural works which are to serve as 
the context against which one’s propositional argument and architecture must react.
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In his application letter to the Graham Foundation for the research project 
which would eventually lead to the 1966 book “Complexity and Contradiction in 
Architecture”, Robert Venturi stated: “My project would be several things at once.”9 
One can take Venturi’s words to say that this dissertation, too, aims to be several 
things at once. It aims to be a work of criticism on a particular practice; articulating 
a critical and interpretive position on Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architec-
ture which presents a new reading on a selection of their works. It aims to theoreti-
cally problematise the work of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida; hoping to broaden 
the understanding of their work, as if retroactively manifesting10 the principles of 
their architecture. It also aims to be an “anticipated apologia”11 on the reading of 
architecture; hoping to define a set of principles articulating an argument on the 
appropriation of past architecture. It aims to be a personal tool for self-reflection 
too — “a sort of manifesto for myself ”12, a germ of a tradition still under humble 
invention.

State-of-the-art Review
The work of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida has been recently subject 

to an increasing amount of academic research and has been widely acclaimed by 
contemporary Portuguese historiography of art and architecture since its very “dis-
covery”. In a critical essay on their work, Portuguese architect and design historian 
João Paulo Martins boldly states:

Historiography has already consecrated the work of these two authors as a reference 
production. It can be characterized by its pioneering character, of experimentalism 
and the affirmation of rupture, through the conception of typological/functional 
solutions that had never before been seen and that would then be extensively repli-
cated, by themselves and by others; by the modern formal boldness, summoning an 
eclectic, diversified and cosmopolitan set of international references and parallels; 
the unusual — virtuous — talent translated into the exuberance and formal sat-
uration of the compositions (by the accumulation, in contrast, of different geome-
tries, materials, textures, patterns, colours) and the exploration of the technological, 
expressive and material resources characteristic of modernity; the assertive, wise 
and sensitive combination of all areas of the project.13

9 Robert Venturi, Application letter to the Graham Foundation, 15 February 1962, cited in 
Kersten Geers, Jelena Pancevac and Andrea Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book 
on the Work of Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown (Zürich: Park Books, 2016), p. 208.

10 Referring to the title of: Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York: A Retroactive Manifesto for Man-
hattan (New York: The Monacelli Press, 1994).

11  Venturi, Application letter to the Graham Foundation.
12  Venturi, Application letter to the Graham Foundation.
13 João Paulo Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: bossa nova na cidade”, in Vic-

tor Palla, Bento d’Almeida: Arquitectura de Outro Tempo, ed. by Patrícia Bento d’Almeida and 
João Palla Martins (Lisbon: Caleidoscópio, 2017), p. 109. [“A historiografia consagrou já 
a obra destes dois autores como uma produção de referência. Podemos caracterizá-la pelo 
seu carácter pioneiro, de experimentalismo e afirmação da ruptura, através da concepção 
de soluções tipológicas/funcionais até então inéditas e que, em seguida, seriam extensiv-
amente replicadas, pelos próprios e por outros; pelo arrojo formal moderno, convocando 
um conjunto eclético, diversificado e cosmopolita de referências e paralelos internacionais; 
pelo talento invulgar - virtuoso - traduzido na exuberância e saturação formal das com-
posições (por acumulação, em contraste, de diferentes geometrias, materiais, texturas, 
padrões, cores) e na exploração dos recursos tecnológicos, expressivos e materiais carac-
terísticos da modernidade; pela combinação assertiva, sábia e sensível, de todas as áreas 
do projecto.”] Translations from Portuguese throughout this dissertation are by the author 
unless otherwise indicated.
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Contributions of other authors such as Ana Vaz Milheiro, Carlos Duarte, 
Michel Toussaint, Sena da Silva, Alexandre Pomar, Rui Afonso Santos, Margarida 
Accioulli, Ricardo Agarez, José Augusto França, Manuel Graça Dias, João Paulo 
Martins, Patrícia Bento d’Almeida and João Palla Martins are amongst the several 
references having been made to their work. Noteworthy is the pioneering work of 
Ana Tostões, who in her writings early retrieved and appraised the work of this duo. 
These inputs extend across master’s and doctoral thesis in architecture and history 
of art; architecture books, guides, essays and surveys; television programmes; etc. 
of which some are presented in the reference list of this dissertation.14 

Above all thanks to the exhaustive work of cataloguing and systematiza-
tion of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s work undertaken by Portuguese archi-
tectural historian Patrícia Bento d’Almeida15, one is able to grasp an overall picture 
of their architectural production; a circumstance which allowed us to freely select a 
collection of works among about 370 projects — out of a universe of more than 700 
— which evidence has reached our days, leaving much still to be discovered.

In 2017, they were the subject of a public exhibition entitled “Victor Palla 
and Bento d’Almeida: Architecture from another time”, curated by Patrícia Bento 
d’Almeida and Portuguese architect João Palla Martins, on display at Garagem Sul 
in CCB - Centro Cultural de Belém, in Lisbon16. For the first time, their work was being 
exhibited to a wider public than that of the few architects and historians whom had 
once studied them. Even for the later, a broad overview of their work was organized 
and systematized for the first time, further deepening and extending the research 
first started by Patrícia Bento d’Almeida: “A panoramic perspective on the work 
of the atelier of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida allows us, today, to (re)evaluate 
the position due to them in the history of Portuguese architecture in the twentieth 
century and to launch clues for future research and reading (...)”17

In addition to all studies on Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, various 
reference works were of special importance to help unroll the exercise proposed by 
this dissertation, with certain key authors supporting its theoretical ambition:

American architectural historian and theorist K. Michael Hays’18 and 
Stanford Anderson’s19 writings on the autonomy of architecture, the duality pro-

14 For a detailed and extended description of the references and studies on Victor Palla and 
Bento d’Almeida’s work until 2006 (this growing body of research has increased in past 
years), see: Patrícia Bento d’Almeida, Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla: obras e projectos de um 
atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-1973, 2 vols (Master’s Thesis, Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e 
Humanas da Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 2006), I, pp. 5-7.

15 See: D’Almeida, Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla: obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 
1946-1973.

16 Patrícia Bento d’Almeida and João Palla Martins, “Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida: Arquite-
tura de outro tempo”, exhibition at Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisbon, April-June 2017. 
See: “Victor Palla e Bento d’ Almeida “Architecture from other times” at Centro Cultural 
de Belém” (22 April 2017) <https://www.bmiaa.com/victor-palla-e-bento-d-almeida-ar-
chitecture-from-other-times-at-centro-cultural-de-belem/> [accessed 23 May 2019] and 
“Victor Palla e Bento d`Almeida: Arquitetura de outro tempo - CCB”. <https://www.ccb.
pt/Default/en/WhatsOn/Exhibitions?a=704> [accessed 23 May 2019]

17 Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: bossa nova na cidade”, p. 109. [“Uma 
perspectiva panorâmica sobre o trabalho do atelier de Victor Pall e Bento d’Almeida per-
mite-nos, hoje, (re)avaliar a posição que lhes é devida na história da arquitectura portugue-
sa do século XX e lançar pistas para aprofundamentos futuros de investigação e de leitura 
(...)”]

18 K. Michael Hays, “Critical Architecture: Between Culture and Form”, Perspecta, 21 (1984), 
pp. 14-29.

19 Stanford Anderson, “Architecture and Tradition that isn’t “Trad, Dad”” in The History, The-
ory and Criticism of Architecture Papers from the 1964 AIA-ACSA Teacher Seminar, ed. by Marcus 
Whiffen (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1965), pp. 71-89;
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fession/discipline, and architecture as both a cultural and formal manifestation, 
supported an underlining idea of this dissertation: that of architecture as a cultural 
discipline and a collective cultural practice.

Some authors from the field of literary criticism such as American poet 
T.S. Elliot20, German philosopher Walter Benjamin21 and French literary theorist 
and philosopher Roland Barthes22 provided several productive insights on archi-
tecture, originating from ideas extrapolated of some of their writings regarding 
tradition, the role of technique on the “correctness” of works, and hermeneutics 
and the interpretation of literary works.

French sociologist and anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu’s23 and German 
philosopher Theodor W. Adorno’s24 understandings of the fields of cultural, intel-
lectual and artistic production provided the basis for the discussion on the autono-
my of these fields and their relation to market forces.

Finally, a selection of comments on the contemporary condition of archi-
tectural practice made by practicing architects such as Belgian architect Kersten 
Geers25 and Éric Lapierre26, as well as by French architect, historian and theorist 
Jacques Lucan27 assured the desired connection between the work under anal-
ysis and some of the contemporary concerns of the discipline and profession of 
architecture. 

 Stanford Anderson, “Quasi-Autonomy in Architecture: The Search for an ‘In-Between’.”, 
Perspecta, 33 (2002), pp. 30-37;

 Anderson, “The Profession and Discipline of Architecture: Practice and Education”;
 Stanford Anderson, “Types and Conventions in Time: Toward a History for the Duration 

and Change of Artifacts”, Perspecta, 18 (1982), pp. 108-117.
20 T.S. Eliot, “Tradition and the Individual Talent”, Perspecta, 19 (1982), pp. 36-42.
21 Walter Benjamin, “The Author as Producer” in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, ed. by 

Marcus Bullock and Michael W. Jennings, 4 vols (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap, 2005).
22 Roland Barthes, S/Z (Malden, Oxford, Victoria: Blackwell, 1974);
 Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text (New York: Hill and Wang, 1975).
23 Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital”, in Handbook of Theory and Research for the Sociology 

of Education, ed. by John G. Richardson (New York: Greenwood Press, 1986), pp. 241–58;
 Pierre Bourdieu, “The Market of Symbolic Goods”, in The Field of Cultural Production: 

Essays on Art and Literature, ed. by Pierre Bourdieu (Cambridge: Columbia University Press, 
1993), pp. 112-144.

24 Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory (Minneapolis, MN.: University of Minnesota Press, 
2015).

25 Kersten Geers, “Crafting architecture. In search of the architect’s project”, in Architecture as 
a Craft: Architecture, Drawing, Model and Position, ed. by Michiel Riedjik (Amsterdam: SUN 
Architecture Publishers, 2010), pp. 215-219;

 Kersten Geers, “Intentions, Inventions”, Oase 90: What Is Good Architecture?, OASE Journal, 
90 (2013), pp. 14-15;

 Kersten Geers, “Portrait of an Artist David Hockney 1971”, Oase 79: the Architecture of James 
Stirling 1964-1992: A Non Dogmatic Accumulation of Formal Knowledge. OASE Journal, 79 
(2009), pp. 113-120;

 Kersten Geers, “Words without Thoughts never to Heaven Go”, in 2G N.63 OFFICE Kersten 
Geers David Van Severen (Barcelona: Editorial Gustavo Gili, 2012), p. 165.

 Kersten Geers, Jelena Pancevac and Andrea Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book 
on the Work of Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown (Zürich: Park Books, 2016)

 Kersten Geers and David Van Severen, “Exposing Architecture”, in OFFICE Kersten Geers 
David Van Severen, 3 vols, ed. by Kersten Geers and David Van Severen (Köln: Verlag der 
Buchhandlung Walther Konig, 2017), 1, p. 7

 Kersten Geers, EFFICIENCY AS NECESSITY, A conversation with Kersten Geers. An economy 
of means, interview by Esteban de Backer, 4 July 2015. <http://www.arpajournal.net/effi-
ciency-as-necessity/> [accessed 23 May 2019]

26 Lapierre, Surrationalism;
 Éric Lapierre, “L’acte créatif : tradition et spontanéité” (Amiens: Maison de l’Architecture 

de Picardie, 2006) <http://Ériclapierre.com/fr/projets/13/articles.html#/fr/projet/38/
tradition-et-spontaneite.html> [accessed 23 May 2019].

27 Jacques Lucan, Précisions Sur Un état présent De L’architecture (Lausanne: Presses Polytech-
niques Et Universitaires Romandes, 2016).
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Case Studies
Despite the wide acclamation of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s work 

by historiography, most critical input on their work has so far been directed to a 
rather narrow selection of projects or programmatic collections of projects — a 
circumstance which, in the view of João Paulo Martins, might derive from the 
fact that “to a large extent, it is a reading based on material that, in their time, was 
highlighted by publications dedicated to the dissemination of architecture. It is, in 
other words, the construction of a persona, filtered in a very deliberate way by the 
architects themselves and selected by their peers who, at the time, played the role of 
critics.”28 Furthermore, the “(...) pioneering character (...) of typological/functional 
solutions that had never before been seen (...)”29 might have also played a role in 
the “natural selection” of the projects on which architectural history and criticism 
would focus on the most, leaving much of their production aside.

Deriving from the will that the readings in this dissertation be directed as 
much as possible to the architectural qualities and virtues of the works under anal-
ysis, and not so much to whatever plausible novelty or revolution they might have 
represented relative to their time, we aim to undertake a somehow similar appeal to 
that of Benjamin to the literary world: 

Instead of asking, “What is the attitude of a work to the relations of production 
of its time? Does it accept them, is it reactionary? Or does it aim at overthrowing 
them, is it revolutionary?”, (...) I would like to propose another [question]. Rather 
than asking, “What is the attitude of a work to the relations of production of its 
time?” I would like to ask, “What is its position in them?” This question directly 
concerns the function the work has within the literary relations of production of its 
time. It is concerned, in other words, directly with the literary technique of works.30

As such, our selection tended to those buildings which did not embody 
any “pioneering act” in the first place, but which were utterly condemned to the 
condition of “everyday architecture”; a circumstance which naturally compelled 
us to undertake the challenge of analysing these works “in them”, and not so much 
relating them “to the relations of production of [their] time”. 

Although these buildings do not correspond to the programs they became 
most famous for — snack-bars, a typology they pioneered in Portugal — or for 
which they were given greater recognition — schools, factories, houses,... — they 
form a considerable and important part of their production and bear an important 
testimony to the continuous nature of their architectural research. 

At last, we ended up choosing housing and office buildings to be the 
programmatic case study of our research. Amidst Victor Palla and Bento d’Almei-
da’s rather wide production of this kind of buildings — about 70 known to date, 

28 Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: bossa nova na cidade”, p. 109. [“Em 
grande medida, trata-se de uma leitura assente no material que, na sua época, foi destacado 
pelas publicações que se dedicavam à divulgação de arquitectura. Trata-se, por outras pala-
vras, da construção de uma persona, filtrada de um modo muito deliberado pelos próprios 
e seleccionada pelos seus pares que, no momento, faziam papel de críticos.”]

29 Ibid. [“(...) carácter pioneiro, de experimentalismo e afirmação da ruptura, através da 
concepção de soluções tipológicas/funcionais até então inéditas e que, em seguida, seriam 
extensivamente replicadas, pelos próprios e por outros (...)”] 

30 Benjamin, “The Author as Producer”, II, p. 770.
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of which over 50 designed for Lisbon31 —, a narrow selection was made following 
criteria mostly derived from the situation of these buildings — all are replacement 
buildings for pre-existing constructions in similar geographical conditions, located 
in the core areas of Lisbon’s expansion from the end of the nineteenth century to 
the 20s/30s of the twentieth century32 — and architectural aspects of their work 
that raised particular curiosity and interest when compared to other projects of the 
same set. All these buildings are naturally part of the finite set of works by Victor 
Palla and Bento d’Almeida so far known to historiography33; all have been studied 
and referred to in books, journals, exhibitions, conferences and academic works34.

The resulting analysis of these buildings will hopefully get alongside with 
the rich critical reading that historiography has given to their work. Furthermore, 
one hopes a certain degree of operationality to arise from the research undertaken, 
as to attempt to relate Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s professional and design 
strategies to those of contemporary architectural practice.

In the private commissions for this type of buildings, the design con-
straints mainly depended on the market and the notion of economic value of the 
building to be, since these were in most cases the result of private investment that 
aimed to make the most out of the parcel of land that it intended to exploit. Thus, it 
was up to the architects to decide whether their answer would be a literal response 
to the “demands” of the market, or would rather be relatively disconnected from 
that very context, never denying it completely nor failing to respond to it.

Deriving from this predicament, what is interesting about Victor Palla and 
Bento d’Almeida’s work in the twenty-first century, and specifically about their pro-
duction of housing and office buildings, is the way in which it consistently invokes 
the aforementioned tension between the market demands and a cultural agenda in 
architecture: how “authorial” or “professionalized” one’s architecture might be.

The selected buildings are presented below by the project number(s) as-
signed to their projects in the office, their address and the time span of their design 
and construction:

1. 282/669 — Rua (Street) do Conde de Redondo 20 (1956-1960)
2. 291 — Avenida (Avenue) Visconde Valmor 20–20E (1956-1961)
3. 310 — Rua de S. Bernardo 27–27C (1956-1959)
4. 355/558 — Avenida 5 de Outubro 48–50 (1958-1961)
5. 450 — Rua Tenente Espanca 40 (1963-1970)
6. 470 — Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56 (1962-1964)

31 Patrícia Bento d’Almeida, “Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento d’Almei-
da”, in Victor Palla, Bento d’Almeida: Arquitectura de Outro Tempo, ed. by Patrícia Bento 
d’Almeida and João Palla Martins (Lisbon: Caleidoscópio, 2017), p. 82. 
This number may increase as the office archive is not complete and Lisbon Municipal Ar-
chive (AML) does not yet allow the search of works by author, which would certainly reveal 
a universe of unknown works.

32 Jorge Gaspar, Aspectos da Dinâmica Funcional do Centro de Lisboa (Lisbon: Centro de Estudos 
Geográficos, Instituto de Alta Cultura, 1972) 
José Augusto França, Lisboa: Urbanismo e Arquitectura (Lisbon: Instituto de Cultura e Lín-
gua Portuguesa, Ministério da Educação, 1989)

33 There are many project numbers to which no project or building has ever been linked, and 
many of their works have been mostly inadvertently found in past years.

34 See section ‘Books and Articles — Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’ in the Reference List 
(p. 84) for general references on the work of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida.  
See Appendix I (p. 89) for specific references to the selected buildings in Books and 
Articles in the Reference List.

Lisbon City Plan (p. 90)
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Approach and Methodology
This dissertation adopts an analytical approach or exploratory posture 

which is closer to dilettantism than to scientism — it values   short and immediate 
readings, and neglects a position of alleged “truth” on the work under analysis — in 
the belief that a certain “libertinism” of readings might shed a new and unexpected 
light on a set of architectural works. The attitude of inquiry resembles not that of a 
historian, but that of an architect-to-be mostly interested in the professional work 
of other architects. The undeniably rich methodological armature of historicism is 
willingly ignored here, giving place to a methodology which focuses on the critical 
reading of architecture through the lenses of both the architectural profession and 
discipline realms.

More than documenting the facts, readings are to be formed, intending to 
offer a new gaze on their work — not seeking so much certainties, but validities, to 
take on Anderson’s assertion that “the recognition that we make mistakes implies 
that the quest for certainty is a mistaken quest. We do not ever know. We guess.”35 
As “the project reveals (indirectly and confusingly) the underlying intentions: its 
principles, (...) [but] does not, however, turn a set of given principles into reality”36, 
one must acknowledge the conjectural nature of the exercise, as to be aware of its 
just validity as such. 

Referring to the a conference cycle organized by Kersten Geers at École 
polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in the academic year of 2013-2014 entitled 
“The Difficult Double” — where a collection of contemporary authors were asked 
“to show an appropriated fragment of cultural history”37 by holding a conference 
on one architect of their choice — Lucan would point out: 

This series of conferences shed a new light on architects that were or that made 
themselves enshadowed (...), to which new readings are proposed. (...) These read-
ings do not want to participate in the creation of a unified history, or to put back 
some great narrative in the spotlight; they propose rather disconnected and simul-
taneous narratives. Instead, they emphasize the intentions of projects, whether they 
are current, recent, or old, whether they have been declared or assumed. From this 
point of view, the ambition is theoretical insofar as it is about ways of conceiving a 
project and the principles that might guide them.38

In line with Lucan’s statement, this dissertation pretends to be a take on 
theory “as it is about ways of conceiving a project and the principles that might 
guide them”, even if one is to state something about a project which its author was 

35 Anderson, “Architecture and Tradition that isn’t “Trad, Dad””, p. 77.
36 Geers, “Crafting architecture. In search of the architect’s project”, p. 218.
37 Kersten Geers and others, “Architecture Without Content 9: The Difficult Double” (Lau-

sanne: École Polytechnique fédérale De Lausanne, 2014) <https://infoscience.epfl.ch/
record/207094> [accessed 23 May 2019].

38 Lucan, Précisions Sur Un état présent De L’architecture, pp. 237-238. [“La série de conférences 
(...) remet en lumière des architectes qui ont été ou qui se sont glissés dans l’ombre (...) 
pour lesquelles sont proposées de nouvelles lectures. (...) Ces lectures n’entendent donc 
pas participer à la création d’une histoire unifiée, ou remettre à l’honneur un “grand-récit”; 
elles proposent des récits beaucoup plus déliés et simultanés. Elles mettent plutôt l’accent 
sur les intentions qui président aux projets, qu’elles soient actuelles, récentes ou anciennes, 
qu’elles aient été declaré ou qu’elles soient supposées. De ce point de vue, l’ambition est 
théorique dans la mesure où il est question de manières de concevoir un projet et des prin-
cipes qui peuvent les guider.”]
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either never able to articulate, or did not even ever think of. The totality of these 
news readings, these “rather disconnected and simultaneous narratives”, “these 
micro [and (maybe) ‘tweaked’] stories will inevitably create an alternative history, an 
accumulated set of cultural knowledge.”39

This alternative history will expectantly show that no architecture is ever 
“dead”; we might always grasp it even when its relation to contemporaneity is not 
obvious, provided we are open to extrapolate the interpretation we make of it — an 
extrapolation to the point to subjectivity, of possible misinterpretation and even to 
that pure fiction: “a complete figment of the author’s imagination”.40

 Just as Geers states referring to the historical overlapping of interpreta-
tions, it “(...) undoubtedly causes misunderstandings and errors to pile up. Yet I do 
not think this really matters. In fact, this is a process that is itself the foundation of 
architecture.”41 

This gaze shall form a new body of understanding, so far latent in their 
work and waiting to be discovered. After all, “interpretation is the reformulation 
of an existing notion, or of a line of thought that simply ‘presents’ itself, in order to 
reintroduce it into your own argumentation.”42

“Inventing One’s Own Tradition”

 (...) the past should be altered by the present as 
much as the present is directed by the past.

      T. S. elioT43

This dissertation emerges out of the belief that one’s tradition is half 
constituted of discovery, half of invention — despite how paradoxical it might seem 
to state that one can invent such a lapsed reality as tradition, at first — and that this 
primordial act is indeed a creative one. As Lapierre states, one’s own tradition is 
formed out of as much objective circumstance as subjective invention:

The first creative act of the architect, but this is probably true to any artist, is there-
fore to invent his own tradition, because it is, in its very definition, the result of a 
permanent conceptual and subjective construction, elaborated from an objective 
historical and material reality.44

It is these “inventive” and creative attributes of tradition — those of 
tradition as a “construction” rather than as something simply found or uncovered 
— which are to be tackled in this dissertation. This is the actual connection point 
between the approach proposed and the selection of the work under analysis: only 

39 Geers and others, “Architecture Without Content 9: The Difficult Double”.
40 E. H. Gombrich, The Reynolds Lecture: Styles of Art and Styles of Life (London: Royal Academy 

of Arts, 1991), p. 14.
41 Geers, “Intentions, Inventions”, p. 15.
42 Ibid., pp. 14-15.
43 Eliot, “Tradition and the Individual Talent”, p. 37.
44 Lapierre, “L’acte créatif : tradition et spontanéité”. [“Le premier acte créatif de l’architecte, 

mais c’est probablement vrai de n’importe quel artiste, consiste donc à inventer sa propre 
tradition, car celle-ci, dans sa définition même, est le résultat d’une construction concep-
tuelle et subjective permanente, élaborée à partir d’une réalité historique et matérielle 
objective.”]
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by a “permanent conceptual and subjective construction” — an articulation of a 
position, a reinvention, a reading — on an “objective historical and material” (and 
in this case, familial) reality, might tradition emerge. Furthermore, only by being 
judged, might the undeclared qualities of this architecture arise and be acquired, as 
“there are”, writes French philosopher and writer Jean-Paul Sartre, “qualities that 
we acquire only through the judgments of others”45; latent but not self-evident, 
qualities which need to be interpreted in order to actually exist.

The aim is that at the end of this research one might end up with a feeling 
that Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architecture “has a simultaneous existence 
and composes a simultaneous order” to that of contemporaneity, to borrow from 
T.S. Elliot’s take on being a “traditional” writer:

Tradition is a matter of much wider significance. It cannot be inherited, and if 
you want it you must obtain it by great labour. It involves, in the first place, the 
historical sense, (...) [which] involves a perception, not only of the pastness of the 
past, but of its presence; the historical sense compels a man to write not merely with 
his own generation in his bones, but with a feeling that the whole of the literature of 
Europe from Homer and within it the whole of the literature of his own country has 
a simultaneous existence and composes a simultaneous order. This historical sense, 
which is a sense of the timeless as well as of the temporal and of the timeless and of 
the temporal together, is what makes a writer traditional. And it is at the same time 
what makes a writer most acutely conscious of his place in time, of his contempora-
neity.46

In the presenting text to the above-mentioned conference cycle “The Dif-
ficult Double”, again referring to architects holding a conference on one architect of 
their choice, Geers would state that “both author and fragment compose a ‘double 
portrait’, a ‘difficult duo’ that tells more about the project of the one invited than a 
simple office presentation would do.”47 As a matter of fact, by articulating a critical 
position on someone’s architecture, one grasps and forms one’s own understanding 
of architecture. As “no research is innocent”48, the judgemental criteria towards the 
work under analysis inevitably reveal the obsessions and interests as much (if not 
more) of the one analysing as of the one being analysed. 

Thus the simple act of taking someone else’s work as an object of reflec-
tion is an embodiment of this “invention of tradition”; an investment on the forma-
tion of “accumulated set of cultural knowledge”49. This venture is not “historically 
accurate” anymore but part of an “alternative history”, a positioning that somehow 
embraces the daring proposal of Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo as they presented 
their approach towards Robert Venturi’s work, which could pertain to the present 
dissertation: 

45  Jean-Paul Sartre, Qu’Est-Ce Que La littérature? (Paris: Gallimard, 1947), p. 84.
46 Eliot, “Tradition and the Individual Talent”, p. 36.
47 Geers and others, “Architecture Without Content 9: The Difficult Double”.
48 Giovanna Borasi, “Out of the Box: Ábalos&Herreros”, in AP164: Ábalos & Herreros, ed. by 

Giovanna Borasi (Zürich: Park Books, 2016), p. 26.
49 Geers and others, “Architecture Without Content 9: The Difficult Double”.
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Should we be arrogant enough to disconnect the work from later claims, and in a 
way to re-invent an architect, willfully ignoring the enormous amount of research, 
commentary, criticism and interpretation that it has helped to accumulate? We 
think so, especially because it allows the projects to be convincing on their own 
(...)50

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architecture might only form a tra-
dition where one might “insert oneself ” if we undertake an attempt to (re)invent 
them, given that “to insert oneself on a tradition does not imply a servile respect, 
but instead requires constantly reinventing it to redefine it and keep it alive.”51

Observation, Documentation and Interpretation
The fundamental and most conventional design and communication tools 

of architecture — plan, elevation and photography52 — are used in this dissertation 
insofar as they collaborate with the proposed approach.

The selected buildings were studied and visited, iterating several means of 
appropriation. As a form of reading, they were redrawn and photographed, relying 
on interpretative approaches which are admittedly graphical, hoping to form “a 
statement based on the intrinsic tools of architecture (...) rather than just words”53. 
Photographic essays aim at picturing the way in which these buildings urbanely 
perform as cultured architectural objects in the city, despite many of them having 
been subjected to (rather uncultured) renovations over the course of time. Survey 
drawings were redrawn taking the originals from the studio archive and Lisbon’s 
municipality archives [Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa (AML)].

The set of works was openly appropriated and represented through a 
different frame of reference from the one in which it was originally conceived. From 
this simple documentary movement, one can articulate an argument by, for exam-
ple, emphasizing certain features of their work in a way that its authors would not 
have emphasized, tackling the possibility of articulating an intellectual argument in 
the language of architecture proper.

Freed of its time and of the connotations it entails, these works become 
more easily comparable, appropriable — a certain “disturbance” of authorship is 
expected to deepen the approximation and dialogue:

 
Architectural form is understood to be produced in a particular time and place, 
of course, but the origin of the object is not allowed to constrain its meaning. The 
attempt is precisely to dismiss any of the worldly, circumstantial, or socially con-
taminated content of history, (...) Architectural form can be read and interpreted, of 
course, yet misreadings and misunderstandings are understood to occur routinely, 
and with benefit. In any case, there is a conscious avoidance of any historical or ma-

50 Kersten Geers, Jelena Pancevac and Andrea Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book 
on the Work of Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown (Zürich: Park Books, 2016), p. 15.

51 Lapierre, Surrationalism. [“S’inscrire dans une tradition n’implique pas un respect servile, 
mais exige au contraire de la réinventer en permanence pour la redéfinir et la maintenir 
vivante.“]

52 See: Bruno Zevi, Architecture as Space: How to Look at Architecture (New York: Horizon Press, 
1957), Chapter 3: “The Representation of Space”.

53 Borasi, Besides, History: Go Hasegawa, Kersten Geers, David Van Severen, p. 5.
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terial fact other than those of a dislodged formal system. The way in which a build-
ing as a cultural object in time is possessed, rejected, or achieved is not addressed.54

Letting their architecture “speak for itself ”55, the undertaken syntactic 
analysis hopes to go beyond an abstract judgement of compositional artistry or a 
complex reading of content. The aim is to examine Victor Palla and Bento d’Almei-
da’s architecture hoping to discover latent traits in the works — one hopes to unveil 
“an approach, a way of seeing the city, a way of understanding a context, a way of 
relating to time, both past and future”56; to connect with their intelligentsia, with 
their way of working, with their approach to architectural problems; to become 
familiar with the compromises always demanded of architects. After all, this disser-
tation shall be an act of cultural enrichment in one’s own familial setting, an accu-
mulation of traces on the possibility of architecture. 

The aim is to find the principles that underpin their practice and bond 
their projects together, arguing along with Lucan that “practice is always essentially 
guided by underlying principles, as simple as they may be, whether conscious or un-
conscious”57, taking a somewhat similar approach to Italian novelist Umberto Eco’s 
“interpretative research”:

Often this is precisely the scope of interpretive research: to bring an author to say 
explicitly what he did not say, but that he could not have avoided saying had the 
question been posed to him. In other words, to show how, by comparing the vari-
ous statements [or works], that answer must emerge, in the terms of the author’s 
scrutinized thought. Maybe the author did not give the answer because he thought 
it obvious, or because (...) he had never organically treated the question (...), but 
always discussed it incidentally, taking the matter for granted.58

As Italian architectural curator Giovanna Borasi states, “ideally, all of 
these things, which often inhabit the process of coming to an architecture and 
which are closely related to the tools of architectural thinking, are evident in the 
built work. Often, these more intrinsic qualities are what make architecture endure, 
and what makes it meaningful — if the architect has an interest in these issues, and 
if we (the users) are able to look beyond materiality of built form, functionality, and 
specificity of context.”59 

54 Hays, “Critical Architecture: Between Culture and Form”, p. 16.
55 Borasi, Besides, History: Go Hasegawa, Kersten Geers, David Van Severen, p.5.
56 Ibid.
57 Jacques Lucan, “Fernand Pouillon as a Theoretical Problem, or the Internal Landscape of 

Architecture” in The Stones of Fernand Pouillon - an Alternative Modernism in French Architec-
ture, ed. by Adam Caruso and Helen Thomas (Zürich: Gta Verlag, 2015), p. 51.

58 Umberto Eco, How to Write a Thesis. Cambridge (Mass.: MIT Press, 2015), pp. 142-143.
59 Borasi, Besides, History: Go Hasegawa, Kersten Geers, David Van Severen, p.5.
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2. Framework

“Constructing a Duo”1

Victor Manuel Palla e Carmo and Joaquim Cardoso Bento d’Almeida stud-
ied at Escola de Belas Artes de Lisboa (EBAL) and Escola de Belas Artes do Porto (EBAP), 
where they would meet after having applied for a transfer of school, in an attempt 
to run away from Lisbon’s academic and authoritarian teaching. Victor Palla would 
graduate in Porto in 1948 and Bento d’Almeida in Lisbon in 1951. 

In 1947, they formed an office “indifferently known as Victor Palla and 
Bento d’Almeida or Bento d’Almeida and Victor Palla”2, which would remain active 
for about 25 years, resulting in an architectural production which exceeds 700 pro-
jects, as mentioned before. They participated in several EGAPs3, presenting various 
mutual and individual projects, as well as several pieces of their autonomous artistic 
production. In 1948, having just began their joint career, they participated in the 1st 
National Congress of Architecture — Bento d’Almeida still as a student — taking 
place at Instituto Superior Técnico (IST), in Lisbon.

Together, they were responsible for the modernization of countless 
commercial establishments4, factories5, primary schools6, permanent housing 
(single-family detached houses and multi-family housing blocks) and temporary 
accommodation (hotels and tourist complexes)7. Of all, they became most “famous 
for being the precursors in introducing the American model of the snack-bar into 
Portugal (...)”8

In addition to having shared an architectural office for such a long period, 
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida were also good friends — many moments of their 
personal and professional trajectories were shared and their families regarded each 
other as if belonging to the very same one. According to Patrícia Bento d’Almeida, 
“The willingness of both to build the image of a studio formed not by two architects 

1 D’Almeida, “Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida”, p. 41. 
2 As indicated in the office termination agreement. See: D’Almeida, Bento d’Almeida e Victor 

Palla: obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-1973, II, pp. 618-621. [“(...) conhecida 
indiferentemente por Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida.”]

3 The EGAPs (Exposições Gerais de Artes Plásticas) were a set of exhibitions held in Sociedade 
Nacional de Belas Artes, in Lisbon, between 1946 and 1956. They brought together several 
artists and architects with whom Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida kept in touch through-
out their careers.

4 As an example: Pharmacy Arga, 1948; Snack-bars Terminus, 1949-59; Dia e Noite, 1964; 
Galeto, 1966.

5 As an example: Factories Kores [published in Binário, 5 (August 1958)]; Martini [published 
in Binário, 1 ( April 1958)]; Altriz [published in Arquitectura, 19 (January 1948)].

6 As an example: Schools No. 143 (Vale Escuro), 1953-56; No.175 (Olivais-Norte), 1960.
7 D’Almeida and Palla Martins, “Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida: Arquitetura de outro tem-

po”, exhibition at Centro Cultural de Belém.
8 Ibid.
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but by a ‘duo of architects’ can be seen not only in the frequent exchange of corre-
spondence, but also in the graphics created for the corporate image of the studio 
and in the series of photographs that they took of each other.”9 Even after ceasing 
their practice, they kept good contact throughout their lives. Bento d’Almeida later 
formed an office with his two architect sons, José and João Bento d’Almeida, which 
would follow-up with some of the ideas first experimented in his former office, 
where the two had already been working for some years then. 

They were both equally engaged in the office’s production, and both had a 
parallel artistic production to architecture which, especially in the case of Victor 
Palla, would be a widely acclaimed one, touching the artistic fields of graphic 
design10, drawing and painting11 and photography12. In the view of Portuguese 

architectural historian and theorist Ana Tostões, “the framing 
of Victor Palla’s multifaceted personality seems important 
insofar as it gives the creative dimension of someone who 
worked fast, quite a lot, in a lot of crafts and well, sometimes 
even genially.”13 

They were based in Lisbon for all their lives, and 
most of their architectural production took place in that city14 
— their work had often been linked to a professional activity 
that rarely exceeded the horizon of their city. In fact, given 
the rather spectacular volume of commissions arriving at the 
office at the time, they had no need of looking for work out-
side of their own city, and the few commissions for building 
abroad would come from local clients whom they had previ-
ously built for15.

9  D’Almeida, “Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento 
d’Almeida”, p. 41. [“A vontade de ambos em construir a imagem de um 
atelier formado não por dois arquitectos mas por uma ‘dupla de arquitectos’ 
verifica-se não só na frequente troca de correspondência, mas também no 
grafismo criado para a imagem corporativa do atelier e na série de fotogra-
fias que foram tirando um ao outro.”] 
10 For an extensive research on the graphical production of Victor Palla, see: 
João Palla Martins, Victor Palla (1922-2006), Um Levantamento Crítico (Master 
Thesis, Instituto de Artes Visuais Design e Marketing, 2007)
11 For an extensive research on the artistic production of Victor Palla, see: 
João Palla Martins, O Lugar do Desenho na Obra de Victor Palla (Doctoral The-
sis, Faculdade de Belas-Artes da Universidade de Lisboa, 2012).
12  As a testimony to Victor Palla’s prolific photographic production, see: 
Costa Martins and Victor Palla, Lisboa, Cidade Triste e Alegre (Lisbon: Círculo 
do Livro, 1959); reedited as: Costa Martins and Victor Palla, Lisboa, Cidade 
Triste e Alegre (Lisbon: Pierre Von Kleist Editions, 2015); analyzed in: Rita 
Palla Aragão, Lisboa “Cidade Triste e Alegre”: Arquitectura de um Livro (Lisbon: 
Museu de Lisboa, 2018); referred to in: Martin Parr and Gerry Badger, The 
Photobook: a History, 3 vols (London: Phaidon, 2014), I, pp. 212-213.
13 Ana Tostões, Os Verdes Anos na Arquitectura Portuguesa dos Anos 50 (Porto: 
FAUP Publicações, 1997), pp. 122-123. [“[o] enquadramento da personal-
idade multifacetada de Victor Palla parece importante na medida que dá 
a dimensão criativa de alguém que trabalhava rápido, bastante, em muito 
ofício e bem, por vezes mesmo genialmente.”]
14 Throughout their long carrer, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida designed 
projects across Portugal, Angola, Mozambique, Belgian Congo, Kenya, Bra-
zil and Italy, as far as is known.
15 D’Almeida, “Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento 
d’Almeida”, p. 96. 

Fig. 2 — Fig. 9

Fig. 2 Bento d’Almeida, c. 1950 
Fig. 3 Bento d’Almeida, c. 1950 
Fig. 4 Bento d’Almeida, c. 1950 
Fig. 5 Bento d’Almeida, c. 1950  
© Victor Palla, Private collection
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Lisbon Laboratory
To begin setting out Victor Palla and Bento d’Almei-

da’s architectural production, it is necessary to situate their 
work within the historical, political and geographical context 
of Lisbon in mid-twentieth century. This was a period of 
intense and substantial rebuilding of the city, mostly due to 
the lack of housing to accommodate people migrating from 
the countryside to the capital16, causing an abnormal growth 
of the city’s population, “which in the case of Lisbon can be re-
lated to the centralisation of some basic elements in the life of 
the country — management bodies, main industries, cultural 
centres, etc.”17, as the editorial board of Arquitectura would 
explain in an issue dedicated to housing buildings.

As a consequence, very liberal urban policies — ex-
emplified in the attitudes towards the exploitation of land as 
a commercial commodity — led to demolitions to be easily 
allowed, plots becoming available and building permits being 
easily granted.18

The image of the “New Avenues”19, as they’re still 
called today, changed completely over the course of a few dec-
ades. As if the scale of these avenues had firstly been wrongly 
decided, it was then being “corrected”: unlike the state-funded 
neighbourhoods, this kind of reconstruction consisted largely 
of speculative development on sites that had predominantly 
been occupied with low-rise buildings (single-family houses 
or small housing units not more than 50 years old at the time) 
which were being replaced with more than 8 stories-high 
buildings, most often designed by engineers.

This was the political and urban policy context in 
which Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida operated throughout 
their careers. It defines the background of most of their 
activity, which would slightly alter, but never to a great extent. 
Their buildings were a direct incarnation of the chances taken 
to exploit land in many parts of the city, which led to a rise in 
the number of private commissions for housing and office 
buildings — a real estate boom they fully took advantage of.

16 [Anon.], “Prédios de Rendimento em Lisboa”, Arquitectura, 3rd Series, 67 (April 1960), 
p. 16.

17 Ibid.
18 As a compensatory reaction to such liberal policies — which opened up the way for many 

(now regretted) demolitions — almost no ancient building can be fully demolished in Lis-
bon today, their facades being often kept standing.

19 The so-called “Avenidas Novas” (New Avenues) are the result of an expansion project for 
Lisbon first idealized in 1888 by Frederico Ressano Garcia, the city council engineer, and 
finally approved in 1904, which today defines the large urbanistic space of Lisbon. This 
project gave rise to Av. da Liberdade, Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo and Av. República, and 
all the adjacent streets, parallel and perpendicular to the main avenues in an orthogonal 
development, as well as parks and connecting roundabouts.

Fig. 6 Victor Palla, c. 1950 
Fig. 7 Victor Palla, c. 1950 
Fig. 8 Victor Palla, c. 1950 
Fig. 9 Victor Palla, c. 1950  
© Bento d’Almeida, Private collection
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Entourage
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida belong to a generation of architects 

being fully aware of the Modern Movement, capable of manipulating its princi-
ples and language with a deeper consciousness than the former one.20 They truly 
corresponded to the settled principles of modernism — which, as for Portugal’s 
lateralized geographical position in Europe and for the dictatorial political regime 
(1933-1974) at the time, took longer to establish — sharing the “(...) generational 
awareness of those who recognise the Modern Movement in Portugal from the 
1940s”21. 

In contrast with many of their contemporaries, and according to the archi-
val material that has come to our day, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida wrote very 
scarcely throughout their careers, leaving almost no written evidence of their ideas 
on architecture beyond the descriptive memories of the projects. The three articles 
published by Victor Palla in Arquitectura22 and a letter by either Victor Palla or Bento 
d’Almeida addressed to the Editor-in-chief of Diário Popular23 correspond to some 
of the very few and short examples of articulation of thought in written language 
of the duo. These articles bear an undeniable historical importance as testimonies 
of the spirit of their times and specifically of Victor Palla’s ideas on architectural 
production. Despite that, one might argue that these are not representative of their 
idea of architecture when compared to such a large production: if ever there was a 
critique in their work — in the sense of it embracing a critical position — it was a 
critique of form, taking architecture’s own means as its medium: the assimilation of 
architectural knowledge and its interpretive emergence as built form.

They never attempted to engage in the theoretical discussion of their peers 
nor did they ever accompany their professional activity with explicit theoretical 
research. Tautology apart, theirs was a purely practical practice. As a matter of fact, 
their lives — on both personal and professional levels — unfolded outside of the 
turbulent cores of discussion of their time, somehow indifferent to whatever social 
or political vicissitudes the country was facing, also due to their non-compliance 
with the principles of the political regime at the time.

As there were rather few architects in Portugal at that time, they inevitably 
came together with most of their generation, especially with the people they had 
studied with24. Cultural exchange with their contemporary peers would mainly hap-

20 Tostões, Os Verdes Anos na Arquitectura Portuguesa dos Anos 50, p. 33.
21 Michel Toussaint, “A afirmação do Movimento Moderno e Portugal: Contributo dos dois 

arquitectos”, in Victor Palla, Bento d’Almeida: Arquitectura de Outro Tempo, ed. by Patrícia 
Bento d’Almeida and João Palla Martins (Lisbon: Caleidoscópio, 2017), p. 22.

22 Victor Palla, “Lugar do Artista Plástico”, Arquitectura, revista de arte e construção, 25 (July 
1948), p. 7, 16;

 Victor Palla, “Lugar da Geometria”, Arquitectura, revista de arte e construção, 26 (August/Sep-
tember 1948);

 Victor Palla, “Lugar da Tradição”, Arquitectura, revista de arte e construção, 28 (January 1949).
23 See: D’Almeida, Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla: obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 

1946-1973, II, pp. 605-607.
24 Namely: Blasco Gonçalves, Carlos Manuel Ramos, Costa Martins, Coutinho Raposo, Luís 

Nobre Guedes, Manolo Potier, Manuel Tainha, Garizo do Carmo, Nuno Teotónio Pereira, 
Alzina de Menezes [with Victor Palla, evidenced in Manuel Tainha, “Era uma vez...”, in 
Arquitectura e Cidadania: Atelier Nuno Teotónio Pereira, ed. by Ana Tostões (Lisbon: Quimera, 
2004), p. 59] and Ruy d’Athouguia (with Bento d’Almeida, evidenced in Ruy d’Athouguia, 
Interview by Patrícia Bento d’Almeida, Lisbon, 30 June 2001, D’Almeida, Bento d’Almeida 
e Victor Palla: obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-1973, II, p. 397.).

Fig. 10 Christmas 
Card, 1964 
Fig. 11 Christmas 
Card, 1961 
Fig. 12 Christmas 
Card, 1960  
© Victor Palla and 
Bento d’Almeida, 
Private Collection
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pen in National Congresses and meetings25; through the publication of their work 
in some of the main reviews of the time26; by directing some of these very same ar-
chitectural reviews — and thus being responsible for the selection of projects to be 
published — for a certain time span27; by participating in national and international 
arts and architecture exhibitions28; and even through the simple sending of Christ-
mas cards, for which they became renowned amongst their peers29.

Along with the few signs of enduring professional relationships with some 
of their contemporary architects30, they were mostly linked with artists with whom 
they often had long-lasting private relationships, which “(...) conviviality and inter-
disciplinary dialogue provided a fondness for the integration of the arts in architec-
tural production”31, eventually leading Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida to often 
invite them to collaborate in their projects.

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida thrived on a somewhat blurry envi-
ronment — not completely professional, not incompletely cultural — in between 
different social classes and cultural settings: they belonged both to a supposedly 
uncultured milieu (that of real estate speculators, restaurant, snack-bar and shop 
owners, hairdressers, etc.) and to a presumably cultured one [that of painters, 
sculptors, writers and other intellectuals (of which some were their clients)]. If, on 
the one side, the later would readily welcome all ideas on modernity — which they 
would likely want to see virtuously applied to their commissions for villas, hotels, 
factories, etc. — the former and “allegedly ignorant” clients would be surprising-
ly open-minded to let them experiment an architecture of unrivalled, disruptive 
modernity.

This rather heterogeneous circumstance defined their field of operation: 
a collection of circumstances and projects followed one another as for them to be 
able to inevitably define themselves as architects. Leaving prejudices aside, and by 
having nothing to claim, there was no ideology to which to hold reverence, freeing 
up the path of an architectural self-definition amidst whatever circumstance.

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida were remorseless doing architecture, 
somehow answering Tafuri’s peremptory demand for architects to do architecture 
and not worry too much: “The mass of architects shouldn’t worry, they should 
just do architecture. (...) One should refine a few elements to perfection as a good 
craftsman.”32

25 Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida participated in the 1st National Congress of Architecture 
(Lisbon, 1948) and in the 3rd Congress of the International Union of Architects (Lisbon, 
1953).

26 See section ‘Books and Articles — Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’ in the Reference List 
(p. 84) for some examples.

27 Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, together with Manuel Barreira were responsible for sev-
eral issues of magazines Arquitectura, revista de arte e construção (May/June 1948 - April/May 
1949) and A Arquitectura Portuguesa e Cerâmica e Edificação (March/April 1952 - March/June 
1954).

28  Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida exhibited some of their work in Exhibition of Portuguese 
Architecture (London, 1956) and 30 Anos de Cultura Portuguesa, 1926-1956 (Lisbon, 1956).

29 As a sign of this esteem, it is known that architect Nuno Teotónio Pereira kept these Christ-
mas cards posted to a panel behind his workplace.

30 Manuel Barreira, whith whom they were responsible for several issues of magazines Arqui-
tectura, is one of the known long lasting relationships of the duo.

31 D’Almeida, “Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida”, p. 41. [“(...) 
convívio e diálogo interdisciplinar propiciaram o gosto pela integração das artes plásticas 
na produção arquitectónica.”]

32 Tafuri, “There is no criticism, only history”, p. 10.

Fig. 10 — Fig. 12
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Motto
Along with the professional portrait made both by their contemporaries 

and by historiography33, “(...) we might ask anew what is the project about? What is 
its relevance? How can its success be judged?”34 Two questions arise: firstly, whether 
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s reluctance to articulate any theoretical or politi-
cal position means that they did not have a theory or collection of principles guid-
ing their work — by plunging deep into their architectural production, we hope to 
grasp the underpinning aspects behind their cultural and professional positioning 
as architects; secondly, which were the steps and tools taking up the reasoning be-
hind a building’s realization, the main concerns at stake when practicing architec-
ture — by specifically focusing on a selection of their work, we hope to seize some 
of the design strategies and main concerns of their architecture making, pointing to 
the very architectural features of their buildings.

The aim is to objectively cast glances on a series of buildings, singularly 
analysing them, theoretically exploring what’s at stake in them, leaving room for 
the imaginary, the conjectural, the speculative. “Assembling together deductions 
and suppositions founded on reasoning and logical considerations rather than 
on writings or discoveries that may be unreliable, we are going to define the pro-
cess and the manner of conception and construction”35 that Victor Palla and Bento 
d’Almeida embraced.

33 See section ‘Books and Articles — Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’ in the Reference List 
(p. 84).

34 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 
Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p.16.

35 Fernand Pouillon, Maître d’oeuvre. Naissance d’une abbaie. En sus les relevés de trois abbaiies 
cisterciennes sis en Provence: Sénanque, Silvacane, Le Thoronet (Paris: Éditions Fernand De No-
bele, 1967), p. 7.
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3. Means and Manner

Innocent, Dauntless, Joyful

Innocence is the privilege of those who move in their 
field of activity like fish in water.

      PieRRe BouRdieu1

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida were relatively detached from their own 
work. All sketches, drawings, models, and so on, were mostly regarded as “working 
material”, not different from any other office’s paperwork. This deliberate detach-
ment — together with their turbulent professional lives — meant that they “did not 
take particular care to preserve the traces of their work’s conceptual development”2. 
As such, all material was void of value, as would be made clear when Victor Palla and 
Bento d’Almeida trashed all their archival material the day they were closing their 
office.3 There was indeed a risk that “only [their] buildings remain as witnesses for 
posterity.”4

Given the tremendous amount of commissions arriving at the office (an 
average of two per month)5 — to which one must not forget to add together all their 
simultaneous artistic production, their contributions as magazine editors, their 
participation in national and international exhibitions, etc. — they could not afford 
to stop, thus no room for “big questions” existed. But this was not an impediment 
for them. After all, architecture was not something to be afraid of, nor was knowl-
edge, or the lack of it. This fast moving implied that a certain bravery or carelessness 
was at stake in their design process — certainly expedited by, for example, their 
boosting aptitude and mastery in the graphical representation of architecture, etc.; 
efficiency and management would clearly overcome any impulse to articulate the 
intent behind their work, leaving most of their work unexplained, without detract-
ing from its extensive formal development.

1 Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital”, p. 258.
2 Lucan, “Fernand Pouillon as a Theoretical Problem, or the Internal Landscape of Architec-

ture”, p. 52.
3 All this material would have been lost if it would not have been partially saved by one of 

Bento d’Almeida’s sons, João Bento d’Almeida, who came across it and took it out home. 
In 2017, the descendants of both Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida publicly demonstrated 
their intention to donate it to the Municipality of Lisbon in order to integrate the col-
lection of the Lisbon Municipal Archives (AML), so that it may become accessible to the 
public once the material is restored and scanned.

4 Lucan, “Fernand Pouillon as a Theoretical Problem, or the Internal Landscape of Architec-
ture”, p. 52.

5 João Palla Martins, “Do Acervo e dos desenhos do Atelier Bento d’Almeida/Victor Palla”, 
in Victor Palla, Bento d’Almeida: Arquitectura de Outro Tempo, ed. by Patrícia Bento d’Almeida 
and João Palla Martins (Lisbon: Caleidoscópio, 2017), p. 29.
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Anderson’s quotation from M.C. Beardsley on the proactive positioning 
of the artist could well form a description of their mindset: “...as the artist moves 
from stage to stage, it is not that he is looking to see whether he is saying what he al-
ready meant, but that he is looking to see whether he wants to mean what he is say-
ing.”6 Beardsley presents the artist as a voluntarist creator, which creative impulse 
leaves room for thinking only after making. Both for Beardsley and Victor Palla and 
Bento d’Almeida, thinking would come as a reflexive and interpretative act of what 
had been done rather than as a predictive and projective act of that to be done. 

Thus their thinking would never paralyse their action, undertaking a 
posture which might recall Peter Handke’s “impressive description of his method of 
work”7, as quoted by Swiss architectural historian and theorist Martin Steinmann: 
“In the beginning, I started from facts and looked for ways of formulating them. 
Then I noticed that my very search for formulations removed me from the facts. So 
instead, I now started from existing formulations and sorted out the occurrences 
already foreseen by these formulations. From the convergences and contradictions 
my actual writing then developed.”8 Just as Peter Handke, Victor Palla and Bento 
d’Almeida would many times resolutely start their projects from “existing formu-
lations” before trying to formulate any facts, that is, they drew their architectural 
proposition from any other architecture which occurrences they could already 
foresee, theirs or others. This straightforwardness would eventually potentiate the 
ever-growing number of commissions and the continuous and iterative nature of 
their architectural research. It would sometimes point to a certain loss of control in 
the design process, which fortunately never led to any substantial consequences, as 
evidenced by the several clients returning for further commissions.9

Geers’ possibility for “silly minds” and “simple souls” somehow resonates 
with this kind of dauntless moving forward, too: “Perhaps, one could argue that 
only silly minds, and simple souls are able to head forward in a preposterous act 
of bravery, without fear, without hesitation, with the danger and the doubt at arm 
length.”10 In fact, for Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, doing a project was about 
putting an idea forward with a certain ease (certainly levered by their talent); they 
relied on a specific language of architecture, which they took as something granted, 
without much questioning. 

The idea of the obliqueness of an architectural approach might well 
burst forth and guide the reading of their work: “Perhaps picking up some traces 
of things, principles and elements of an architecture and a culture we don’t quite 
understand will give us tools to deal with any of these [contemporary] phenome-
na in an oblique way”11. It means here that problems are not faced frontally, on a 
pretentiously objective and informed move, but may be rather addressed through 
less evident approximations, accepting a certain level of “disinformation”, of an 

6 Anderson, “Quasi-Autonomy in Architecture: The Search for an ‘In-Between’.”, p. 299.
7 Martin Steinmann, “Reality as History: Notes for a Discussion of Realism in Architec-

ture”, in Architecture Theory since 1968, ed. by K. Michael Hays (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 1998), p. 250.

8 Ibid., quoting Peter Handke, Wunschloses Unglück: Erzählung (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1972).
9 It is said that Bento d’Almeida eventually had a meeting with a client in which he showed 

working material from another but similar project to the one in question, as they hadn’t 
had time to finish the material for the former.

10 Geers and others, “Architecture Without Content 9: The Difficult Double”.
11 Ibid.
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apparent intellectual apathy, which was so dear to Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida 
themselves.

They felt no need to fully articulate what they were after (one is led to 
wonder if they were even fully conscious of it). Still, this was not a hindering situa-
tion for them: “our limited erudition should not paralyse us. It should facilitate us 
in the development of our counter narratives to the context in which we operate.”12 
Actually, it was not even a matter of concern to them, to recall the very same “inno-
cence” mentioned before: they had no ambition of taking part in any kind of cul-
tural phenomena whatsoever; despite their manifested will to being informed and 
aware of the prevailing currents of architecture in the world, they were not busy nor 
interested in making any voluntary contribution to the discipline of architecture, 
nor in inserting their works in any kind of historical or disciplinary discussion13. A 
certain “purity” of the profession, as if it were “mere” labour, was at the core of their 
production.

After all, as did Geers, we could say that “we should allow ourselves a bit of 
stupidity, as long as this bluntness coincides with a deep interest or at least a pro-
found fascination (...)”.14 This fascination was clear in the strong commitment of 
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida to their production, in their appeal to the realm 
of arts and for all written and built manifestations of modern architecture, in their 
cross relationships through all artistic disciplines, and in the consequently cultured 
and informed way in which they worked. 

Thus their approach stands somewhere in between a real naiveté and a 
provoked one, to resemble Lapierre’s demand for oblivion: “The architect, while 
he must possess a broad culture of all aspects of his discipline, must also be able to 
‘forget’ what he knows so that his action is not hindered by the weight of paralysing 
knowledge.”15

According to their collaborators16 and photographic evidence, Victor Palla 
and Bento d’Almeida’s studio was marked by a very joyful atmosphere, led by a duo 
of great comradeship. From what we can suppose, they must have had an enormous 
pleasure out of the making of architecture, which would eventually douse their 
architecture with “a holy purity, an innocent naiveté, a child-like grace and simplic-
ity, a freshness, a fearlessness, an utter freedom from affectation, a yearning after 
all things truthful, lovely and of good report (...), which invest them with a charm 
peculiar in its kind (...)”17, to borrow from Austrian art historian E. H. Gombrich’s 
quoting Lord Lindsay’s words on the Pre-Raphaelites’s beloved art.

12 Ibid.
13 The very few exceptions to this positioning, evidencing of their trial of an engagement in 

international cultural exchange, are: a letter sent by Bento d’Almeida to Gio Ponti, director 
of Domus at the time, which reply can be seen in D’Almeida, Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla: 
obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-1973, II, p. 614; and a letter sent by Bento 
d’Almeida to Alfred Roth, director of Werk at the time, which reply can be seen in D’Almei-
da, Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla: obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-1973, II, p. 
615.

14 Geers and others, “Architecture Without Content 9: The Difficult Double”.
15 Lapierre, Surrationalism. [“L’architecte, s’il doit posséder une culture étendue de tous les 

aspects de sa discipline, doit aussi être capable d’’oublier’ ce qu’il sait pour que son action 
ne soit pas entravée par le poids d’une connaissance paralysante.”]

16 See the testimony of João Bento d’Almeida in Manuel Graça Dias, “Victor Palla, Ver Artes: 
Arquitectura”, Lisbon, TV2: Produções Zebra, 29 December 1995.

17 Gombrich, The Reynolds Lecture: Styles of Art and Styles of Life, pp. 13-14, quoting Alexander 
William Crawford Lindsay, Sketches of the History of Christian Art (London: J. Murray, 1847), 
p. 17.

Fig. 13 · Fig. 14 (p. 22)
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“Double Life”
An enormous amount of projects for office and housing buildings was 

simultaneously designed at the office. Despite them being very similar on function-
al and even typological levels, some seem to have been imbued with a higher level of 
“artistry”. One might almost evidently distinguish between the projects where extra 
effort and time were invested in, and those “(...) with an evidently lower authorial 
investment, in an attitude of remarkable pragmatism, which almost conforms a 
career parallel to that of their most visible facet.”18

This distinction is probably the result of a conscious choice, made accord-
ingly to the potential (cultural, social, economical, etc.) of the client. Thus one is 
brought to believe that some projects were primarily accepted for the overall enjoy-
ment of their making, and some other for the simple financial maintenance of the 
office19 — for the former kind, all their ideas on modernity would be put forward, 
clearly affirming an aesthetic will; as for the latter, even a traditional Portuguese 
style could be carelessly employed. 

Their position thus oscillated between a “professionalism as a mechanical 
application of the repertoire that works from the viewpoint of the client’s expec-
tations”20 and a professionalism which, nevertheless it being “an expedient that 
speeds up the relationship between problem and solution”, was a cultured and 
driven one, opening up the way for critical reflection on architecture.

It seems that this kind of “double life” was not something to be ashamed of 
for them, despite it being surely considered an almost “immoral” act. Prejudice was 
set apart: as no pretension of attaining any architectonic recognition was at stake, 
they would see no ideological problem in simultaneously designing a virtuously 

18 Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: bossa nova na cidade”, p. 109. [“(...) com 
um evidente menor investimento autoral, em atitude de notável pragmatismo, que quase 
conforma uma carreira paralela à da sua vertente mais visível.”]

19 See: Palla Martins, “Do Acervo e dos desenhos do Atelier Bento d’Almeida/Victor Palla”, p. 
35.

20 Cino Zucchi, “Asnago Vender: Everyday Abstraction”, in Asnago Vender and the Construction 
of Modern Milan, ed. by Adam Caruso and Helen Thomas (Zürich: Gta Verlag, 2017), p. 
61, revised version of the essay published in Cino Zucchi, Francesca Cadeo and Monica 
Lattuada, Asnago Vender - l’astrazione quotidiana, architetture e progetti 1925-1970 (Milan: Skira, 
1998), pp. 15-55.

Fig. 13 Studio at Rua Coelho da Rocha, 1947 © Unknown, 
Office archive

Fig. 14 Social lunch at Studio at Rua do Conde de Redondo 
[Bento d’Almeida, Arlindo Gonçalves [owner of snack-bar 
Galeto (1966-1968)] and António Domingues (Graphic-design-
er of the restaurant menu of Galeto), n.d. © Victor Palla, Private 
Collection
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unsettling modern house and one employing “Português Suave”21, for instance22, 
which would be sometimes located in the very same street. This rather “pure” and 
naive relationship to their production, although evidently capital oriented (but not 
speculative per se), was one that kept them away from discussion in a fruitful way; 
they were willingly concerned with the everyday questions of architectural design, 
and not with any of the supposedly “greater” ideological matters. Style was a tool 
made available for use: despite them being rather tightly close to what modern vo-
cabulary was praised for, no fundamentalism would prevent them from employing 
whatever style felt more adequate to each specific project and its circumstances.

Frivolous
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida used the modern 

vocabulary in an almost frivolous way — in the sense that no 
overzealous thinking was behind their employ — which was 
made evident in the mastery of their use: a disposition which 
suggests that they did not feel themselves bound to the several 
dictates of the movement which gave rise to that very same 
architectural language. Their work exhibited an eclecticism 
(even within the modern vocabulary) and an avoidance of dog-
ma which eventually led to the many audacious experiences in 
their architecture, a sign of “the genius that characterizes the 
work of this duo” — in the opinion of Ana Tostões — “respon-
sible for the commercial image of the modern city.”23 

In one of the few articles Victor Palla would publish 
in Arquitectura, he would state: “Happy are those who don’t 
know what they’re going to do! They seek to learn the es-
sential relationships between the environment that formed 
them and their surroundings, and the language they have at 
their disposal.”24 — an exhortation to constantly renew one’s 
relation to the world and the way we participate in it, making 
use of “the language we have at our disposal”; an idea which 
would so evidently guide their creative spirit.

They represent the extent to which a certain type of 
architecture, made of modern elements, may be expressed in a 
natural way, a language “spoke out” with no pretension of be-
coming other than itself, nor of serving any “greater purpose”. 
What would be called “literary pretension” in speech was not 
at stake in their architecture. 

21 “Português Suave” (Soft Portuguese) was the name ironically given to a nationalistic and 
tradicionalistic style mostly emploied in architecture in Portugal during the 1940s and the 
early 1950s, borrowing it from a brand of cigarettes of the same name. Despite making use 
of the available technology in modern construction, the buildings would be ornamented 
with elements adopted from regional Portuguese architectural styles of the 17th and 18th 
centuries, giving them an overall “genuinely Portuguese” appearance.

22 See: Victor Palla, Interview by Patrícia Bento d’Almeida, Lisbon, 5 July 2001, D’Almeida, 
Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla: obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-1973, II, p. 407.

23 Tostões, Os Verdes Anos na Arquitectura Portuguesa dos Anos 50, p. 106. [”a genialidade que 
caracteriza a obra desta dupla, responsável pela imagem comercial da cidade moderna.”]

24 Palla, “Lugar da Tradição”. [“Felizes os que não sabem o que vão fazer! Procuram aprender 
as relações essenciais entre o meio que os formou e circunda, e a linguagem que têm ao seu 
dispor.”]

Fig. 15 · Fig. 16

Fig. 15 Elevation of house in Avenida Dom Vasco 
da Gama 11, Lisbon, 1951-1952 © Arquivo Munic-
ipal de Lisboa — Núcleo Intermédio (AMLNI), 
Building no. 24231, Process no. 41732/952, sh. 8
Fig. 16 Elevation of house in Avenida Dom Vasco 
da Gama 5, Lisbon, 1949-1950 © AMLNI, Build-
ing no. 2452, Process no. 47286/950, sh. 2
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It seems as if, for them, architectural elements were void of signification, 
liberated from it, no tracing of “forms back to contents”25 being desired, nor the vi-
sion of “form as sedimented content”26. Form was form before being anything else. 
The use of elements relied on the consciousness that “signs are ambiguous (and 
their interpretation implies a choice that has to be probable, but cannot be true)”27. 
In fact, a deeper semantic analysis of the architectural elements would prove to be 
pointless from the moment one recognizes that most architectural elements are 
“several things at once”:

A beautiful architectural element is an element that meets several criteria. (...) The 
beauty of architecture is to produce objects of such complexity that each of their ele-
ments fulfils several purposes: a column is always a post, but it is also a sculpture. 
Everything is always several things at once. And the better a building is, in a way, 
the more each of its elements is motivated by diverse purposes.28

After all, there’s no mystique in their use of the modern vocabulary, no 
room for over-interpretation, no need to claim its use — it is “simply there, utterly 
secularised.”29

Forever Modern
From May/June 1948 to April/May 1949, “(...) precisely the time when the 

Modern Movement was recognised by the new generation of architects in Portu-
gal”30, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, together with Portuguese architect Ma-
nuel Barreira, took over the editorial board of Arquitectura, revista de arte e construção, 
“(...) the periodical of reference among the class of professional architects (...)”31 
at the time, which content and graphics they would renew for seven editions. This 
was a platform where architects “(...) could manifest and solidify the theoretical 
principles of Modern Architecture (...)”32. Hence, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida 
would re-publish articles by the main international authors of their time — Marcel 
Breuer, Érich Mendelsohn, Ernesto Rogers, Le Corbusier, Walter Gropius, etc.33 
— projects by architects of their generation — Delfim Amorim, Arménio Losa and 
Cassiano Barbosa, Manuel Laginha, João Andersen and Rogério Martins, Ruy 

25 Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, p. 5.
26 Ibid.
27 Steinmann, “Reality as History: Notes for a Discussion of Realism in Architecture”, p.250.
28 Lapierre, Surrationalism. [“un bel élément architectural est un élément qui répond à 

plusieurs critères. (...) La beauté de l’architecture c’est de produire des objets d’une telle 
complexité que chacun de leurs éléments répond à plusieurs raison d’être: une colonne, 
c’est toujours un poteau, mais c’est aussi une sculpture. Tout est toujours plusieurs choses à 
la fois. Et plus un bâtiment est bon, d’une certaine façon, plus chaqu’un de ses éléments est 
motivé par des raisons d’être diverses.”]

29 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 
Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p. 205.

30 Toussaint, “A afirmação do Movimento Moderno e Portugal: Contributo dos dois arqui-
tectos”, p. 22. [“(...) precisamente no tempo de reconhecimento do Movimento Moderno 
pela nova geração de arquitectos em Portugal.”]

31 D’Almeida, “Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida”, p. 41. [“(...) 
o periódico de referência entre a classe dos profissionais arquitectos(…)”]

32 Ibid. [“(...) podiam manifestar e solidificar os princípios teóricos da Arquitectura Moderna 
(…)”]

33 Toussaint, “A afirmação do Movimento Moderno e Portugal: Contributo dos dois arqui-
tectos”, p. 22.
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d’Athouguia, Alberto Pessoa, etc.34 — as well as articles and projects of their own, 
among which one can find three important articles by Victor Palla — “Lugar do artis-
ta plástico”35, “Lugar da Geometria”36 and “Lugar da Tradição”37.

The content of these articles — the role of arts, geometry and tradition 
in architecture —, as well as the approach defining their tone of writing, reveal 
some important keys to the reading of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architec-
ture, as these were issues which would very evidently weigh on the making of their 
architecture.

The article “Lugar da Tradição” in particular, published in 1949 — which, 
in the opinion of Portuguese architectural historian and theorist Michel Toussaint, 
“(...) reveals Victor Palla’s consonance with the ideas consolidated by the avant-garde 
of the Modern Movement (...)”38 — gives us an important insight on their take on 
tradition and their ideas on modernity. Palla would boldly state:

Tradition is something very different from that invoked by the so-called tradition-
alists; I see in it a transmission of powers, not of means of using them; of principles, 
not of formal elements. When life changes, and life always does, the formal tradition 
moves away from it, loses its strength, and becomes superficial, thus ceasing to be 
tradition. If, in contrast, it adapts and transforms itself to the new conditions, 
continuing to maintain an attitude of alert response to life, it is only on the surface 
that it becomes unrecognizable.39

This statement confirms their will for an unsettling architecture, formally 
audacious, of an anti-classicist modernity: an architecture of their times. One could 
indeed say that Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida were forever modern40: they would 
design buildings employing a rather uncontaminated modern vocabulary till very 
late in their careers, while many of their peers had moved to discussions on the ver-
nacular and its role regarding modern architecture, themes which they only grasped 
in a few of their last projects — some single-family houses and summer villages41 
which did have pitched roofs and made use of traditional materials — but one could 
argue that their work was principally about articulating formal ideas on modernity. 
Their “formal tradition” was indeed “a sort of fait accompli”, as Italian architect Gio 
Ponti argues regarding the work of Asnago Vender, which words seem strangely 

34 Ibid.
35 Palla, “Lugar do Artista Plástico”.
36 Palla, “Lugar da Geometria”.
37 Palla, “Lugar da Tradição”.
38 Toussaint, “A afirmação do Movimento Moderno e Portugal: Contributo dos dois arqui-

tectos”, p. 20. [“Este artigo revela a consonância de Victor Palla com as ideias consolidadas 
pelas vanguardas do Movimento Moderno (...)”]

39 Palla, “Lugar da Tradição”. [“Ora a tradição é coisa muito diferente da invocada pelos 
chamados tradicionalistas; vejo nela uma transmissão de poderes, não de meios de usá-los; 
de princípios, não de elementos formais. Quando a vida muda, e a vida muda sempre, a 
tradição formal afasta-se dela, e perde a força, e passa a ser superficial deixando portanto 
de ser tradição. Se em contraste se adapta e transforma às novas condições, continuando 
a manter a atitude de alerta resposta à vida, é apenas na superfície que se torna irrecon-
hecível.”]

40 As in opposition to the book: Irénée Scalbert, Tom Emerson and Stephanie MacDonald, 
Never modern : On bricolage and the works of 6a Architects (Zürich: Park Books, 2013).

41 As examples, see: “Touring Club de Portugal - Aldeia das Açoteias”, “Moradia na Praia 
Grande” and “Moradia Lima de Freitas” in D’Almeida, Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla: obras e 
projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-1973, II, pp. 370-379, 264-266, 267-269.
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adequate to describe the position of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida regarding 
architectural language:

(...) for them, more than for any others, it can be said that modern architecture ac-
tually exists, that it is the voice of a generation, a sort of fait accompli. For them, 
modern architecture is a form of free expression that emerges naturally like a science 
and a technology, a trade and a profession and is freed like all such phenomena from 
any type of precedent.42

Built and Unbuilt Business Cards
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida took a place for architecture between ar-

tistic production and a service to be provided — mixing the boldness of the former 
together with the detachment of the latter. As such, a certain mercantile stance was 
predetermined in their professional movements, to which the eventual discontent 
of some of their colleagues bears a singular testimony.

Portuguese architect Francisco Castro Rodrigues, one of their contempo-
raries, would say in his book of memories: “We didn’t like Victor Palla and Bento 
d’Almeida at all. We had heard some vague news that they were some kind of trades-
people and some other worse things, which we didn’t believe in. ‘Even so, they are 
quite artistic…’”43 to add further on: “We knew that Victor Palla and Bento d’Almei-
da went from door to door, when they knew there was a new owner in a prominent 
area of the city”44. 

As a matter of fact, it is known that Bento d’Almeida took note of the dates 
and often went to public auctions of plots in Restelo, a neighbourhood of state initi-
ative in Lisbon. He would introduce himself as an architect, handing in his business 
card as a way to declare his availability to design a house for anyone who had just 
become an owner45. This would originate many clients, eventually leading them to 
design more than fifty houses in that neighbourhood46, “undoubtedly the architec-
tural office with the greatest workload for a single area of the city”.47 Palla himself 
would give an explicit testimony of their individual relation to the profession and 
discipline:

42 Gio Ponti, “The Style of Tomorrow: Selected Works of Architecture by Asnago Vender”, in 
Asnago Vender and the Construction of Modern Milan, ed. by Adam Caruso and Helen Thomas 
(Zürich: Gta Verlag, 2017), pp. 56-87, revised version of the essay published in Asnago Vender 
- l’astrazione quotidiana, architetture e progetti 1925-1970, ed. by Cino Zucchi, Francesca Cadeo 
and Monica Lattuada (Milan: Skira, 1998), pp. 14-15.

43 Francisco Castro Rodrigues, Um Cesto De Cerejas: Conversas, memórias, Uma Vida (Lisbon: 
Casa Da Achada-Centro Mário Dionísio, 2009), p. 219. [“Nós não gostávamos mesmo 
nada do Vítor Palla e do Bento de Almeida. Tínhamos umas notícias vagas de que eram uns 
comerciantes e outras coisas mais graves, em que não acreditávamos. “Eles até são artis-
tas...””] 

44 Ibid., p. 219-220. [“Nós sabíamos que o Vítor Palla e o Bento de Almeida andavam de porta 
em porta, quando sabiam que havia um proprietário numa zona destacada da cidade.”]

45 D’Almeida, “Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida”, p. 74.
 D’Almeida, Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla: obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-

1973, I, p. 202.
46 Patrícia Bento d’Almeida, Bairro(s) Do Restelo: Panorama urbanístico e arquitectónico (Caleido-

scópio, 2015), p. 254.
47 D’Almeida, “Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida”, p. 74. [“A 

dupla Palla e Bento d’Almeida fez-se representar nos dias das hastas públicas, conquistan-
do meia centena de projectos para esta colina Lisboeta, sem dúvida o gabinete de arquitec-
tura com maior volume de trabalho para uma zona só da cidade.”]
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The only difference between me and Joaquim is that he’s more of a public relations 
person than I am (...), he was more of a fundraiser for the projects and so on. For 
example, we would go out for lunch every day and if there was someone beside us, 
he’d talk to them straight away and end up saying that he was an architect. Some-
times projects would even end up coming... he was capable of doing this, I liked 
architecture more as an art than as a way of making a living. For him it was mainly 
the later.48 

Furthermore, “for seventeen years they were (...) responsible for the pro-
jects for single-family detached homes that the magazine EVA distributed through 
a special draw each Christmas”49, which would also serve as advertising for their 
work50. The several snack-bars and hairdressers they would design along their 
careers would function as customer “generators”, too: these were public programs 
— not in the sense of them being state-owned, but in the prosaic sense of them 
being visible, visitable and daily frequented by men and women, who would eventu-
ally become habitués — thus being important places especially for the emergence of 
supposedly less cultured clients. These people would not know any architect from 
the outset or belong to a cultural environment in which architects would take part, 
but would be nevertheless willing to hire one for their ventures.

Throughout their careers, many of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida build-
ings would indeed function as real business cards: one commission would eventu-
ally lead to another, and clients would show up originating in very different circum-
stances, a direct consequence of the liberated attitude they embraced, differently 
from most architects.

Professional but Cultured
As Massimo Scolari argues, “professionalism (...) represents the com-

modification of culture and establishes its objectives in the area of personal profit 
within a traditional bourgeois society, considered the model in which one should 
‘acritically’ insert oneself ”51. This dependence on a “traditional bourgeois society” 
is made evident on the work of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida by the fact that they 
worked mostly on private commissions and did only very few public buildings, as 
they were little involved with the regime. They even took part on several occasions 
in artistic displays against the regime, as the aforementioned EGAPs, which would 
naturally set them back from public works’ commissioning. They formed a deeply 
professionalized practice. But this might not have been a completely deliberate 
occurrence, as their objectives were not merely set on “personal profit”. They were 
thriving on capitalism, and thus mostly operated on a commercial setting, but they 

48 Victor Palla, Interview by Patrícia Bento d’Almeida, Lisbon, 5 July 2001, in D’Almeida, Ben-
to d’Almeida e Victor Palla: obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-1973, II, p. 406. 
[“A única diferença entre mim e o Joaquim é que ele é mais relações públicas que eu (...), 
ele era mais de angariar os projectos e tal. Por exemplo, nós almoçávamos todos os dias 
fora e se havia alguém ao lado ele metia logo conversa com a pessoa e acabava por dizer que 
era arquitecto. Às vezes por aí até acabavam por vir projectos... ele era capaz de fazer isto, 
eu gostava mais da arquitectura como arte em vez de ser para ganhar a vida. Para ele era 
sobretudo isto.”]

49 D’Almeida and Palla Martins, “Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida: Arquitetura de outro tem-
po”, exhibition at Centro Cultural de Belém.

50 D’Almeida, Bairro(s) Do Restelo: Panorama urbanístico e arquitectónico, p. 254.
51 Massimo Scolari, “The New Architecture and the Avant-Garde”, in Architecture Theory since 

1968, ed. by K. Michael Hays (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1998), pp. 125-136.
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were not necessarily captive of the market, nor was this the only defining circum-
stance of their operation. 

As Geers says: “In order to maintain/ensure the relevance of our cultur-
al production, that very production needs to happen in relative disconnect to the 
market context. It is in many ways an obligation. (...) the very context in which we 
(cultural producers) operate, is a cultural one, and not the context of the market.”52 
Although profit oriented at first sight, and despite their architecture’s origin being 
the market itself (on which it depended to exist), they would not totally “acritically” 
insert themselves in its model of society — their position was an inherently “cul-
tured (...) professionalism”53; theirs was an inherently cultured practice and ulti-
mately culturally driven office. 

As a matter of fact, many international magazines and books would 
monthly arrive at the office54, and their library was filled with issues from both 
erudite and commercial architectural reviews, thus ensuring they were knowledge-
able of the prevailing currents both in Europe and in their own country. One is led 
to think that they did not, however, take part in any impelling cultural movement 
nor architectural discourse55. Despite that, one could say that “any kind of cultural 
production, even one which doesn’t have the slightest intention to create added 
value, does just that”56 — everything in a project which is not a consequence of 
economic criteria is specifically cultural; everything in a project that is not subject to 
the critique of the market (everything that the market ignores; everything in a pro-
ject which has no implication in its economic value) is necessarily cultural, and thus 
subject to the critique of culture. “The work becomes ‘cultural production’. Cultural 
production is production disengaged from its economical value.”57 Thus, willingly 
or not, they were producing culture, thriving on their own reading of the modern 
movement, devoted to a modern idea of life, committedly and hard-working.

Taking the words of Italian architect, historian and theorist Cino Zucchi 
on the practice of the Milanese duo Asnago Vender, which could once again direct-
ly apply to Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, “theirs was a generous and restless 
professionalism”58, where a project’s conception as a cultured piece of architecture 
would not let be taken over by some market-oriented fashionable agenda. “Theirs 
was a reformist ethic”59, one they did not proclaim, but that was a clear alternative 
to the fundamentalism-oriented “worries” of their contemporaries: willingly and 
admittedly apolitical and directed towards the making of architecture and its princi-
ples, never assuming any stances that might have compromised the freedom of their 
acting and positioning.

52 Kersten Geers and Pier Paolo Tamburelli, “Letters. The tomorrow” <http://thetomorrow.
net/conversations/classic/> [accessed 25 February 2019]

53 Zucchi, “Asnago Vender: Everyday Abstraction”, p. 57.
54 D’Almeida, Bairro(s) Do Restelo: Panorama urbanístico e arquitectónico, p.91.
55 Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida are thought to have taken part in “Iniciativas Culturais Arte 

e Técnica” (ICAT), but there’s not enough evidence to confirm it. ICAT was an organization 
created by a group of politically committed architects from Lisbon — of which some were 
active elements of the opposition to the regime — which operated between 1946 and 1950.

56 Geers, EFFICIENCY AS NECESSITY, A conversation with Kersten Geers. An economy of means, 
interview by Esteban de Backer.

57 Geers, “Crafting architecture. In search of the architect’s project”, p. 218.
58 Zucchi, “Asnago Vender: Everyday Abstraction”, p. 57.
59 Ibid.
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Parenthesis: Autonomy
In daring to define Architecture, Italian architect Giorgio Grassi stated 

that “architecture is the architectures”60. This tautological and culturally isolation-
ist definition understands architecture as a form of knowledge: all architectural 
production constitutes cultural production and contributes to the definition of the 
discipline itself61. The architectural object, when produced, is inscribed in history 
and produces culture. This recognition embodies the way for the autonomisation 
of architecture as a discipline, which not surprisingly relates to that of the realm of 
artistic production, accurately described by Bourdieu in his essay “The Market of 
Symbolic Goods”:

The autonomization of intellectual and artistic production is thus correlative with 
the constitution of a socially distinguishable category of professional artists or intel-
lectuals who are less inclined to recognize rules other than the specifically intellec-
tual or artistic traditions handed down by their predecessors, which serve as a point 
of departure or rupture.(...) The autonomy of a field of restricted production can be 
measured by its power to define its own criteria for the production and evaluation 
of its products.62 

By raising the theme of the autonomy of the discipline of architecture, two 
realms of operation arise, generating an everlasting binary of an architecture which 
is to be appropriated symbolically and another which is to be appropriated material-
ly, “dissociating art-as-commodity from art-as-pure-signification”:

The emergence of the work of art as a commodity, and the appearance of a distinct 
category of producers of symbolic goods specifically destined for the market, to some 
extent prepared the ground for a pure theory of art, that is, of art as art. It did so by 
dissociating art-as-commodity from art-as-pure-signification, produced according 
to a purely symbolic intent for purely symbolic appropriation, that is, for disinter-
ested delectation, irreducible to simple material possession.63 

On a general level, these two “kinds” of architecture became known 
respectively as an architecture objectively destined for a public of architects — what 
Bourdieu calls a “public of producers of cultural goods”; and the other as an archi-
tecture destined for non-architects — “the public at large”64. 

This distinction gave rise to some prejudice within the discipline and pro-
fession of architecture which has long seemed very difficult to surpass. The “erotic” 
capacity of architecture, pointed out by Swiss architect Bernard Tschumi, can give 
light on this relation of commitment and compromise, as it praises for an architec-
ture which is to be apprehended both symbolically and materially; an architecture 
which is located between both “contemplation” and “habit”:

60 Giorgio Grassi, Scritti Scelti (Torino: Allemandi, 1998), p. 123. [“L’architettura sono le ar-
chitetture.”] Translations from Italian throughout this dissertation are by the author unless 
otherwise indicated.

61 Giorgio Grassi, La costruzione logica dell’architettura (Venice: Marsilio, 1967), p. 90.
62 Bourdieu, “The Market of Symbolic Goods”, pp. 112-144.
63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.
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 (...) the meeting place is ultimately architecture. It thrives on its ambiguous 
location between cultural autonomy and commitment, between contemplation 
and habit. In fact, if a piece of architecture renounces its conceptual autonomy 
by recognizing its latent dependency on reality - social or economic - it accepts its 
integration into the restrictive mechanisms of society. On the other hand, it sanctu-
arizes itself in an art for art’s sake position; it does not escape classification among 
existing ideological compartments. So architecture seems to survive on its “erotic” 
capacity only if it negates itself, where it transcends its paradoxical nature by negat-
ing the form that society expects of it. 65

“Quasi-Autonomy”66

Drawing from the ideas presented above, one is led to ask: how “erotical” 
might Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architecture be? What is its capacity to 
stand as both commodity and signification; to thrive in a mercantile society without 
giving up its conceptual autonomy? 

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s ambition was directed to the general 
potential of architectural experimentation, whatever the commission was, what-
ever the building was. The prerequisites of the majority of their commissions were 
never too demanding, ambitious nor radical. These were instead fairly similar from 
one commission to the other, as Portuguese architectural historian Ricardo Agarez 
would point out: “In such a wide variety of situations, the architects’ response did 
not change substantially in order to better adapt to the specific circumstances of 
each one - rather it was repeated for plots with similar characteristics and varied 
only to the extent of the economic importance of the typology”67, a “(...) sign of a 
practice of daily rhythm (...)”68.

Actually, one can imagine that Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida did not 
feel very challenged by the task of designing apartments or family houses for the 
bourgeoisie which most of their clients belonged to.69 As Portuguese architect F. 
Gomes da Silva hypothesizes: “Perhaps because the programmatic needs contain a 
certain degree of abstraction, the architects’ interest seems to have fallen on any of 
these works, less on the search for the organization of spaces than on the enhance-
ment of façades.”70 The focus of their energy was thus redirected to other dimen-
sions of the project, namely the overall urban setting of the buildings, their 

65 Bernard Tschumi, “Architecture and Transgression”, in Oppositions Reader: Selected Readings 
from a Journal for Ideas and Criticism in Architecture, 1973-1984, ed. by K. Michael Hays (Princ-
eton, N.J.: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998), p. 361.

66 Anderson, “Quasi-Autonomy in Architecture: The Search for an ‘In-Between’.”.
67 Ricardo Costa Agarez, O Moderno Revisitado. Habitação Multifamiliar em Lisboa nos Anos de 

1950 (Lisbon: Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, 2009), p. 247. [“Numa tão grande variedade de 
situações, a resposta dos arquitectos não se alterava substancialmente para se adaptar mel-
hor às circunstâncias específicas de cada uma - antes se repetia para lotes de características 
semelhantes e variava apenas na medida da importância económica da tipologia.”]

68 Ibid. [“(...) sinais de uma prática de ritmo quotidiano (...)”]
69 There’s indeed some evidence that some housing projects would begin in the office as pre-

liminary design studies, and would then be passed on to other architects of their entourage, 
to which they entrusted that task, and in which the approval of the project and the working 
plans would be realized. 

70 F. Gomes da Silva, “Prédio na Avenida Visconde Valmor. Arqs. Vitor Palla e Bento de 
Almeida”, Arquitectura, 3rd Series, 67 (April 1960), pp. 37-38. [“Talvez por as necessidades 
de ordem programática conterem um certo grau de abstracção, o interesse dos arquitectos 
parece ter recaído em qualquer destas obras menos na procura de organização dos espaços 
do que na valorização das fachadas.“]
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volumetric and material definition, a pictorial, phenomenal and perceptual re-
search, with an overall investment in façade design.

The client’s needs were given an answer, but the project would never sub-
jugate to them. A certain idea of architecture was put forward, never to be disrupt-
ed by any capitalistic forces. As Geers puts it, “there’s always a slight discrepancy 
between what something could be, at its most efficient, and what it is.71” This means 
that a building may, to its own good, efficiently meet the client’s demands (func-
tional, representational, etc.) and still have something that is merely “its own”, as 
Geers then discloses when describing his office’s working method: “we try to work 
through all the necessary layers of functional questions, and build up possible an-
swers fresh from the start. Then somehow, we come up with another answer. That 
answer is inspired by whatever you need to make it to ‘yes’, but it is also inspired 
by something else (...)”72, a kind of hidden agenda, of architecture only: “you can 
reassemble it to produce another answer to the same question. And you can insert 
another agenda. It doesn’t need to be more expensive. It doesn’t need to be less 
performative. (...) This potential legitimizes your actions.”73

This idea might recall Hays’ praise for an architecture “between culture 
and form”, a “critical architecture that claims for itself a place between the efficient 
representation of preexisting cultural values and the wholly detached autonomy of 
an abstract formal system”74 — not totally “dependent on socioeconomic, political, 
and technological processes” nor hinging on the “self-justifying, self-perpetuating 
hegemony of culture”75, but rather claiming a space between that “hegemonic” re-
ality and the realm of autonomous form. It “takes its place alongside the real world, 
explicitly sharing temporal and spatial conditions of that world, but obstructing 
their absolute authority with an alternative of material [and] technical (...) preci-
sion. A participant in the world and yet disjunctive with it”76.

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s ability to keep cultural relevance 
despite however demanding the pressure of the client or market constitutes an 
incarnation of this compromise, embracing the idea that “it is by using the means of 
the enemy that we will be able to defeat it or, at least, continue to exist.”77 For them, 
commissions were only a pretext, whatever their kind was, as their ambition stood 
higher than to be a direct answer to whatever they were asked. Any building was a 
chance for architecture, an opportunity for exploring architecture’s proper princi-
ples and language, to put something “out there in the world”.

Iteration
Given the aforementioned number of commissions arriving at Victor 

Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s office, it was somehow inevitable for some programs 
to be repeated. Not infrequently, two or more buildings in the very same street were 

71 Geers, EFFICIENCY AS NECESSITY, A conversation with Kersten Geers. An economy of means.
72 Ibid.
73 Ibid.
74 Hays, “Critical Architecture: Between Culture and Form”, p. 13.
75 Ibid., p.17.
76 Ibid., p.25.
77 Lapierre, Surrationalism. [“C’est en utilisant les moyens de l’ennemi qu’on pourra le battre 

ou, au moins, continuer d’exister.”]
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being simultaneously designed78, involving rather similar plot dimensions and pro-
grammatic requirements. As for family houses, this number sometimes rose to ten 
being designed in the same street, which eventually led them to design more than 
fifty houses in the neighbourhood of Restelo, for example, as mentioned before. 
This rather unusual situation embodies a kind of a “real” laboratory, where several 
experiments unroll side by side with their individual variations.

Due to this restless repetition of the same kind of commissions, archi-
tecture as a language was being “dominated”, its spectrum broadened, in a way 
similarly to what Erasmus of Rotterdam praised as “copia”, or the “abundant style” 
in writing - a “training in varying speech (...) useful in every way for attaining good 
style”79, enabling one to “be able to give different shape or form to the thought”80. 
According to João Paulo Martins, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida underwent a “a 
process of gradual maturation and search for formal diversity: from the experiences 
of the beginning of their career to the period of affirmation and recognition, in a 
prolonged work of refusal of crystallization in the repertoire of solutions.”81 These 
qualities indict a kind of “rhetorical dimension” in the making of architecture, re-
ferring exclusively to the architectural language, “rhetoric being precisely the art of 
well speaking, (...) assuming to do this the knowledge of [architectural] figures”82. 

Thus out of exhaustion, not necessarily out of a repetition of solutions, 
each project was an essay on architecture. Solutions got naturally reused, modified, 
refined, combined and recombined over time, in a “sort of repetition [that] renders 
the issue of origins or first causes [of language] unproblematic, one arbitrary cantus 
firmus being imitated and repeated so many times as to lose its primacy”83. They did 
not hesitate to rework a solution once they adopted it, their oeuvre conjuring up a 
process of variation on a set of identifiable themes84 — in many cases, the very same 
formal elements and solutions would curiously hold resonances with their sur-
roundings despite being used in very different contexts. 

Theirs seems to be a kind of self-justified “formal accumulation”85 — their 
works are an index of the series of non-partisan pieces of modern architecture, 
formulated without any “ideological baggage” being articulated. 

Their knowledge was a “socialized knowledge made of abstract conven-
tions”86, thus architectural elements seem to be conceived as an expression of the 
compromise between conventional expectations and the freedom of response. 
Form became the result of the multiple combinations these abstract knowledge 

78 As an example: 282/669 — Rua do Conde de Redondo 20, Lisbon (1956-1960) (selected 
for this dissertation) and 362 — Rua do Conde de Redondo 14, Lisbon (1957-1961).

79 Desiderius Erasmus, On Copia of Words and Ideas (Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 
1963), Chapter VII.

80 Ibid.
81 Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: bossa nova na cidade”, p. 109. [“(...) [um] 

processo de maturação gradual e de busca de diversidade formal: das experiências do início 
de carreira ao período de afirmação e reconhecimento, num labor prolongado de recusa de 
cristalização no repertório de soluções.”]

82 Lucan, Précisions Sur Un état présent De L’architecture, p.246. [“la rhétorique étant précisé-
ment l’art de bien parler, la rhétorique supposant pour ce faire la connaissance de figures”]

83 Hays, “Critical Architecture: Between Culture and Form”, p. 27.
84 Lucan, “Fernand Pouillon as a Theoretical Problem, or the Internal Landscape of Architec-

ture”, p. 51.
85 Geers, “Portrait of an Artist David Hockney 1971”, p. 116.
86 Pier Vittorio Aureli, “Form and labor: Toward a history of abstraction in architecture”, in 

The Architect as Worker: Immaterial Labor, the Creative Class, and the Politics of Design, ed. by 
Peggy Deamer (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2015), p. 106.
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allowed for. Architecture was both personal and universal, ordinary and extraordi-
nary, aleatory and deliberate, fundamental and asserted — “objects that refer at the 
same time to a common experience of the world and to one singular expression.”87

Mannerism
The repetition and insistence of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s work 

in the recurrence of a set of specific themes eventually led to bringing into consist-
ency a certain vision on architecture, on architecture’s own means, despite their 
apparent naiveté. As Benjamin argues, “[the author’s] work will never be merely 
work on products but always, at the same time, work on the means of production.”88 
As a matter of fact, in the view of Ana Tostões, their architecture reveals “a deep 
understanding of the architecture of the Modern Movement in the way codes are 
assimilated and recreated.”89 

Their thematic choices might be considered to be a “silent” argument on 
architecture — the true subject of their projects was an artistic one, architecture’s 
medium itself — “reflection (...) focused, if not exclusively, at least in a privileged 
way on the means, the principles or the rules developed to design and realize a pro-
ject”90. The “specifically artistic manner in which artists grasp the world” is what is 
to define their architecture, to borrow once again from Bourdieu:

The true subject of the work of art is nothing other than the specifically artistic 
manner in which artists grasp the world, those infallible signs of his mastery of his 
art.91

 Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s approach might recall the traits of 
what Lucan names a “new mannerism”: “to focus on how something is done, on 
the ‘art’ with which that thing is produced”92, taking on a series of experiments that 
act upon the elements of architecture proper. Lucan borrows Robert Klein’s idea of 
“the art of art” or the “hyper-art”: “to look at oneself doing, which makes us forget 
what the thing is for, its function, its programmatic and social purpose”93, a seem-
ingly egotistical approach to the discipline and to the profession of architecture, as 
it apparently (or patently) alienates architects from society. 

One could argue that Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s commitment re-
lied in the affirmation of the “specificity and the irreplaceability of the product” un-
der design — the building-to-be. They would focus on the manner in which to treat 
the commission rather than on its programmatic or typological subject, somehow 

87 Lapierre, Surrationalism. [“des objets qui se réfèrent, à la fois, à une expérience commune 
du monde, et à une expression singulière.”]

88 Benjamin, “The Author as Producer”, II, p.777.
89 Tostões, Os Verdes Anos na Arquitectura Portuguesa dos Anos 50, p. 84. [“um entendimento 

mais aprofundado da arquitectura do Movimento Moderno no modo como os códigos são 
assimilados e recriados.”]

90 Lucan, Précisions Sur Un état présent De L’architecture, p. 246. [“la réflexion se porte, sinon 
exclusivement, du moins de façon privilégiée sur les moyens, les principes ou les règles 
développés pour concevoir et réaliser un projet”]

91 Bourdieu, “The Market of Symbolic Goods”.
92 Lucan, Précisions Sur Un état présent De L’architecture, p. 245. [“porter l’attention sur la 

manière de faire quelque chose, sur l’’art’ avec lequel cette chose est produite”]
93 Ibid., p.246. [“se regarder faire, ce qui fait délaisser l’attention à ce pour quoi la chose est 

faite, à sa fonction, à sa destination programmatique et sociale.”]
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embracing Bourdieu’s words defining a certain field’s claim to produce and impose 
the principles of its art:

Affirming the primacy of the saying over the thing said, sacrificing the subject to the 
manner in which it is treated, constraining language in order to draw attention to 
language, all this comes down to an affirmation of the specificity and the irreplace-
ability of the product and producer.94 

They saw their works as chances for their rather arbitrary, harmless and 
nearly unfounded architectural artistry to be brought together with the contingent, 
the rational, and the planned circumstances of an architectural project — theirs was 
an architecture that “produces knowledge both about culture and about architec-
ture”95. By situating their projects in between this oscillating duality, they ensured 
both their (unwilled) architectural relevance and an adequacy to the demands of the 
current culture. They somehow correspond to what Geers describes as a “classi-
cal” author: someone “busy (...) developing their work from the principles of their 
art”96, engaging with the disciplinary dimension of architecture before any social or 
political dimensions.

In the eyes of Lapierre, this is a consequence of the interest in “(...) making 
architecture just so that architecture can continue to exist”97, a fondness, zeal and 
predilection for architecture before “anything else”, to take from Belgian architec-
tural and literary theorist Christophe Van Gerrewey’s display on the matter:

There is architecture – and then there is everything else. Living is nothing more – 
thanks to architecture – than trying to define what this ‘everything else’ is, and how 
it is ‘done’. Architecture, therefore, does not concern itself directly or discursively 
with life. It does not believe in listening closely and anticipating to fleeting and all 
too human needs. It already knows everything it needs to know. It does not want to 
be part of the ‘everything else’, but is there to install a contrast that precisely gener-
ates this ‘everything else’.98 

To borrow from Barthes, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida cared about 
finding a possibility of architecture: which architecture was still possible to do, and 
which was not; they cared about finding what was within the practice of the archi-
tect, and what was not: “On the one hand, there is what it is possible to write, and 
on the other, what it is no longer possible to write: what is within the practice of the 
writer and what has left it:”99 Theirs was a quest for an accurate reading of their own 
times, and their implication in the profession of architecture — a reading free from 
all nostalgia of the supposed grandeur of architectural practice; never drowning in 

94 Bourdieu, “The Market of Symbolic Goods”.
95 Hays, “Critical Architecture: Between Culture and Form”, p. 27.
96 Geers and Tamburelli, “Letters. The tomorrow”. 
97 Lapierre, Surrationalism. [“(...) faire de l’architecture juste pour que l’architecture continuer 

d’exister, pour qu’elle continue d’exister autant que idiome sophistiqué, dans la condition 
ordinaire qu’est la nôtre.”]

98 Christophe Van Gerrewey, “Architecture and Everything Else”, in Garden Pavilion. 7 rooms 
21 perspectives, catalogue published for the 12th International Architecture Exhibition ‘Peo-
ple meet in architecture’ — la Biennale di Venezia, 29 August to 27 November 2010.

99 Barthes, S/Z, p. 4.
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complaint nor fatalism, but rather actively and positively embracing reality as it was 
presented to them, taking part in it by answering it in built form.

Parenthesis: Adorno’s Aesthetic Theory
Regarding the apparent twofoldness of the intent of architects, Adorno 

might open up our views while discoursing on the commitment of the artist — 
or the architect — with society. For him, “(...) in all dimensions of its productive 
process art has a twofold essence, being both an autonomous reality and a social 
fact…”100 Adorno addresses the issue of the relationship between art and society, 
or art and everything exterior to it, in his book “Aesthetic Theory”. He focuses on 
the idea that “the dialectic of art resembles the social dialectic without consciously 
imitating it (…)”101, which he develops as follows:

Art’s double character as both autonomous and fait social is incessantly reproduced 
on the level of its autonomy. It is by virtue of this relation to the empirical that 
artworks recuperate, neutralized, what once was literally and directly experienced 
in life and what was expulsed by spirit. Artworks participate in enlightenment 
because they do not lie: They do not feign the literalness of what speaks out of them. 
They are real as answers to the puzzle externally posed to them. Their own tension 
is binding in relation to the tension external to them. The basic levels of experience 
that motivate art are related to those of the objective world from which they recoil. 
The unsolved antagonisms of reality return in artworks as immanent problems 
of form. This, not the insertion of objective elements, defines the relation of art to 
society.102

Every successful piece of architecture provides a non discursive knowledge 
that sidesteps the conventional blinders of instrumental rationality — once again, 
it “produces knowledge both about culture and about architecture”103, as “(...) archi-
tects are as interested in the form as in the problem; They see a dynamic relation of 
form and problem to be of the first importance.”104 

Poetics of the Profession
Despite seemingly disconnected, the relationship of Victor Palla and 

Bento d’Almeida’s architectural production to society corresponds to Adorno’s idea 
that “the dialectic of art resembles the social dialectic without consciously imitating 
it (…)”105.

They were detached or indifferent to the “social” dimension of architec-
ture. A certain retreat from these considerations “narrowed” the objectives defining 
their field of activity — theirs was a supposedly more modest ambition — a circum-
stance which allowed for their practice to acquire an informal and experimental 
dimension. Each commission’s set of constraints could be renewed ‘case-by-case’, if 
it was proved worthy of doing so. Projects would all be started from scratch, without 

100 Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, pp. 7-8
101 Ibid.
102 Ibid., pp.5-6.
103 Hays, “Critical Architecture: Between Culture and Form”, p. 27.
104 Anderson, “Quasi-Autonomy in Architecture: The Search for an ‘In-Between’.”, p. 32.
105 Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, pp. 7-8
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ever compromising a certain economy of means (temporal, financial, labour-relat-
ed, lexical,...) which ruled in the office.

Architecture was improved simply by practicing it, making it tend more 
towards manual labour than an intellectual one — somehow very little poetic or 
spiritual to start with. Everyday work did not point to any superior intellectual aspi-
ration. Instead, it was simply seen as a craft, confirming their condition of profes-
sionals somehow disengaged from their milieu. 

Ponti’s words on Asnago Vender are once again surprisingly adequate 
to Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida: “they do not seek any justifications for their 
work, nor do they assume attitudes or methods that might compromise a mode of 
working that emerges successfully and naturally from the task itself. Their architec-
tural work has thus acquired a coherence that arises not out of principles or ethics 
(suggesting constraint, discipline, factionalism and abstraction), but instead is 
natural and spontaneous and emerges from everyday effort.”106

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida built a personal view on architecture 
in the “silence” of their office — in the comforting daily encounter with the task 
presented to them, in the daily craft of their discipline and profession. Poetics of any 
kind would only rise from the making of architecture itself, as rhetoric was set aside 
— theirs was an incarnation of a “slow construction of an idea of architecture (...) 
realised through works rather than through words”107. 

106 Ponti, “The Style of Tomorrow: Selected Works of Architecture by Asnago Vender”, pp. 56-
87.

107 Zucchi, “Asnago Vender: Everyday Abstraction”, p. 81.
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4. Selected Projects

This chapter introduces the six buildings selected as case studies amongst 
the wide production of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida. The following pages con-
stitute a testimony to the buildings themselves and their relation to the urban sites 
they occupy. 

The buildings are described with attention to their very architectural 
qualities; the features belonging to the realm of architecture and to no other, which 
performance — ironical or unironical, premeditated or not — is to be considered, 
too. These are the features which make up the architectural, constructive and 
pictorial imaginary of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, and represent the spread-
ing of obsessions, emphasizing the continuous nature of their research. All these 
elements hopefully clarify how they thought and positioned themselves in relation 
to the questions of their time: some of these issues are so deep-rooted in architec-
tural thinking that they keep coming back in new forms. After all, this research is 
very much about “deliberately looking back to find assonances, justifications, and 
ideas in the architecture of the past that could be relevant for a critical distance in an 
understanding of today’s needs.”1

As Van Gerrewey sensibly states, “doing justice to historical events is only 
possible if historiography is engrafted against generalisation by the vaccine of a crit-
ical loyalty to each singular work of architecture.”2 Hence the buildings are hereby 
described and analyzed in themselves, as if ignoring the collection of which they 
are part, departing from a “factual and secluded confrontation” with each one of 
them: “Writing or imagining history is in this sense impossible without continuing 
to respect the complexity of one good building or one valuable design. (...) speaking 
about architecture, no matter in which way, departs initially from the factual and 
secluded confrontation with a realisation or an architectural project.”3 

Descriptive texts examine the buildings and point out their main archi-
tectural qualities. Accompanying the texts are current photographs of the build-
ings which show how they stand today, embedded in the complexity of their urban 
settings. The buildings are described as much as possible as if they were in their 
original state. For this reason, some of their outlined features may only be seen in 
drawings or archival photographs (Appendix I), not being recognisable in (some-
times even contradicting) the current photographs, given the disfiguring changes 
they have undergone over time.

1 Borasi, Besides, History: Go Hasegawa, Kersten Geers, David Van Severen, p. 6.
2 Gerrewey, “Half an Hour of Silence”, p. 17.
3 Ibid.
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282/669 — Rua do Conde de Redondo 20 (1956-1960)
This building takes a relatively small plot in the central core of Lisbon, 

which tilted sides end up forming a trapezoidal setting. Its tall façade extends 
through eight floors, of which the upper six are prolonged by a demarcate volume 
that cantilevers the street. This planar division emphatically divides its façade into 
two: the base takes two floors (and not one, as most commonly) and is aligned to 
the street, being mostly flat and planar, while the upper part extends beyond the 
lower, producing an impression of dramatic depth, resulting from the deep shad-
ows it casts.

By preserving the continuity of appearance of the back 
plane of the façade — with windows and materials being thoroughly 
employed — the upper volume seems to have been suspended on the 
rear one. Its prominence almost gives the impression that the lower 
part of the façade is the one being recessed from the upper one, and 
not the other way around. 

This volume accommodates balconies on the sides and ex-
tends the central room of the plan — which depth had been reduced 
by the position of the service core — to the front plane of the façade. 
It takes an ambiguous form oscillating between a concrete skeleton 
and a wall pierced with openings, given the various opaque elements 
on this front plane which are flush with the frame-structure such as 
the balcony railings.

The façade is vertically divided in three parts, with a 
frame-structure being strongly demarcated in the lower floors by a 
dark-gray marble cladding and diluted in the depth play on the upper 
ones, where it is painted light gray. Despite the overall symmetrical 
layout of the façade, several shifts and deviations tend to cancel it out: 
all the windows are “pushed” to the right side of the spans, whereas 
the main door is pushed to the left; the central windows are symmet-
rically partitioned in 3, with each of its leaves setting back from the 
previous one, deepening their position towards the right side.

The ground-floor is seemingly arranged in symmetry, but 
the main door’s displacement out of the central axis lets the shop 
on the right be pushed towards the space left in the central span. Its 
showcase trespasses the corresponding interior space to meet the 
entrance door, overlapping and hiding the base of one post. The 
lower part of the façade is thus rendered asymmetrical, disguising the 
demarcated structural order of the building. To mark the right side of 
the entrance door, another marble clad post is added, further clutter-
ing up the geometry of the central span of the ground floor.

The window frames in the balconies play with the chest 
and balcony windows sizes in height, carefully proportioning them 

together in halves and quarters. Custom-designed blue and yellow tiles are applied 
to the rear volume of the building, filling in the frame-structure where there are no 
openings. White paint finishes off the parts of the in-filling where an opening would 
have stood, as to disguise their opacity.

Yellow painted brise-soleils protect the balconies from the sun and are verti-
cally positioned in line with the top of the openings. On the top-floor, the brise-soleil 

Appendix I (p. 92)

Fig. 17 Entrance lobby of Rua do Conde 
de Redondo 20, 2019 
Fig. 18 Entrance lobby of Rua do Conde 
de Redondo 20, 2019
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takes the whole width of the building in a topping move. The terrace floor embodies 
a self-standing pergola which boldly sticks out the overall volume of the building, 
through which one can see the sky from the street level.

The ground-floor houses two shops flanking the entrance lobby, as well as 
the concierge’s apartment. The entrance lobby takes geometrical advantage of the 
displacement of the main door: even though all the walls start from the main façade 
with an angle parallel to the outer walls, the wall defining the right enclosure of the 
entrance lobby starts perpendicularly to the main façade, growing the space pro-
gressively narrower, generating an effect further accentuated by the curved vault-
like ceiling of this space. Increasingly narrowing the passage, a single post stands 
right after the transition of curved to flat ceiling and two steps heading to the service 
core. Its odd positioning corresponds to one corner of that very core, which is 
incised on that floor to allow the passage to the entrance door.

Each upper floor has two apartments, which almost-symmetrical dispo-
sition would have been effective were it not for the tilted sides of the plot, which 
render every room slightly misshapen and the functional organization of the 
apartments unclear: some rooms are adjacent to kitchens and at opposite ends of 
the apartments, and disproportionate pantries are as large or even larger than the 
kitchens.

Fig. 19 Façade detail of Rua do Conde de Redon-
do 20, 2019
Fig. 20 Entrance canopy and façade detail of Rua 
do Conde de Redondo 20, 2019

Fig. 21 Façade of Rua do Conde de Redondo 20, 2019
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291 — Avenida Visconde Valmor 20–20E (1956-1961)
This uncommonly long housing building is situated in the prestigious 

area of “Avenidas Novas”, the “New Avenues” in Lisbon. It takes about one third of a 
deep plot, while the other two thirds are occupied by a parking area, which structure 
is independent from the main building. From the first to the top-floor, a volume 
cantilevers the street, leaving the pillars of the main frame-structure behind it and 
increasing the floor surface of the apartments. 

The building is presently symmetrical, its façade being partitioned in eight 
similarly lengthen spans, which readability is mostly blurred by its own features. 
The upper part of the front façade is vertically divided in three. The setback of the 
main structure allows for a landscape window to be consciously employed in the 
central part of the façade, taking 6/8 of its width, with an infinite span seemingly 
serving a wide-open space. Behind it, though, the floor is sequentially partitioned in 
conventional rooms, rendering the window inconsequential.

Recessed balconies, taking 1/8 of the width each, flank the cen-
tral part of the façade, on both sides, expressing the transition between the 
cantilevered plane of the façade and its rear plane —the same as that of its 
surrounding buildings. This allows the neighbouring buildings to be fore-
seen through the successive voids of the frame-structure. The bedrooms 
at both edges of the building are thus set back, taking the space of the 
corridor, their windows matching the rear plane of the façade. The land-
scape windows are sequentially discontinued by the placement of portrait 
windows along the façade — one per room — the strict symmetry of the 
façade being disturbed by their zig-zagging placement, further demarcate 
by the change in colour of the part of the wall below them. This windows 
are flush and merged with the former, exploring the transition between 
portrait and landscape window. Only in the first floor is the window kept 
fully landscape and the colour uniform. The beige of the balconies invades 
the central part of the façade, embodying a continuous base for the upper 
volume and a quieter transition to the recessed ground-floor. 

 Multiple figure-ground readings stand out of this pictorial 
façade and take the fundamental role in the composition: opening and 
wall; white and red; etc. The steel window railings are painted white — 
just like the wall that borders them — lending these readings some curious 
ambiguity. Thanks to the set-back of the pillars due to the cantilevering of 
the building over the street, the illusion of an infinite landscape window 
is further accentuated by the mimetic migration of the details of regular 
floors to the top-floor, preserving the continuity of appearance, although 
no interior space is to be accommodated on the later. Only the colour of 
the cladding on the edges is unified and the flower pots removed, subtly 
denouncing its different usage. The terrace is topped with a pergola taking 
the whole width of the building, clad in the same white-tiles of the walls. 
It is placed on tile-clad round posts on the rear plane, framing the ensem-
ble and generating a continuous void in the place taken by the window 
on lower floors. This void emphasizes the abstraction of the façade, to 
the point of absence prescribing the overall reading of the building: the 
long incision affects the presumption that the windows below are indeed 
infinitely horizontal. 

Appendix I (p. 95)

Fig. 22 Entrance lobby of Avenida 
Visconde Valmor 20–20E, 2019
Fig. 23 Detail of the entrance 
lobby of Avenida Visconde Valmor 
20–20E, 2019
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The ground-floor façade is symmetrically composed, its symmetry being 
disrupted only in rearer parts of the floor-plan, by the accommodation of the con-
cierge’s apartment. A protruding canopy marks the entrance lobby, centrally posi-
tioned in the building, intersecting two of the eight spans. It is surrounded by three 
shops and an access to the parking area. Symmetry is further accentuated by a single 
polished marble column standing in front of the door, which supports the entrance 
canopy. A wall separates the main and service entrances, on its right, shifting the 
main door away from the central axis, finally disturbing the overall symmetry.

The whole upper part of the building is clad in beige, white and red Italian 
vitreous tiles, while the ground-floor combines those same 
tiles with a dark-gray marble cladding. Portrait windows’ rail-
ings are steel-mesh plates painted white, and window frames 
are made of dark sucupira wood.

On each floor, two generous apartments are sym-
metrically arranged around a central service core, most 
bedrooms and living spaces facing the street and service areas 
being pushed to the back façade.

Fig. 24 Façade of Avenida Visconde Valmor 20–20E, 2019 Fig. 25 Façade detail of Avenida Visconde Valmor 
20–20E, 2019
Fig. 26 Entrance canopy of Avenida Visconde 
Valmor 20–20E, 2019
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310 — Rua de S. Bernardo 27–27C (1956-1959)
The building in Rua de S. Bernardo 27-27C is located in the south-western 

part of the central core of Lisbon. It occupies a narrow and deep plot with slightly 
angled borders. A main volume takes about half of the plot, while the ground-floor 
extends through the whole depth to accommodate a parking area.

The façade is composed out of a general vertical par-
tition in four. The ground-floor follows a different logic from 
the remaining floors, expressed in the façade. The half on 
right side displays the gate to access the parking area behind, 
taking an oblique shape derived from structural optimization. 
On the left, one shop-front takes the first span while the main 
and service doors take the other. A common protruding cano-
py unites shop and entrance, intersecting the post that divides 
them. On this base, both posts and beams are clad in dark-gray 
marble.

On the upper part of the façade, portrait double-leaf 
windows — an element borrowed from its neighbours — are 
evenly disposed on the three quarters on the left, eccentrically 
pushed to the left edge of each span. The quarter on the right 
consists of a succession of cantilevering balconies. 

While mimicking its neighbours in many of its fun-
damental elements and materials, subtle features denounce 
it being a modern concrete structure, further emphasizing its 
ambiguity: the reading of the wall oscillates between that of a 
wall pierced with openings and a frame structure which voids 
were filled in — a simultaneous wink to the eighteenth and 
nineteenth century neighbouring buildings and to the ideals 
of modernity being put forward. This wall is clad in horizontal 
slabs of lime-stone, which disposition alludes to a certain lay-
ering of matter, typical of stone-layered walls, despite its lack 
of thickness, expressed in the depth of the openings. It reveals 
its frame-structure, but not entirely — a bold statement of 
the horizontal slabs, painted dark blue, is interrupted by the 
emergence of fragments of the concrete pillars, painted white, 
suggesting a different structure from its image. 

The strong emphasis on horizontality and massive-
ness on the left part of the façade is further emphasized by ex-
tending the stone slabs to the left depth of the balconies, em-

ulating a massive stone corner. Conversely, it is counterbalanced by the right part 
itself, which vertical succession of balconies — no emphasis given to the horizontal 
slabs — is read as a top to bottom vertical span, further evidenced by the setback of 
the window and the yellow paint applied both to balconies and walls. The windows, 
too, are wide and sliding here, unlike the vertical double-leaf ones on the left part.

The full emergence of the pillars as part of a frame-structure might only 
be grasped on the terrace floor, as they set out in the air as slender round columns 
sustaining a pergola, forming an emphatic top to the building. At this level, despite 
the wide surface of the terrace, the balcony is once more repeated, rendering the 
transition between the two last floor less crude, sewing the whole façade together.

Appendix I (p. 98)

Fig. 27 Façade detail of Rua de S. Bernardo 
27–27C, 2019
Fig. 28 Façade of Rua de S. Bernardo 27–27C, 
2019
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The ground-floor accommodates a shop, the entrance lobby, a parking 
area and an apartment for the concierge, disposed around a small courtyard. Each 
upper floor houses one apartment, arranged around the central service core. In very 
apartment, vertical windows in the main façade correspond to bedrooms in the 
interior, while the balcony connects to the living room. Its space continually evolves 
in depth to join the dining room, with a wall-to-wall horizontal window, creating a 
10m long space, spanning from one façade to the other. The kitchen and servant’s 
bedroom take the rest of the back façade.

Fig. 30 Entrance lobby of Rua de S. Bernardo 
27–27C, 2019
Fig. 31 Entrance canopy and façade detail of Rua 
de S. Bernardo 27–27C, 2019

Fig. 29 Looking north along Rua de S. Bernardo, 2019
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355/558 — Avenida 5 de Outubro 48–50 (1958-1961)
This office building — originally built for a pharmaceutical company — 

takes a corner plot in the intersection of two emblematic “New Avenues” of Lisbon. 
It is composed out of two intersecting quadrangular volumes which sides take the 
directions of each avenue, making an angle slightly narrower than 90 degrees. This 
geometric trick generates two voids on two corners of the plot. One of them marks 
the entrance as a setback from the street frontage and works as a logo display for the 
company, while the other defines the back façades of the building, allowing light 
and air to come from both sides. A thin top-to-bottom window rips the façade at the 
entrance corner, further enhancing the intersecting geometry.

The building stands on thick columns dictating the overall partition of the 
façades. A frame-structure takes the fundamental role in the composition. The 
columns are extend from top-to-bottom, and beams can be apprehended above the 
ground and top floors only, dividing the building in two horizontal parts.

The two volumes are closely resembling, both having 
one blank plane towards the entrance corner and a glazed 
façade towards the street. From the first to the top-floor, four 
vertical modules of windows compose each façade, a slightly 
wider module of recessed balconies being added to the left 
one, filling in the additional width. This move cancels out 
the symmetry of the corner, widening one of its blank planes 
in relation to the other. This gives the corner itself one main 
façade — through which one must enter the building — and a 
secondary one.

The ground-floor houses the reception as well as 
many storage rooms. As such, most of the façade is blank 
at this level, showcase windows being arranged all around 
it, popping-out of the main plane of the façade. A showcase 
window is even placed in between two of the main columns, 
floating over the public pavement of the street. A canopy 
hanging from the blind plane of the façade covers the main 
door, on top of which stands the company logo (designed 

by Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida). A column in the corner of the left volume is 
pushed back to meet the offset wall and the entrance door, freeing up the corner. An 
emphatic oblique beam assures the transition between planes, further emphasizing 
the main-entrance positioning and curiously mirroring the canopy’s tilt.

The frame-structure of the building, as well as the blank walls, are clad in 
light lime-stone. In the street corner, the stone cladding demarcates each floor-slab, 
rendering the stereotomy with some rhythm. On the upper floors, the openings are 
carefully proportioned and slightly set back. They are horizontally partitioned in 
two. The upper part is divided vertically into three, while the lower follows a divi-
sion in four, with the central parts being merged together. This generates subtle 
successive linear shifts in the vertical lines along the façade, which would otherwise 
have too many continuous geometrical axes. The remnants of the in-filling of the 
frame-structure are clad with three marble slabs each, which sequentially mirror 
each other. Balcony railings are aluminium-framed plates sustained by a tubular 
steel frame painted black.

Appendix I (p. 101)

Fig. 32 Entrance canopy and façade detail of 
Avenida 5 de Outubro 48–50, 2019
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In the intersecting surface of the two volumes, stands the service core of 
the building, housing stairs, lifts and toilets which repeat throughout all floors. 
Around it, facing either the street or the interior of the block, differently sized 
working rooms and laboratories are displayed. For some exceptions, the rooms 
enjoy the full depth of the building, with windows facing both sides, as in the case 
of the conference room on the first-floor. On the last floor, where the dining hall is 
accommodated, a set of rooms is suppressed to give way to a terrace also facing both 
the street and the interior of the block.

Despite the building having been extensively tampered by successive 
refurbishment works, its strong geometric definition still allows it to stand and 
perform as it was first imagined.

Fig. 33 Looking accross the street on Avenida 5 
de Outubro, 2019
Fig. 34 Façade detail of Avenida 5 de Outubro 
48–50, 2019

Fig. 35 Façade of Avenida 5 de Outubro 48–50, 2019
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450 — Rua Tenente Espanca 40 (1963-1970)
This housing building is situated in a quiet area of the city core, and almost 

fully occupies a corner plot. Its volume is an extrusion though nine floors of the 
shape of the plot, to which only a corner was subtracted in the back. 

Balconies pop out of the main volume from the first 
to the top-floors, cantilevering the street and rendering the 
building a tricky crown line. The ground-floor consists of 
series of oblique-shaped openings which frame-structure is 
clad in black granite. The entrance lobby of the building pops 
out of its main volume and is covered by a deep folded canopy 
which extends outside. It is flanked by two store-fronts which 
windows are purposely bayed to hide two of the sustaining 
columns, stressing the weight of the entrance-way in the com-
position. By being surmounted by a set of rather bright-clad 
upper floors, the later seem to float above the former. Only the 
blank side walls of the balconies extend over the ground-floor, 
fitting the set together. The in-filling of the ground-floor 
spans at the edges, too, borrows the brick cladding from the 
upper floors.

The two façades of the building seem to have been 
simply mirrored and adapted to the width of the plot: one is a 
shrunken version of the other. The upper floors are dominat-
ed by balconies which masonry railings zig-zag in-between 
the sustaining cantilevering beams, nearing and drifting away 
from the flower pots. The residual space is filled with contort-
ed steel railings. The subtle bend in the balconies geometry 
— together with the thin gap separating the blank side wall of 
the balconies from the main volume — further emphasizes 
their popping-out effect. On the corner, two sliding windows 

are topped by a gray-painted lintel and bottomed 
by a brick-clad in-filling. At the edges, small awning 
windows finish off the façades.

On the street frontage, the upper floor is 
deeply recessed, making room for a terrace which is 
shared by the two one-bedroom apartments on this 
floor. Despite the terrace-floor borrowing several 
elements from below, the balcony undergoes a few 
changes, as does most of the façade. The flower pot 
takes the whole width of the balconies, surmounted 
by a steel railing. One of the windows in the corner 
is replaced by a brick wall grille, while on the other, 
the gray-painted lintel of the window is pushed 
down to meet the brick window-sill. The floor is 

topped with a pergola which de-materializes as it deepens to let the sun in on the 
terrace.

This building uses a wide palette of materials and colours in ways that 
emphatically evidence its structural and compositional logic, demarcating all 
elements apart. Orange paint is applied to register the slab levels on the main 

Appendix I (p. 104)

Fig. 36 Entrance canopy and façade detail of Rua Tenente 
Espanca 40, 2019
Fig. 37 Entrance detail of Rua Tenente Espanca 40, 2019 
Fig. 38 Entrance lobby of Rua Tenente Espanca 40, 2019
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volume (just as successive horizontal straps enveloping the building), as well as to 
the cantilevering beams sustaining the balconies. Only on the top of the building 
— where the ceiling slab of the terrace-floor is painted orange, too — does the 
orange paint evade the balconies’ slabs, strapping the whole volume for one time, in 
a crowning stance. All other blank parts are painted white, except for the space 
in-between the blank side walls of the balconies, painted gray as to enhance the 
shadows cast by the later. The entrance lobby, too, is colourfully clad and features an 
odd diagonal flight of stairs.

On each floor, two apartments develop around the central service core, al-
most following a diagonal axis of symmetry. Bedrooms and living room are directed 
to the street, while the kitchen and servant’s bedroom are pushed to the back façade.

Fig. 39 Façade of Rua Tenente Espanca 40, 2019

Fig. 40 Roof-top façade detail of Rua Tenente 
Espanca 40, 2019
Fig. 41 Façade detail of Rua Tenente Espanca 40, 
2019
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470 — Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56 (1962-1964)
This building is located in “Avenidas Novas”, where most streets run at 

right angles to each other. A single avenue crosses the neighbourhood diagonally, 
originating a few trapezoidal blocks and triangular gardens. One of this gardens 
stands on the opposite street corner of the building, which takes a corner plot in 
the intersection of two large avenues. Its street frontage corner is bevelled at 45º — 
developing parallel to the rear side of the garden and the block behind — despite it 
occupying a perfectly square plot. In the rear, the corner was subtracted to create 
two planes of façade, allowing light and air to come in.

Its image is fundamentally defined by a succession of continuous shining 
blue balconies sustained by cantilevering beams which wrap the building only to set 
back at both its side-ends. Behind the balconies, an artistic panel was intended for 
the blank plane at the bevelled corner, which eventually never came to reality. In the 
words of the architects, “on a glazed façade, it introduces a break, a closed surface; 
on a right-angled corner, it is the counterpoint diversion of the broken corner.”4

On the ground-floor, the corner is rounded off by a fully glazed store 
front, hiding the main posts behind it. On its left is the gate providing access to the 
parking area. On the right façade stands the main entrance to the building and a 
shop store-front. The entrance lobby of the building pops out of its main volume as 
a box and is intersected by two of the mains posts of the building. Its walls, ceiling 
and floors skewly extend to the outside, emphatically announcing the en-
trance-way. This exterior frame is decorated with a few wooden elements borrow-
ing the material from the inside. One of the posts is used to separate the main from 
the service entrance, which division is kept in the interior space by a zig-zagging 
wood-clad partition that does not reach the ceiling. This entrance lobby is carefully 
designed and decorated, with a big glass screen left of the entrance door filling it 
with daylight.

The upper part of the façade consists of all equally shaped sliding windows 
placed behind the long balconies. The later take in themselves the fundamental role 
in the visual perception of the building, strongly contrasting with its overall bare 
language, almost to the point of cancelling out the effect generated by the alternate 

4 Descriptive Memory of the Project . [“Numa fachada envidraçada, ele introduz uma pausa, 
uma superfície fechada; num cunhal de ângulo recto, ele é a diversão contrapontística do 
canto quebrado”]

Appendix I (p. 107)

Fig. 42 Entrance lobby of Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56, 
2019

Fig. 43 Detail of the entrance lobby of Avenida Miguel Bom-
barda 56 , 2019
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placement of the windows in the back plane. This shifting together with a partition 
wall in the balconies and the off-centre placement of the main-entrance embody the 
few stresses to the symmetrical composition of the building.

On the top floor, the façade plane is deeply recessed to form a continuous 
terrace. The railing is setback and develops flush with the rear plane of the façade. A 
series of concrete frames sustain a tall concrete decorative beam crowning the 
ensemble. Both railing and framing beam take a 90º angle at the same corner  
where the rest of the building is bevelled at 45º, protruding  
over the street.

The building uses a limited palette of materials on 
its façades, consistent with the overall constraint in language, 
strongly contrasting with the profusion of materials and 
spacial tensioners in the entrance lobby. The frame structure 
is painted light gray and the balconies’ slabs are painted white. 
The rear plane of the façade is clad with light-gray mosaic 
tiles, while the balconies’ railing are clad with custom-de-
signed dark blue tiles. Both posts and entrance frame on the 
ground-floor are clad in dark-gray marble.

Each floor has two apartments which living rooms 
and bedrooms are arranged along the street frontage, while 
the kitchen and servant’s bedroom face the backsides. 

Fig. 45 Entrance canopy of Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56, 2019
Fig. 46 Façade of Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56, 2019

Fig. 44 Façade detail of Avenida Miguel Bombar-
da 56, 2019
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5. Approximations

Six Buildings
Of all the housing and office buildings designed by Victor Palla and Bento 

d’Almeida in Lisbon from 1951 to 19721, many were built and still exist today. 
The very different commissions arriving at their office asked for varying 

approaches to the problem at hand — no project was ever designed taking the meth-
odological premisses of another. They would construct a very conscious framework 
— naturally deriving from the architectural problem itself, the clients’ demands, 
relevant legislation, budget, etc. — which defined the core of all design effort; the 
fundamental issue of the project on which an architectural argument should be put 
forward.

Their projects for housing and office buildings derive from a conception 
of architecture that embraced singular relationships to market forces and culture. 
Contrary to other programs such as the snack-bars, where economic-value (or 
commercial value) was not usually at stake, the later was usually given greater im-
portance than use-value in these projects — for any client, offices and apartments 
were, above all, a commodity to negotiate. As a matter of fact, at that time, most of 
this kind of commissions were given to engineers to design, who could then sign 
the projects and get them approved for construction in a shorter time and for a 
lower budget than those of architects. Thus it would take a rather cultured client — 
amongst a world of which most were often real estate speculators — for architects 
to be given the chance to design such buildings2.

As a consequence, architects had to prove the “righteousness” of the 
client’s decision of having chosen an architect to design their project; to prove their 

1 D’Almeida, Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla: obras e projectos de um atelier de Arquitectura, 1946-
1973, I, pp. 278-283.

2 One direct consequence of the lack of commissions for office and housing buildings to 
architects was the general decay of the architectural quality of these buildings, which Victor 
Palla and Bento d’Almeida would denounce when in charge of the organization of issue 
No. 3-4 of magazine A Arquitectura Portuguesa, dedicated to the theme of housing. In this 
issue, only single-family houses would be presented — a selection they would justify in 
the preface, questioning: “It is not a voluntary attitude that a magazine that on the cover 
pompously says ‘Housing’ only publishes individual dwellings. The criterion of those 
who organised it would be precisely the opposite; I would wish that there were a collective 
housing block for each of these houses. The case is symptomatic, even without comment. 
Anyone who wants comments can put them in the form of a question: How many housing 
blocks are there in Portugal with the interest and the architectural level of houses like the 
ones gathered in this issue?” [“Não é uma atitude voluntária o facto de uma revista que na 
capa diz pomposamente ‘Habitação’ só publicar moradias individuais. O critério de quem 
a organizou seria precisamente o contrário; oxalá por cada destes moradias houvesse 
um bloco habitacional colectivo. O caso é sintomático, mesmo sem comentário. Quem 
quiser comentários pode fazê-los em forma de pergunta: Quantos blocos de habitação há 
em Portugal com o interesse e o nível arquitectónico de moradias como as reunidas neste 
número?”]. See: Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, preface to A Arquitectura Portuguesa, 4th 
Series, 3-4 (April 1953), p. 4.
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reliability. They had to correspond, at least, to all the expectations and quantifiable 
criteria that the client would have demanded of any engineer. Thus alongside with 
the usual constraints of any project (plot, regulations,...), their buildings were asked 
to answer the (sometimes insane) demands of capitalist investment, on which their 
architecture directly depended to exist. 

One direct consequence of these demands was the need to exploit land 
to its last possibilities. The design would start from taking the constraints of the 
local regulations to their limits, mostly regarding: the maximum allowed height 
for the building, the maximum cantilevering of balconies over the street, and the 
maximum occupation of the interior of the block — all of which were requests of 
the client. Plans were developed for maximum efficiency in the usage of the avail-
able surface, arranged as rationally as possible. As a matter of fact, they were most 
probably not allowed much freedom when it came to the typological definition of 
these buildings, which plans had to fulfil several of the dictates of the real estate 
speculators.

This was a circumstance apparently doomed to fail, which Palla would 
extensively expose when publishing the project for Rua de S. Bernardo 27–27C, 
“on a rare occasion when an author publishes an article dedicated to that theme”3, 
denouncing the “mechanism that dictated the rules of the process for approving 
and building income-generating housing, focusing on seeking the best possible use 
of the urban plot (...)”4. Palla discloses as follows:

(...) a building destined for housing starts to have a strictly different primary inten-
tion, that of producing a certain income out of a blocked capital. It is not surprising 
that this new function — because it is a function indeed — engenders very particu-
lar results, in which the “living” function appears as an accessory (in the best cases) 
or (in the worst cases) as a simple and remote pretext for the operation performed. It 
is an entirely crystallized process, with its ritual defined. The house to demolish, the 
compensation to the tenants, the land to sell, the complaints against the months the 
project takes in the City Council, the construction by the owner, the gradual changes 
to the project that conquer space — vertically and horizontally — are all move-
ments of this chess whose rules are not only customary but also unclear, and which 
created a special terminology that begins with the “how many meters of façade?” 
and ends with the “occupation of the backyard”, passing through the “get another 
floor”. It’s a bizarre world that has nothing to do with architecture.5

3 Agarez, O Moderno Revisitado. Habitação Multifamiliar em Lisboa nos Anos de 1950, p. 249. 
[“nesta rara ocasião em que um autor publica um artigo dedicado àquele tema”]

4 Ibid. [“mecanismo que ditava as regras do processo de aprovação e construção de habi-
tação de rendimento, centrado na procura do maior aproveitamento possível para o lote 
urbano”]

5 Victor Palla, “Prédio na Rua de S. Bernardo. Arqs. Vitor Palla e Bento de Almeida”, Arqui-
tectura, 3rd Series, 67 (April 1960), p. 32. [“(...) o edifício destinado à habitação passa a ter 
uma intenção primordial rigorosamente diferente, a de produzir determinado rendimento 
de um capital empatado. Não é de surpreender que essa nova função — porque de uma 
verdadeira função se trata — engendre resultantes, muito particulares, em que a função 
«habitar» aparece como acessória (nos melhores casos) ou (nos piores) como simples e 
remoto pretexto para a operação realizada. Trata-se de um processo inteiramente cristal-
izado, com o seu ritual definido. A moradia para demolir, a indemnização aos inquilinos, 
as revendas de terrenos, as queixas contra os meses que o projecto demora na Câmara, a 
construção pelo próprio, as graduais alterações ao projecto que vão conquistando espaço 
— vertical e horizontalmente — tudo são movimentos deste xadrez cujas regras nem por 
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Thus the setting of their operation for this kind of commissions chal-
lenged Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida to find the places still left for architecture 
to exist amidst such a restrictive conjuncture, all ideology and fundamentalism set 
apart. They would cleverly redirect their design effort towards dimensions of the 
project other than those which were fatefully subordinate to “superior” forces. They 
embraced “(...) a project that accepts the fact that not everything (in a project) can be 
resolved. Priorities and compromises, if well directed, make the project rather than 
destroy it.”6

In the following sections, we will identify and examine the “priorities and 
compromises” which build up Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s approach to archi-
tectural design under the above mentioned circumstances, by means of a compara-
tive analysis of the selected buildings. These will display their professional wisdom 
in the concretion of built form — the way in which an apparently sterile framework 
might well prove to be as prolific as any other.

Elements
The six projects under analysis here were realised in similar geographical 

conditions: a plot in the city core, surrounded by a rather consolidated urban situ-
ation. These buildings would be usually designed as a large unified mass on which 
cantilevered balconies would many times “hang” and they would be often topped 
with a common use rooftop terrace. All would be landed on a pedestal taking the 
whole dimension of the plot (or as much as regulations would allow for) which 
would house either a parking area or commercial spaces. Generally, most of the de-
sign effort was directed towards façade, entrance lobby and roof-top terraces, with 
their canopies and pergolas — an effort which was made clear in the overall promi-
nence of those elements.

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s interest in the pictorial, sensory and 
phenomenal qualities of materials and their potential in façade and interior space 
design makes it clear that construction was more of a formal matter than a technical 
one for them. They simply took advantage of the possibilities opened up by con-
struction itself to embody their ideas — façade design oscillated between a certain 
abstraction (for which a façade didn’t differ that much from a painting canvas) and 
a “down-to-earth” reasoning (for which a room should be nevertheless given a 
window). 

Façades naturally became “asymbolical”7, in a kind of “total lack of rep-
resentational presence”8, attaining a certain level of “arbitrariness”. Just as Zucchi 
points out, “the façade implies arbitrariness. (...) Thus, the constraints imposed by 
the plan of a building are not capable of fully controlling the residual dimensional 
and material liberty of the surface of the external wall, in its constant aspiration to 

apenas consuetudinárias são menos nítidas, e que criou uma terminologia especial que 
começa pelos «quantos metros de frente?» e acaba na «ocupação do logradouro», passando 
pelo «conseguir mais um andar». É um bizarro mundo que nada tem que ver com a arqui-
tectura.”]

6 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 
Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p. 17.

7 Maurizio Lazzarato, Signs and Machines: Capitalism and the Production of Subjectivity (Los 
Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2014), pp. 39-42.

8 Aureli, “Form and labor: Toward a history of abstraction in architecture”, p. 104.
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achieve the freedom of a purely visual existence.”9 This aspiration is exemplified in 
the façade for Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56, where the strips of successive balco-
nies completely take over the image of the building, rendering it so abstract as to 
avoid it displaying a “proper” façade. It is the antithesis of the plane, a “no-façade” 
building; dry, bare and abstract, opening up the way for utter arbitrariness. 

The graphical artistry manifested in their façade design was surely rooted 
in their fondness for the graphical arts; an artistry which was also evident in the spe-
cial care they took for the corporate image of the office — which one can testimony 
in their letterhead paper and the aforementioned Christmas cards, for example 
— and in the graphical renewal of the magazines they would organize throughout 
their careers, not to mention the prolific graphic production of Victor Palla.

As a matter of fact, the planar and pictorial definition of the façades 
consisted of formal experiments deployed in a collage-like way, more than as an 
answer to the specific conditions of the project. They employed a painterly manner 
of designing façades, requiring much visual sensitivity to achieve the right balance 
between the expression of the tectonic structure and the surface ornament.

Abrupt changes in façade, shifts in window position, geometrical plays, 
planar changes in depth, “winks” to neighbouring buildings, juxtaposition of 
contrasting materials, the use custom-designed tiles which they would specifically 
produce to clad their façades, the subtle semantic plays with certain architectural 
elements, etc. were all formal decisions guided by a particular sensibility for the 
physical contexts of their projects and the general cultural circumstances of their 
operation. Their urban-oriented and painterly sensitivity was the key faculty on 
binding together formal and pictorial researches, making volume and surface a 
resolute whole.

Several plays in symmetry/asymmetry were embodied in the façades of 
these buildings, as if to never let them stand as “too classical” neither as “too mod-
ern”. Some examples of this shifted placement are the entrance doors placed out of 

9 Zucchi, “Asnago Vender: Everyday Abstraction”, p. 64.

Fig. 46 (p. 49)

Fig. 47 Façade detail of Avenida Visconde 
de Valmor 20-20E, 2019

Fig. 48 Façade detail of Avenida Miguel 
Bombarda 56, 2019

Fig. 49 Façade detail of Rua Tenente 
Espanca 40, 2019
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axis in Rua do Conde de Redondo 20 (together with all other openings); the alter-
nating placement of openings, as in Avenida Viscode de Valmor 20-20E and Aveni-
da Miguel Bombarda 56; or balconies, as in Rua Tenente Espanca 40, disturbing 
the continuity of vertical axis.

Whenever possible, buildings would be topped with a roof-top terrace, of 
which usage was usually communal. In addition to being an evident embodiment of 
Le Corbusier’s praise for toit-terrasse in his 1927 “Cinq points de l’architecture moderne”, 
the terrace was here taken as a formal opportunity for capping the building, to 
perceptually give it an idea of end by adding a “crown” to the façade, simultaneously 
countering the infinite repetition of floors and “framing” the terrace space. This 
would discard the common “need” to compromise or gratuitously alter the window 
design of the last floor as to achieve the same “capping” effect. What would other-
wise be a rather banal rooftop terrace became an “under-roof ” space, a finite and 
spatially confined and defined area: it is vertically framed — a space which conten-
tion is mentally constructed — not being wildly open to the sky any longer. These 
framed terraces exist in most of the selected buildings, and the idea of the building’s 
end would many times be complemented by subtle variations in the design of 
architectural elements on the top floor: the railing design could be altered and a 
window would give place to a perforated brick screen, as in Rua Tenente Espanca 
40; and punctual brise-soleils would be given total horizontal continuity, as in Rua do 
Conde de Redondo 20. 

The hollow space of the entrance lobby would be generally given high 
prominence, too. A generous glazed porch-like device would stand out from the 
rather homogeneous façades, embodying a kind of welcoming gesture. Its geome-
try and spatial effects were accentuated to the geometrical detriment of the adjacent 
spaces, either shops or ground floor apartments, as one can see in the ground-floor 
plans of Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56. For the formal and material enrichment of 
these spaces, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida would specifically design mailboxes, 
flower beds, telephone booths and furniture, and sometimes ask artists to produce 
site-specific art pieces, as in Avenida 5 de Outubro 48–50 and Avenida Miguel Bom-
barda 5610.

10 In Avenida 5 de Outubro 48–50, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida invited António Alfredo 
to produce a sculpture for the entrance lobby. In Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56, they invited 
Maria Barreira and Vasco da Conceição to produce an artistic panel for the bevelled corner 
in the facade (never realized).

Fig. 59 · Dwg. 1.1 (p. 92)

Fig. 47 · Dwg. 2.1 (p. 96)

Fig. 48 · Dwg. 6.1 (p. 108)

Fig. 49 · Dwg. 5.1 (p. 104)

Fig. 50 · Dwg. 5.1 (p. 104)

Fig. 51 · Dwg. 1.1 (p. 92)

Fig. 50 Roof-top terrace façade detail of Rua Tenente Espanca 
40, 2019

Fig. 51 Roof-top terrace façade detail of Rua do Conde de 
Redondo 20, 2019

Dwg. 6.2 (p. 108)
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Material contrast and a certain “formal overload”11 order these spaces, 
which were richly and experimentally clad. Just as the façade, they reify a phenome-
nal experimentation of materials, void of any ideological concerns. Contrary to the 
façade and entrance lobby, the interiors of the apartments were given an accurate 
spatial arrangement, but generally not much detailing neither material definition.

In the entrance lobby of Rua Tenente Espanca 40 and Avenida Miguel 
Bombarda 56, the surfaces defining the interior space are extended to the outside, 
with no change in their material cladding, obtaining as much spatial continuity as 
possible between the outside space of the street and the interior of the building 
itself. A certain illusion of grandeur is created by tilted and tapered walls and 
ceiling, as in Rua Tenente Espanca 40 and Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56; or ceiling 
and canopies only, as in Rua do Conde de Redondo 20, Rua de S. Bernardo 27–27C, 
Avenida Viscode de Valmor 20-20E and Avenida 5 de Outubro 48-50. This effect 
would be further accentuated by the use of mirrored cladding on the upper part of 
these walls to create an illusion of infinite space, as in Avenida Visconde Valmor 

11 Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: bossa nova na cidade”, p. 109.

 Fig. 52 — Fig. 54

Fig. 52 Entrance lobby of Rua Tenente 
Espanca 40, 2019

Fig. 53 Entrance lobby of Av. Miguel 
Bombarda 56, 2019

Fig. 54 Entrance hall of Av. Visconde 
Valmor 20-20E, 2019

Fig. 55 · Dwg. 5.2 (p. 104)

Fig. 56 · Dwg. 6.2 (p. 108)

Fig. 56 Detail at the entrance of Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56, 
2019

Fig. 55 Detail at the entrance of Rua Tenente Espanca 40, 
2019

Fig. 57 · Fig. 58

Fig. 59 · Fig. 60

Fig. 61 · Fig. 62

Fig. 57 Entrance of Rua Tenente Espan-
ca 40, 2019
Fig. 58 Entrance of Avenida Miguel 
Bombarda 56, 2019

Fig. 59 Entrance of Rua do Conde de 
Redondo 20, 2019
Fig. 60 Entrance of Rua de S. Bernardo 
27-27C, 2019

Fig. 61 Entrance of Avenida 5 de Out-
ubro 48-50, c. 1961 © Unk., Pvt. Col.
Fig. 62 Entrance of Avenida Visconde 
Valmor 20-20E, 2019
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and canopies only, as in Rua do Conde de Redondo 20, Rua de S. Bernardo 27–27C, 
Avenida Viscode de Valmor 20-20E and Avenida 5 de Outubro 48-50. This effect 
would be further accentuated by the use of mirrored cladding on the upper part of 
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20–20E, not unlike Adolf Loos’ similar device in the American Bar in Vienna, which 
created the illusion of generosity of space in a rather minuscule room.

An overall amplification of perceptual phenomena such as the above men-
tioned continuities and illusions — sometimes to the level of kinetically extending 
the visual limits of spaces12 — was achieved through the use of materials, the slight 
bending, up and down-bringing of planar surfaces, and the play with the reflective-
ness, polychromy, texture and roughness of materials, the careful placing of light-
ing, for which dexterity their wide experience in interior design — carried out in all 
their projects for snack-bars, Hairdressers, Shops, etc. — would certainly facilitate. 
All these design strategies would contribute to the architectural definition of the 
spaces embodying the everyday “rituals” of urban living — the perceptual path of 
approaching, entering and ascending a building — which would otherwise be left to 
chance.

Festivity
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s housing and office buildings bear a 

certain sense of festivity within them, which one can read in the aforementioned 
(sometimes extravagant) combination of different materials, in the tilted and 
zig-zagging geometries, and so on — a collection of aspects all contributing to 
boost the perceptual effects of such spaces and to render these buildings a certain 
pop aura, which one may identify a little across their entire work.

The snack-bars they designed, for example, were, in the opinion of Ana 
Tostões, “works of remarkable formal quality, which confirmed the pictorial capa-
bilities and the ‘graphic’ sense that this author [Victor Palla] would put at the service 
of the renewal of the linguistic codes of a faster, but also ephemeral, architecture, 
the interior work defining a new taste that was articulated with dynamism and 
exuberance, but always with the rigour of a remarkable design (...)”13 The hairdress-

12 Tostões, Os Verdes Anos na Arquitectura Portuguesa dos Anos 50, pp. 122-123.
13 Ibid. [“Trabalhos de uma assinalável qualidade formal, que confirmavam as capacidades 

pictóricas e o sentido ‘gráfico’ que este autor poria ao serviço da renovação dos códigos 
linguísticos de uma arquitectura mais rápida, quanto efémera, o trabalho de interiores 

Fig. 54

Fig. 63 (p. 58)
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ers, too, featured “(...) a profusion of mirrors, lights and glare, in an environment of 
de-materialization, mundane and frivolous, in which modern spatial continuity and 
transparency came to reconfigure relations between social classes”14, as João Paulo 
Martins points out. A lot of experimentation was indeed promptly put forward in 
these projects and rather radical ideas were tested — the flashy looks of these spaces 
and the programmatic novelty that snack-bars especially presented helped the way 
for their wide recognition.

 The names given to some of them would also participate in the creation of 
this very sense: these were usually evocative of onomatopoeic sounds of movement 
and the spleen of the city, and were often the responsibility of the architects them-
selves. In the view of João Paulo Martins, names such as Pique-Nique, Pam-pam, 
Tique-Taque, Pisca-Pisca, Noite e Dia, Tip-Top or Zig-Zag “freed themselves from the 
conventional spheres of the social and cultural field, also seeking a rejuvenation of 
their public. Their commitment was to novelty and a certain phonetic, rhythmic, 

and relative abstraction voluptuousness.”15 Some other names 
such as Labirinto, Tarantela or Carrosel would even have a direct 
relation to the spatial layout of the snack-bars: “In names that 
clearly evoked precise images (...) the idea of movement, if not 
of celebration, was recurrent and gained a self-referential and 
effective graphic transposition.”16

This “pop and festive atmosphere”17 was one of 
the aspects which made Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s 
projects be so easily identifiable — “(...) an explosive sense of 
celebration employed in a high quality formalism (...), with a 
mastery of unprecedented spatial approach”18 and “(...) a re-
fined graphic sense of total artistic intervention (...)”19. Their 
housing and office buildings would specifically benefit from 
the accumulated formal mastery resulting from the several 
projects for snack-bars, hairdressers and shops in the city: 
some elusive architectural themes which they had experiment-
ed in the later would be migrated to the former, their entrance 
lobbies and façades carrying a formal and material intensity 
not so common in such projects.

definindo um novo gosto que se articulava com dinamismo e exuberância, mas sempre 
com o rigor de um desenho notável (...)”]

14 Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: bossa nova na cidade”, p. 109. [“profusão 
de espelhos, luzes e brilhos, num ambiente em desmaterialização, mundano e frívolo, no 
qual a continuidade espacial e a transparência modernas vinham reconfigurar as relações 
entre classes sociais.”]

15 Ibid. [“(...) libertavam-se das esferas convencionais do campo social e cultural, para procu-
rarem também um rejuvenescimento do seu público. Se comprometimento havia era com 
a novidade e com uma certa volúpia fonética, rítmica, de relativa abstracção.”]

16 Ibid. [“Em nomes que claramente evocavam imagens precisas (...) era recorrente a ideia de 
movimento, se não mesmo de festa, que ganhava uma transposição gráfica auto-referencial 
e eficaz.”]

17 D’Almeida, “Bento d’Almeida e Victor Palla ou Victor Palla e Bento d’Almeida”, pp. 46-47. 
[“(...)ambiente pop e festivo(...)”]

18 Tostões, Os Verdes Anos na Arquitectura Portuguesa dos Anos 50, pp. 122-123. [“(...) um ex-
plosivo sentido da festa, trabalhado num formalismo de grande qualidade, (...) com uma 
mestria de abordagem espacial inédita.”]

19 Ibid. [“(...) um apurado sentido gráfico de intervenção artística total (...)”]

Fig. 64

Fig. 63 Snack-bar Pique-Nique, 1954    
© Estúdio Mário Novais, Ana Tostões Collection
Fig. 64 Beauty Salon Harriet Hubbard Ayer, 1954 
© Estúdio Mário Novais, Ana Tostões Collection
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Slippages and Poetry
The architectural elements used by Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida were 

primarily abstract. Even in the way in which they combined them, signification was 
somehow suspended. However, this did not mean that all architecture would take 
similar uses of its medium for several different contents: although being primarily 
concerned with the physical, perceptual and phenomenal properties of architectur-
al language, the enigma of meaning was not totally despised.

The treatment of façades oscillated between a rather performative demon-
stration of pictorial plays and some other more subtle and almost imperceptible 
work made of small contradictions, superimposing affirmations and negations, 
forms and counter-forms. This embedded a sometimes rather monotonous design 
with some elusive sophistication, eventually reaching levels of a fairly poetic dimen-
sion. Their buildings find themselves in a state settled between rule and anomaly, 
between order and disorder, between obstinate firmness and a case-by-case ductili-
ty. Many features would be employed to avoid the mechanical and repetitive charac-
ter of a rational composition, introducing a glimpse of disorder in a rather ordered 
design; allowing a rule to be loosely contradicted where necessary. In Rua Tenente 
Espanca 40, for example, both left and right façades seem fairly symmetrical, but a 
closer look denounces some subtle differences: on the edges of both façades — 
where the building meets its neighbours — one can recognize two different ap-
proaches to this trim: despite both alluding to the dark stone-clad ground-floor 
frames, which they seem to continue, one of them follows the overall oblique 
geometry, as if it had been simply cut where there was no further room to continue; 
whereas the other does not follow that same geometry, but takes an orthogonal 
layout instead, somehow conscious of its “fate” as beginning and end of the build-
ing, not suggestive of any narrative. Another play in the same building echoes with 
the former: the column at the corner takes the geometry of the remainders, embod-
ying a “Brancusi column” shape. This renders the reading of the ground-floor 
ambiguous by leaving open if it consists of a black stone-clad wall pierced with 
oblique-shaped openings, or a set of “Brancusi columns”, after all.

Fig. 65 Constantin 
Brancusi, Endless 
Column, version I, 
1918 © Succession 
Brancusi, MoMA

Fig. 66

Fig. 68

Fig. 67

Fig. 65

Fig. 66 Façade detail of Rua Tenente 
Espanca 40 – left, 2019

Fig. 67 Façade detail of Rua Tenente 
Espanca 40 – corner, 2019

Fig. 68 Façade detail of Rua Tenente 
Espanca 40 – right, 2019
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Form was never directly transformed into figure, although some subtle 
tecto-analogical plays suggest a certain appeal to rather non-abstract pictorial uni-
verses. Simple shifts and deviations uncloak the seemingly unbreakable rationality 
and claimed abstractness of modern language, embedding it in a quiet playfulness, 
causing some silent poetry to emerge. These plays are embodied in Rua Tenente 
Espanca 40, for example, on the grey-painted lintel of windows close to the corner, 
which seems, on the terraced last floor, to have “fallen” down to meet the brick win-
dow-sill, as to top the vertical sequence of windows and let sunlight straight into the 
terrace; and in Rua do Conde de Redondo 20, the shop’s showcase “trespasses” its 
corresponding interior space to overlap and hide the base of one column, disguising 
the structural order of the building.

These several inventions may sometimes appear to have a mannered 
quality, although they are rather a “commentary” of a building on its own circum-
stance, its environs, its location and what is asked of its performance. But these 
comments may sometimes also entail the building’s “fate”, so to say, as in the 
example of the failure in trying to be higher, as in Rua do Conde de Redondo 20, 
where the rooftop terrace frame manifestly surpasses the overall height of the 
building; or the failure to form a proper corner, as in Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56, 
where the top-floor terrace railing and the framing beam take a 90º angle as the rest 
of the building is bevelled at 45º (this beam eventually had cracks and was removed 
as a precaution measure, which incompleteness might ironically further evidence 
its self-commentary). They embody a purely architectural comment like “here is 

Fig. 70 Ground-floor façade detail of Rua do Conde de Redon-
do 20, 2019

Fig. 69 Top-floor façade detail of Rua Tenente Espanca 40, 
2019

Fig. 69

Fig. 70

Fig. 71

Fig. 90 (p. 107)

Fig. 71 Façade detail of the roof-top terrace of Rua do Conde 
de Redondo 20, 2019

Fig. 72 Façade detail of the roof-top terrace of Avenida Miguel 
Bombarda 56, 2019

Fig. 72
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where I end”, void of irony, mostly contributing to the perceptual apprehension of 
the building, drawing the user’s attention to some otherwise muted subtleties.

Order and Disorder

The urban environment doesn’t support ideology very well, the reality as found is in 
stark contrast with it. Still, every reality is the sum of what is already there and its 
future is dependant on what is added by the architect’s project. Sheepishly accept-
ing a given reality in an attempt to make something fit into a preconceived notion 
escapes any social and political responsibility. The architect’s project should take 
position within whichever given context it must take place in. Taking position is 
a public act. By doing so, it introduces citizenship in the urban fabric, a pretext of 
shared responsibility.20

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architecture represented a trial for a 
glimpse of mixed rationality and artistry; the ideal confronted with the real; the 
will to be in the world, open to chance and the uncertainty of life in the metropolis. 
Building for the city meant for them very clear propositions on the “urbanity” of ar-
chitecture, on all its physical and temporal contingencies. They were claiming what 
it meant for a building to take part in the city, how differently performing a housing 
or office building — the minimal cell of the construction of the city — could be. 

Their take on the importance of façade design on the definition of the 
urban character of a building resonates with Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo’s 
description of the capabilities of “decoration” with reference to Robert Venturi’s 
architecture: “(...) decoration seems to be a consistent tool to establish the role of a 
building in its context, to define its comparative position in the world. The ultimate 
ambition is to achieve hierarchy and order in a seemingly chaotic universe. Decora-
tion becomes a way to create urbanity where there is none.”21

As a matter of fact, they were investing in the themes 
on which an idea of urbanity could be embodied; the design 
principles on which this urban performance relied. They 
rooted their reference taking from their city and surroundings 
on textural, material, rhythmic and volumetric levels, alluding 
“to the complex set of relations between a building and its 
context, besides the inner hierarchy of their constituents.”22 
Thus continuity is felt on a purely material and phenomenal 
dimension, aiming to sustain certain fundamental dialogues 
with the surroundings, often not to take it as something 
mimetic at any level, but rather to sustain certain consistent and abstracted connec-
tions to the history of the city. “Every proper project engages in the found reality, 
the reality as found. It is as much part of the real context, as it is against it. It is its 
mirror and its transformer.”23 One example of this compromise is the use of por-
trait windows pierced on wall in Rua de S. Bernardo 27-27C. The building willingly 

20 Geers, “Crafting architecture. In search of the architect’s project”, p. 217.
21 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 

Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p. 203.
22 Ibid., pp. 203-204.
23 Geers, “Crafting architecture. In search of the architect’s project”, pp.218-219.

Fig. 73 Façade detail of Rua de S. Bernardo 27-
27C, 2019

Fig. 73
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“jeopardizes” its own modernity, but does not however give up on its own nature 
— that of being a modern concrete structure building — as denounced by several 
subtle features as the dark-blue paint employed to demarcate the concrete slabs 
along the blank wall. 

In fact, the city of their thoughts was one constructed through slow 
additions and modifications conceived within an ideal of modernity — a “broken” 
state of pieces put together — “(...) a brave and necessary attempt to impose order, 
structure and spatial legibility to the world in general and to one place in particu-
lar”24, as Van Gerrewey states in a rather peremptory and generalizing tone to be 
what architecture “has been since the advent of mankind”25, in an article regarding 
OFFICE Kgdvs’s exhibition for the Venice Biennale.

A kind of latent urban character was leavened anew for each building: the 
surrounding urban space and its character were defining factors for the design of 
the building, mainly of its façade. In a kind of reciprocal relationship, the building 
should then participate and alter that very same context from which it was original-
ly conceived, underlining the connection between the façade’s plane and the spatial 
domain that it affects. Some clear examples of this connection are the corner 
solutions for Avenida 5 de Outubro 48-50 and Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56. On the 
former, the recessed corner works as a landmark which emphatically denotes the 
building’s setting — almost as if the subtraction suggested the definition of a square 
— and announces the location of its main entrance; on the later, the bevelled corner 

24 Gerrewey, “Architecture and Everything Else”.
25 Ibid.

Fig. 74 · Fig. 75

Fig. 74 Façade corner of Avenida 5 de Outubro 48-50, 2019 Fig. 75 Façade corner of Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56, 2019
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— which could simply stand as a rather conventional corner solution — holds a 
curious parallelism with the façades behind the garden in front of the building. It 
opens the possibility that the two are indeed related (an hypothesis further con-
firmed if the artistic panel intended for the corner would stand there in fact), 
inevitably raising some reading ambiguity. 

The value of the location and position of these buildings was thus depend-
ent on this reciprocal relationship, which recalls Anderson’s stance for an archi-
tecture of “problem-worrying”, whereas “any solution, any form, has implications 
beyond those that were intended, including implications for the reformulation of 
the original problem or need.26”

After all, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s reliance on a kind of conven-
tionalism was a mature one — not much questioning was put on how people lived, 
for example, but rather on how urbanely significant could an ordinary building be 
— how to reinterpret urbanity on the commonplace of housing or office buildings, 
somehow relating to what Anderson stated regarding the creation of artefacts: 
“Reality is formed through the medium of materials and material needs, but its sig-
nificance depends on temporal continuities interpreted by the thought and feeling 
of its makers and the societies of which they are part. They reinterpret original types 
according to their own conventions.”27

“Architects of Façades”

One characteristic that is common to the various projects: the absolute mastery of 
the composition of the façade, were it not Victor Palla a complete artist - in addi-
tion to being an architect, painter, photographer, ceramist and designer. In Lisbon 
at this time, there are hardly any façades of buildings of more successful design, in 
the balance of the different planes, parallel and perpendicular, in the juxtaposition 
and superimposition of surfaces, textures and colours, in the harmonious rhythm 
of elements made of concrete, ceramic, wood, metal and glass, in the refusal of the 
indistinct uniformity in height with the recurrent use of a pergola, which main 
lines always result from the elevation and reconnect the ensemble. 28

Despite the aforementioned redirection of design effort to the volumetric 
and pictorial definition of their buildings, that is not to say that Victor Palla and 
Bento d’Almeida’s architecture was simply one of façades. They could indeed be 
seen as “architects of façades”, a description which is usually held against archi-
tects and would ask for the rather trivial opposing view of their buildings as “entire 
works of architecture” — a conception which might hardly correspond to that of 
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida. In fact, Castro Rodrigues does point it out in the 

26 Anderson, “Quasi-Autonomy in Architecture: The Search for an ‘In-Between’.”, p. 31.
27 Anderson, “Types and Conventions in Time: Toward a History for the Duration and 

Change of Artifacts”, p. 116.
28 Agarez, O Moderno Revisitado. Habitação Multifamiliar em Lisboa nos Anos de 1950, p. 247. 

[“Comum aos vários projectos, uma característica: o domínio absoluto da composição da 
fachada ou não fosse Victor Palla um artista plástico completo - além de arquitecto, pintor, 
fotógrafo, ceramista, designer. Dificilmente se encontram neste período, em Lisboa, facha-
das de prédios de rendimento mais bem conseguidas, no equilíbrio dos diferentes planos, 
paralelos e perpendiculares, na justaposição e sobreposição de superfícies, texturas e cores, 
no ritmo harmonioso de elementos em betão, cerâmica, madeira, metal e vidro, na recusa 
da uniformidade indistinta em altura pelo recurso ao recorrente remate com pérgula cujas 
linhas de força decorrem sempre do alçado e religam o conjunto.”]
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aforementioned book of memories: “they would show up with a suitcase in hand, 
with some painted perspectives, very well painted indeed by Palla, who was a good 
painter. “If it’s given to us to do it, this façade will look like this…” And many clients 
would comply with that.”29 

As a matter of fact, one could argue that façade design might be the place 
left in urban buildings for any idea of the collective to be expressed — the building’s 
dimension which is to be shared, to belong “to all”, to be given to the city —, in a 
kind of democratic vision. As Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo say referring to Rob-
ert Venturi’s architecture, “Decoration is about civic dignity: it makes visible the 
obligations of a building towards the city and society. It has an intrinsic collective 
nature (...). Decoration shows the ambition towards a collective take on beauty.”30

Furthermore, many of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s works other 
than the ones presented in this dissertation would be enough to break-down the 
judgment on the “two-dimensionality” of their work — all of their snack-bar de-
signs, many of their private houses and their schools or factories31 bear testimony to 
the “three-dimensional” attributes of their work, which in the view of Ana Tostões, 
“(...) reveal a brilliant formal mastery”32. All of these are filled with very marked 
spatial articulations, never to let go the very same pictorial research that is at stake 
in their housing and office buildings.

Thus one is led to believe that it was a rather deliberate (or at least con-
scious) choice that gave rise to this contempt towards spatial research. Directing 
their effort towards other dimensions of the project would reveal their fascination 
for a pictorial and graphical research in architecture, much related to their experi-
ence in painting and graphic design and driven to an idea of urbanity.

All their artistry and painterly tendencies did not mean however that Vic-
tor Palla and Bento d’Almeida were “simply artists playing at architecture”33, to bor-
ough Adam Caruso’s defence of the work of Asnago Vender. They were conscious 
enough not to “earp human well being just for the sake of exploiting a technique 
— especially when the technique is a powerful one.”34 After all, they both painted 
paintings and built buildings, tautology apart. Although they may not have shared 
their contemporaries’ obsession with social causes, typological research, the role of 
tradition, etc. their work displays an idiosyncratic mastery of the combined ideas 
of modernity and urbanity in architecture — the contemporary city as the image of 
their times; a commitment to the injection of a frantic modernity in an outmoded 
country; architecture as an evolutionary tool.

29 Rodrigues, Um Cesto De Cerejas: Conversas, memórias, Uma Vida, pp. 219-220. [“Apareciam 
com uma maleta na mão, com perspectivas pintadas, muito bem pintadas pelo Palla, que 
era um bom pintor: “Se formos nós a fazer isto, esta fachada fica assim...” E muitos clientes 
foram nisso.”]

30 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 
Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p. 204.

31 For the full project list of Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, see: Victor Palla, Bento d’Almei-
da: Arquitectura de Outro Tempo, ed. by Patrícia Bento d’Almeida and João Palla Martins (Lis-
bon: Caleidoscópio, 2017), pp. 122-157.

32 Tostões, Os Verdes Anos na Arquitectura Portuguesa dos Anos 50, p. 106. [“(...) reveladora de um 
brilhante domínio formal.”]

33 Adam Caruso, “Constructing the Historic Present”, in Asnago Vender and the Construction of 
Modern Milan, ed. by Adam Caruso and Helen Thomas (Zürich: Gta Verlag, 2017), pp. 174-
180.

34 Anderson, “Quasi-Autonomy in Architecture: The Search for an ‘In-Between’.”, p. 31.
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“Distinguish the Surface of a Wall from the Wall Itself”35

For Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, façades were an occasion for ar-
chitecture. Evidently, walls and windows for protection were required and would 
make themselves “a façade” anyway. As such, one can say that one of the arguments 
belonging to architecture more than to any other discipline is the idea of a certain 
“economy of means”, not in the sense of blindly seeking economy, but rather in the 
sense of creating “added value” from carefully chosing and surveying the means at 
our disposal as for buildings to convey some meaning for the same cost they would 
not.

As Geers puts it, “there’s always a slight discrepancy between what some-
thing could be, at its most efficient, and what it is. This discrepancy is a perfect tool 
for a hidden agenda. You can say, ‘Since that thing is there anyway…’”36, thus some 
virtues of the architectural project being an answer to no question, a solution to no 
constraint, an intrinsically architectural solution, a deliberate “failure” which opens 
up the way for exploring everything which is outside its economic reality: “A proper 
project fails, since any possibility to make complexity consistent fails. It is in this 
failure that it escapes the economical reality it is facing.”37

The very same discrepancy also allows for complexity to be “injected into 
the project as a fictional act”38: as there was sometimes little complexity and in-
terest to be found in the recurring commissions arriving at Victor Palla and Bento 
d’Almeida’s office, projects had to create complexity and interest by themselves, 
constructs of their own. Each project was a canvas for architectural experimen-
tation, as much as the client was willing to let them experiment. “The articulated 
negotiations between public and private, between blending and self-representation, 
between typological purity and distortions of urban fabric”39, as not constituting 
enough complexity, were pushed forward to the point of fiction. Some possible 
embodiments of this fictional complexity are the alternate positioning of architec-
tural elements such as the portrait windows in Avenida Visconde Valmor 20-20E; 
the flower pots and masonry railings in Rua Tenente Espanca 40, shifting as in a 
neoplastic move, praising their own autonomy; or the ironically placed brise-soleil in 
the roof-top pergola of Rua do Conde de Redondo 20.

As a matter of fact, although many of the architectural themes invoked 
would have formed an answer to a specific context in the first place, they were 
afterwards shamelessly “migrated” (loosing their raison d’être) to integrate other 
realities, other contexts, other projects. There, the actual problem which gave rise 
to the architectural solution did not occur anymore (which made these themes 
earn their status as decoration), as if their latent urban character and architectural 
qualities had been unveiled, claiming their formal autonomy from the problem 
giving origin to it. The several pergolas topping most of their buildings are a sign 
of this migration — they indeed serve apartments recessed from the façade plane 
some of the times, providing them with a sun-shade, but these are also employed 

35 Anderson, “The Profession and Discipline of Architecture: Practice and Education”, 
p. 294.

36 Geers, EFFICIENCY AS NECESSITY, A conversation with Kersten Geers. An economy of means.
37 Geers, “Crafting architecture. In search of the architect’s project”, pp. 218-219.
38 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 

Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p.201.
39 Ibid.

Fig. 24 (p. 41)

Fig. 41 (p. 47)

Fig. 21 (p. 39)
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in a capping move only, not to provide any shade whatsoever, as in Rua do Conde 
de Redondo 20. The canopies over the entrance-doors, too, are indiscriminately 
applied throughout their buildings — although they do protect the entrance door in 
cases where the later is flush with the façade plane, they become a surplus when the 
door is deeply set back, as in the case of Rua Tenente Espanca 40, where even the 
balconies are already extending the protected area.

Anderson also refers to this discrepancy, or “distinction” as he calls it, as 
the place where architecture happens par excellence:

Trabeated (post and beam) systems and wall and vault construction appeared early 
in the history of architecture and are still studied in purely technical terms; even 
when viewed purely technically, such systems are necessary to architecture. When, 
however, these systems are understood to create opportunities and constraints for 
the definition of space, the control of circulation, and the play of light, these are 
issues of the discipline of architecture. To distinguish the surface of a wall from the 
wall itself and to find in this distinction the opportunity for representation are 
propositions within the discipline of architecture.40

The wall is here given as an example of how the pretentiously right legiti-
mation of the existence of architectural elements is actually a symptom of a rather 
poor and technocratic take on architecture. What architectural elements are for 
architecture does not correspond to what they are to everything other than archi-
tecture — their intrinsically architectural value belongs to the realm of architecture 
only, and only within it might it be subject to value judgment, a sign that architec-
ture might indeed “have its own version of the facts”, to borrow from Vassilis Alex-
akis in his novel “La Clarinette”: 

Writing has its own version of the facts. It focuses on seemingly unimportant 
details.41

By willingly and artificially autonomizing the architectural value of these 
elements, one voids them of their content and liberates them from the primacy of 
purpose. That is not to say that the use of these elements is to become frivolous 
or gratuitous. Although liberated from a prosaic intent, they still respond before 
architecture itself — before its tradition — as objects of culture holding spatial and/
or representational value. What they are not, they must then represent, as one can 
deduce from Geers’ statement:

(...) from the very beginning architecture was deeply engaged into representing 
what it was unable to make. The tricky placement of Greek corner columns, the 
masquerade of Roman plaster rendered walls, the add-on orders of Mies... are all 
part of a fundamental history of intentions. These micro formalisms bridge the gap 

40 Anderson, “The Profession and Discipline of Architecture: Practice and Education”, 
p. 294.

41 Vassilis Alexakis, La Clarinette (Paris: Éditions Du Seuil, 2015). [“L’écriture possède sa pro-
pre version des faits. Elle s’arrête sur des détails apparemment sans importance”]

Fig. 21 (p. 39)

Fig. 36 (p. 46)
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between intentions and reality and are at the heart of the architect’s craft. This is the 
kernel, the starting point of any ambiguity, the core of precise intentions.42

Thus decoration (decoration as added-value) might be the utmost embod-
iment of a purely architectural figure, as long as it remains inside the realm of ar-
chitecture, of “the art of building”, representing it. “What lifts architecture beyond 
mere building is its power of representation. Successful architecture represents 
building.”43

Anderson’s understanding of systems as generators of “opportunities 
and constraints” hints at the aforementioned civic potential of decoration, its 
intrinsic collective nature, its long for universality — to understand the representa-
tional character of a wall as an opportunity for the expression of the collective, for 
“a collective take on beauty”44 — without ever compromising a sense of economy 
of means, which is the way to render it legitimate, as we’ve seen before: “It is not 
because the project escapes the logics of the economical reality that a project should 
not be economical. Its engagement into the reality ‘as found’ forces it to take money 
matters seriously.”45

For their focus on the design of façades and the few communal spaces of 
these buildings, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s projects constitute a collection 
of single takes on the public, collective and civic nature of architecture — a glimmer 
of formal autonomy and cultural production amongst the prevailing dominance of 
the market and economy-related demands. Their shameless artistry in embedding 
their projects with formal experiments is a sign of tirelessly seeking for a certain in-
dependence of design as to find the ultimate room for the collective to be expressed.

42 Geers, “Crafting architecture. In search of the architect’s project”, p. 219.
43 Karsten Harries, “Thoughts on a Non-Arbitrary Architecture” Perspecta, 20 (1983), p. 14.
44 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 

Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p. 204.
45 Geers, “Crafting architecture. In search of the architect’s project”, pp. 218-219.
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6. Conclusions and Evaluations

Departing from a defined theoretical framework and drawing from a set 
of architectural works to which very little homage had been paid before, the prop-
osition of this dissertation was to articulate a reflection on the work of Victor Palla 
and Bento d’Almeida aiming to unveil their implicit design theory and approach to 
architecture.

A clear theoretical ambition determined the approach and methodology 
of this research, defining its proposed analytical framework and propensity: that of 
“inventing one’s own tradition”. By characterizing the times of Victor Palla and Ben-
to d’Almeida’s operation, we were able to locate their positioning in relation to that 
of their peers. By describing the means of their professional path and their manners 
of working, we grasped the ways in which that very disposition weighted on their 
own architecture. The observation, documentation and interpretation of a set of 
selected works, by means of a comparative analysis and search for the very singular 
qualities of their architecture, stemmed from the features pointed out in the preced-
ing chapters, critically embodying the proposed approximation to their work.

Returning to the main goals of this dissertation, a set of conclusions and 
evaluations of the undertaken research are presented in this last chapter, outlining 
an additional contribution to the aforementioned investigation into their work 
carried out by architects and historians in past decades.

Architecture as Cultural Production
Relevance in architecture is cultural: architecture is relevant as long as it 

dialogues with culture, as long as it contributes to culture: “it should carry the flag 
of culture in defiance”1. This does not mean, however, that architecture should 
be sacrificing whatever technical dimension for the sake of any artistic or cultural 
experimentation. It is in finding the right place for architecture to “happen” within 
the project that one measures its quality. One could argue that only after being rea-
sonable (in both the senses of being endowed with reason and of being moderate) 
might architecture aim to be relevant. After all, “a building should work”2.

Anyway, the quest for relevance and cultural engagement might well be 
voluntarist and premeditated or not: when aiming to insert one’s production in 
culture, the architect “discovers (...) his solidarity with certain other producers who 

1 Kersten Geers and David Van Severen, “OFFICE Kersten Geers David Van Severen - 
Everything Architecture”, exhibition at Architectural Association School of Architecture, 
London, April-May 2017. See: “OFFICE Kersten Geers David Van Severen, Everything 
Architecture” (27 April 2017) <https://www.e-flux.com/announcements/125894/of-
fice-kersten-geers-david-van-severeneverything-architecture/> [accessed 23 May 2019]

2 Geers and Severen, “Exposing Architecture”, p. 7.
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earlier seemed scarcely to concern him.”3 It is thus surprising how an apparently 
disengaged practice as Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s could be responsible 
for such an impressive production and may be, on a purely architectonic level, put 
beside many of the practices considered appropriately engaged at the time. Their 
role was a significant one in the fine-tuning and experimentation of a newly arrived 
language of architecture, one which entailed some of the most radical social chang-
es of the time. 

Theirs was a “incarnated” cultural modernism — they were confidently 
daring and audacious when proposing a lady to sit alongside a counter in a snack-
bar4 — not so much socially driven, although confident of the social changes that it 
proposed, resembling Theodoro Adorno’s idea of social critique inherent in form: 
“In all art that is still possible, social critique must be raised to the level of form, to 
the point that it wipes out all manifestly social content.”5

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architecture played a significant 
cultural role both in the evident social implications of some of their projects 
and in the not so evident amendments brought about by their “everyday archi-
tecture”: in their various iterations, they defined a set of anchor points con-
necting to the architectural tradition that preceded them; making a critique 
through form; culturally taking part in the world.

A Lesson
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s rather fascinating commitment to 

the discipline of architecture and love for the “art of building”, together with such 
despair for the inherent cultural value of their own production, represents a one of 
a kind relation of an architect to his own architecture and architecture in general. 
Their silent work and assumed prejudice-less professionalism might well be a good 
suit for a contemporary position-taking of an architect and shed an unexpected 
light on the contemporary condition of architecture making. 

Given the professionalisation of the discipline and supremacy of too much 
liberal positions of both public and private commissions, the compromise that they 
represent seems to be a rather inevitable/unavoidable condition of architectural 
practice today: Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida feed the belief that there might 
still be a place for architecture to thrive with no need to surrender to the market nor 
to the erudition of culture. For their example, one is led to ask: “Isn’t the strategy 
of composed façades better able to deal with the economic forces at play in the 
city than the retreat, and ultimately, dismissal of the harsh financial realities of 
building?”6 

This is a problem that proves to be of great relevance in contemporaneity: 
if architects are concerned with being culturally and disciplinary relevant, they are 
repeatedly called to the aforementioned commitment and compromise, regardless 

3 Benjamin, “The Author as Producer”, II, p.775.
4 For further social implications of the introduction of the typology of snack-bar in Portugal 

by Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, see: Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: 
bossa nova na cidade”, pp. 112-117.

5 Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, p. 250.
6  Alessandro Bava, “An elegant fetish: Asnago and Vender and the construction of Modern 

Milan” (13 February 2015), <https://www.architectural-review.com/essays/reviews/
books/an-elegant-fetish-asnago-and-vender-and-the-construction-of-modern-mi-
lan/8678146.article> [accessed 23 May 2019]
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of commissions and their origin. In an era of successive privatizations and the 
accentuation of neo-liberal policies, it is more important than ever to discover the 
space left for architects to make architecture, for architecture to be concerned with 
itself. The aim is to find how “culturally relevant” can architecture be in responding 
to orders whose “relevance” is measured mainly in terms of their “economic value”. 

Just as Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, architects today are required to 
consciously seek this cultural relevance, finding objective strategies and substantial 
tools which make it possible: “It should be possible to recognize both the means by 
which architecture maintains its distance from all that is outside architecture and 
the conditions that permit the existence of that distance.”7

By continuously “fine-tuning” their position throughout their ca-
reers, and never to settle professionally, artistically nor intellectually, Victor 
Palla and Bento d’Almeida were capable of reiterating their unwilled cultural 
relevance amidst very different circumstances and projects. Despite some-
times rounded on a rather wholesome disengagement, their various takes on 
architecture bear testimony to a one of a kind relation to architecture both as a 
profession and a discipline.

Specifically Architectural
There is no such thing as “political” or “politicised” architecture. These 

are adjectives which can be applied to authors and architects only, not to their 
architecture. Architecture is always and only architecture, and is best evaluated 
within the realm of architecture and its practice, to borrow from Barthes’ referring 
to writing:

The primary evaluation of all texts can come neither from science, for science does 
not evaluate, nor from ideology, for the ideological value of a text (moral, aesthetic, 
political, alethiological) is a value of representation, not of production (ideology 
“reflects,” it does not do work). Our evaluation can be linked only to a practice, and 
this practice is that of writing.8 

Hence the fact that Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida totally embraced a 
quest for objects that were “architecturally” correct which, according to Benjamin’s 
discussion on the political value of a literary work, “alone constitutes the quality of 
[a] work”:

I would like to show you that the tendency of a literary work can be politically 
correct only if it is also literally correct. That is to say, the politically correct tendency 
includes a literary tendency. And I would add straightaway: this literary tendency, 
which is implicitly or explicitly contained in every correct political tendency of a 
work, alone constitutes the quality of that work. The correct political tendency of a 
work thus includes its literary quality because it includes its literary tendency.9

7 Hays, “Critical Architecture: Between Culture and Form”, p. 27.
8 Barthes, S/Z, p. 4
9 Benjamin, “The Author as Producer”, II, p. 769.
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Thus architecture is as politically “correct” as it is also “architecturally” 
correct — by extrapolating Benjamin’s argument to architecture, one could say 
that the architectural correctness of works does not necessarily imply their political 
correctness, but only if a work is architecturally correct might it aim at being polit-
ically correct, too — “(...) Technical progress is (...) the foundation of [the author’s] 
political progress.”10 Thus if one takes Benjamin’s position, one is led to believe that 
there’s no such thing as “political architecture”: political tendency, which might as 
first to be a sign of quality of a work, may well not be; a work is not necessarily better 
if tends to politics: good architecture is, first and foremost, good architecture.

(...) if architecture has the desire to survive, then it needs to be obsessively busy with 
itself. This is an almost egotistical obsession. However, an architecture that is busy 
with itself is not one that ignores the world it inhabits. Architecture (...) is one 
expression of cultural continuity. Its self-confidence allows it to deal with the world 
and to perform consciously.11

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida would push the limits of regulations, 
chase a compromising economy of means, answer the typological demands of the 
market, and so on... Still, they would be able to present a project with virtues of its 
own — features of “architecture only”, glimpses of formal autonomy, exercises in 
architecture, divertimenti in formal composition, an injection of cultural relevance, 
a claim of the urban character of their buildings,... — which would constitute the 
added-value of their projects, the “capacity” of architecture to exist beyond mere 
construction, to survive amidst the overwhelming demands of capitalism. After 
all, this added-value is where the very essence of architecture lies, the “principles of 
differentiation (...) which most completely express the specificity of a determinate 
type of practice”, as Bourdieu points out regarding the autonomisation of the fields 
of restricted artistic production:

 It follows from all that has just been said that the principles of differentiation re-
garded as most legitimate by an autonomous field are those which most completely 
express the specificity of a determinate type of practice. In the field of art, for exam-
ple, stylistic and technical principles tend to become the privileged subject of debate 
among producers (or their interpreters).12

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s seemingly egotistical chase for 
architectural correctness was the key element to allow them “to deal with the 
world and to perform consciously”. Their focus was on architecture, and their 
research directed to the very architectural qualities of buildings. Not much 
worrying was at stake, but instead a certain architectural voluntarism, as if 
their architecture had always been ready to be expressed, only waiting for the 
commission that would let it become real.

10 Ibid., II, p.775.
11 Geers and Severen, “Exposing Architecture”, I, p. 7.
12 Bourdieu, “The Market of Symbolic Goods”.
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Graciously Fallible
Despite the aforementioned assumption on the validity of decoration, in 

the same text referred to before, Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo then continue to 
state: “Obviously, (...) there’s a double side to it: decoration is not only a pleasure for 
the public, it’s also a pleasure for the architect, a terrain of easily accessible self-en-
joyment inside the difficult task of architecture.”13 

It is curious that a civic quality of architecture might for once correspond 
with the architect’s self-enjoyment, for how unusual it is to see both qualities 
being referred to together, especially in a non-judgemental way: On one side, most 
attempts to politicize the discipline have proved their failure over time, or at least 
their lack of everlasting relevance, however great their temporal achievements 
might have been. On the other, many attempts to distance architecture from capi-
talist ideology have shown their way to failure, too, and later evolved into something 
which was eventually supporting the very same ideology it proposed to reject, as is 
the case of disciplinary fundamentalism, for example.

Contrary to the moralistic tone of many of the politicized architectural 
critics addressed to much “self-enjoyment” of architects — “a recurrent misan-
thropic reading of the architect’s profession which has long deserved to be demysti-
fied”14 — Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo open the way for shameless discussion on 
architecture, and on architecture only.

This realistic and unheroic take on architecture as a profession seems to 
largely correspond to Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s. One could say that it may 
well be the only reasonable argument allowing for progress, contrary to the “dis-
course of guilt that begins by placing the architect in no less than a kind of oracle of 
the construction of the world, an almost arcane character”15 to then demonstrate 
that “he fails in his spiritual mission”16, for how fallible he inevitably is.

As a matter of fact, Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architecture is not 
(only) an expression of their selves, but rather (or also) an articulation of a particu-
lar view of the world they inhabited. In being so, it tackles the world as much as it let 
them get some self-enjoyment. 

This may be one of the ideas most worthwhile to keep from their 
practice: architecture is not (or at least not only) a problem-solving exercise. 
This rather uncompromising take on architecture re-picks the idea of the 
obliqueness of the architectural approach — that architectural problems might 
well not be faced frontally, fundamentally, but in rather oblique ways, of which 
approach might have its beginning in a rather unclear setting, not unlike Alvar 
Aaltos’ description of his working method in his 1948 article “The trout and 
the stream”17. The pretense of objectivity, “purity” and certainty of several 

13 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 
Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p. 204.

14 Paulo Martins Barata, “Imprecisões sobre o estado da Arquitectura” (6 March 2018). 
<https://www.publico.pt/2018/03/06/culturaipsilon/opiniao/imprecisoes-sobre-o-es-
tado-da-arquitectura-1805003> [accessed 23 May 2019] [“uma recorrente leitura misant-
rópica da profissão do arquitecto que há muito merece ser desmistificada”]

15 Ibid. [“um discurso de culpabilização que começa por colocar o arquitecto em nada menos 
que uma espécie de oráculo da construção do mundo, um personagem quase arcano”]

16 Ibid. [“[ele] falha na sua missão espiritual”]
17 See: Alvar Aalto, “The trout and the stream” (1948), in Alvar Aalto in His Own Words, ed. by 

Göran Schildt (New York: Rizzoli, 1998).
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ideologies voids architecture of its very nature — that of being both describable 
and ineffable, knowledgeable and innocent, certain and fallible.

An Imaginary of Ease
The tendency of both Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida towards artistic 

production was expressed — fearlessly, with no kind of self-condemnation — in a 
specific feeling and sensitivity in their architecture. Their artistic production was 
as prolific as their architectural one — a sign of the aforementioned naturalness 
and effortlessness which underpinned all the outcome of their careers — and both 
would naturally overlap, mutually contaminating each other: theirs was “(...) a 
multidisciplinary practice (which, in the case of these authors, was truly interdisci-
plinary, in intimate, inextricable connection) (…)”.18 

The 25 years of their activity gave rise to a large collection of pieces of ar-
chitecture which, despite their often prosaic content, was able to unfold a narrative: 
“only in the accumulation of projects — as a series — can a specific argument about 
architecture and its principles be made.”19 One could argue that it was precisely the 
prosaicity of these commissions which opened the way for such an architectural 
experimentation: although not having much on which to rely their designs, their 
will to experiment led them to inject and self-impose “constraints” into the project, 
“deliberately formulating the problem”. Returning to the aforementioned principle 
of complexity being “injected into the project as a fictional act”20, Argentinian ar-
chitect Enrique Walker’s idea of “self-imposed constraints” might provide another 
insight:

Subjected by definition to a regime of external forces, architecture has dismissed 
self-imposed constraints as a productive device. While it has overly submitted to 
a practice of problem-solving, it has demonized any constraint as a limitation to 
architectural imagination. Architecture tolerates voluntary constraints only when 
these forces appear as feeble, yet, used to a regime of dependency, still masking them 
ultimately under a narrative of necessity, and in doing so hindering their potential. 
The practice of self-imposed (and therefore arbitrary) constraints entails deliber-
ately formulating the problem; an uncompromising decision which, if properly 
calibrated, may release otherwise unexpected paths of production.21

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s work is indeed about the constant and 
persistent revisiting of these “injected”, “fictional”, “self-imposed” and “arbitrary” 
themes, which ultimately define their approach to architecture — their “Architec-
tural-Project” in the sense given by Portuguese architectural historian and theorist 
Manuel Mendes22 — both by rationally or sensibly making the choice of these 

18 Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: bossa nova na cidade”, p. 118. [“(...) uma 
prática multidisciplinar (que, no caso destes autores, era verdadeiramente interdisciplinar, 
em ligação íntima, inextricável)(...)”]

19 Geers, “Words without Thoughts never to Heaven Go”, p. 165.
20 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 

Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p.201.
21 Enrique Walker, “Under constraint”, in Architecture as a Craft: Architecture, Drawing, Model 

and Position, ed. by Michiel Riedjik (Amsterdam: SUN Architecture Publishers, 2010), 
p. 31.

22 See: Fernando Távora and Manuel Mendes, Sobre o ‘Projeto-De-Arquitetura’ De Fernando 
Távora (Porto: Reitoria U. Porto, 2015).
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themes and demonstrating the possibilities of their experimentation over a rather 
wide collection of projects. 

Belonging to this series of themes — specially within their overall direc-
tion of design-effort towards façade, common areas and roof-top levels — one 
could name just a few: framing of the rooftop level in the façade with pergolas and 
canopies; a pronounced expression of the entrance way, contrasting with the overall 
homogeneous design of the façade; a zig-zagging or alternating pictorial treatment 
of the façade; an overall pictorial ambiguity between symmetry and asymmetry; 
a bewitching material experimentation in cladding; tensioning of interior spaces 
with plays in perspective and tilted planes; subtle narrative loader elements break-
ing the defined rules; winks to neighbouring buildings by borrowing architectural 
elements and materials; a stance of the urban presence and reach of their buildings; 
injecting complexity as to raise their appeal; premeditated ambiguities between 
what elements are and what they represent; etc. 

“In many ways (...) [projects] only reveal fascinations and fixations over a 
long stretch of time.”23 That is why this series of recurrent themes and preoccupa-
tions are recognizable in these works despite them being otherwise very different — 
out a seemingly disconnected collection of buildings, one can read a rather curious 
take on architecture proper. A circumstance which undoubtedly derives from their 
professional positioning: a reasonable compromise between their “conventions” 
and the “remarkably and fascinatingly malleable”  “realities” presented to them 
anew for every project; a compromise between a “life of the mind” and a “life of 
materiality”, on which Anderson advises the following: 

(...) the fruitfulness of recognizing the strengths and the claims of, on one side, our 
theories and conventions, that should not be held dogmatically, and, on the other, 
the realities, that are in some ways obdurate but often remarkably and fascinatingly 
malleable. To seek to live only a life of the mind at one pole, or of materiality at the 
other, or of coercive power from either, is to impoverish one’s self, one’s discipline, 
and one’s smaller community.24

Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s oeuvre shows a formal maturity 
resulting from continuous hard-working experimentation, “in accordance 
with a firm conviction that lies in their own nature and is as spontaneous as 
an intrinsic vocation.”25 Theirs is an architecture seemingly made with ease, as 
natural as it can possibly be,  especially manifested in the disarming artlessness 
of their “art”: “(...) the additional gift that is necessary and essential to enable 
one to represent art — having the ability to do so”26. 

23 Geers and others, “Architecture Without Content 9: The Difficult Double”.
24 Anderson, “Quasi-Autonomy in Architecture: The Search for an ‘In-Between’.”, p. 37.
25 Ponti, “The Style of Tomorrow: Selected Works of Architecture by Asnago Vender”, pp. 56-

87.
26 Ibid.
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“The Science of the Various Blisses of Language”
Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida’s architecture might well recall the prin-

ciples set out on the act of writing by Barthes in “Le Plaisir du Texte”, which transla-
tion to architecture may be of an impressive fitting:

Text of bliss: the text that discomforts (perhaps to the point of a certain boredom), 
unsettles the reader’s historical, cultural, psychological assumptions, the consistency 
of his tastes, values, memories, brings to a crisis his relation with language.27

By analogy with Barthes’ description, one could say that Victor Palla and 
Bento d’Almeida’s architecture is likewise one which discomforts us; it is intense — 
it unsettles our assumptions. There’s a constant generic uncertainty oscillating at 
the border between the fictional — the purely architectural, the decorative — and 
the real — the political, economic, social and programmatic contingencies — which 
opens a playful reading space for these buildings. Their architecture is created and 
performs in this permanent oscillation. It is an architecture that claims its inde-
pendence from reality while allowing reality to be its inevitable beginning and end, 
opening up the way for wide interpretations and simultaneous understandings.

Just before, Barthes states as follows:

The text you write must prove to me that it desires me. This proof exists: it is writ-
ing. Writing is: the science of the various blisses of language.28

For Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida, architecture too was “the 
science of the various blisses of [architectural] language”. The generic tension 
at the heart of their architecture as well as the playful aspect of their projects — 
which relates to the “blisses of language”  (“jouissances du langage”) described 
by Barthes — clearly prove that these buildings “desire” us, that they depend 
on us to exist, that they are empowered by our involvement. They do not simply 
stand there: one can tell from their design principles that the architects count 
on our active participation to identify the winks that dot it — their festive tone, 
their audacity and daring, their slippages and bits of poetry, their contradic-
tions,... — and to realize that every whole building is an anthem to architecture. 

27 Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text, p. 14. translated by Richard Miller from Roland Barthes, Le 
Plaisir Du Texte (Paris: Editions Du Seuil, 1973), pp. 25-26. [““Texte de jouissance : celui qui 
met en état de perte, celui qui déconforte (peut-être jusqu’à un certain ennui), fait vaciller 
les assises historiques, culturelles, psychologiques, du lecteur, la consistance de ses goûts, 
de ses valeurs et de ses souvenirs, met en crise son rapport au langage.”] 

28 Ibid., p. 6, translated by Richard Miller from Barthes, Le Plaisir Du Texte, pp. 13-14. [“Le 
texte que vous écrivez doit me donner la preuve qu’il me désire. Cette preuve existe : c’est 
l’écriture. L’écriture est ceci : la science des jouissances du langage.”]
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Corollary

Understanding is cumulative. One may well understand something now 
which one did not understand before. This new understanding happens only be-
cause one understood something else between then and now. With the new vision 
of things that the former understanding gives, one sees something new in the later, 
which one could not see before.

Architecture only exists (culturally) in the interpretations we make of it. 
Architectural projects are continuously built, in a kind of “a perpetual present”29, 
as long as they keep being reinterpreted: “(...) rereading draws the text out of its 
internal chronology (‘this happens before or after that’) and recaptures a mythic 
time (without before or after);”30 This assumption echoes with the aforementioned 
almost “egotistical obsession” of architecture to be “obsessively busy with itself ”; 
an idea which might be further confirmed by the tendency of architectural criticism 
to produce pieces of critique addressed to architects — of which this dissertation is 
one example — in an effort to make architecture “survive”:

It is significant that the progress of the field of restricted production towards auton-
omy is marked by an increasingly distinct tendency of criticism to devote itself to the 
task (...) of providing a ‘creative’ interpretation for the benefit of the ‘creators’.31

Thus “for the benefit of the ‘creators’”, periodic “resurrection” of some 
forgotten architecture and “(...) the rediscovery of authors prematurely discard-
ed or eccentric to authorized historiography”32 implies constantly bringing their 
architecture back to discourse, “providing a ‘creative’ interpretation” of their work 
to permanently renew their topicality, to culturally “rebuild” their architecture. 
Taking from Barthes’ idea of “writerly texts” — literary works in which the reader is 
required to acknowledge and participate in the writing process — one could argue 
that architecture should itself allow interpretations to be formulated, too, as to cul-
turally pluralize its “building” process. Barthes praises a work which aims “to make 
the reader no longer a consumer, but a producer of the text”33, an idea he develops 
as follows:

29 Barthes, S/Z, p. 5.
30 Ibid., p. 16.
31 Bourdieu, “The Market of Symbolic Goods”.
32 Paulo Martins Barata, “Moderno nunca mais (in memoriam Manuel Graça Dias)” (29 

March 2019) <https://www.publico.pt/2019/03/29/culturaipsilon/opiniao/moder-
no-in-memoriam-manuel-graca-dias-1866876> [accessed 23 May 2019] [“(...) a redesco-
berta de autores prematuramente descartados ou excêntricos à historiografia autorizada”]

33 Barthes, S/Z, p. 4.
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(...) the writerly text is ourselves writing, before the infinite play of the world (the 
world as function) is traversed, intersected, stopped, plasticized by some singular 
system (Ideology, Genus, Criticism) which reduces the plurality of entrances, the 
opening of networks, the infinity of languages.34

Hence, as a “producer” of this architecture, one hopes to return — to keep 
returning — to the work under analysis here; to keep forming new readings, accu-
mulating them, overlapping and blending them in a complex layered understand-
ing of an architectural practice and works; to let them remain suspended and open; 
to widen the way one looks at a certain work — rather to “re-categorize” it, only to 
shift from one understanding to another. As João Paulo Martins argues, any conclu-
sion “(...) can only be a provisional conclusion. It will be important to continue to 
follow clues, to compel records (...), to fill gaps, to extend the network of relation-
ships, to deepen and to review all readings.”35 

Continuing his praise for the “writerlyness” of texts and his argument 
on behalf of a literature that requires the reader to make a writerly effort, Barthes 
states:

(...) the writerly is the novelistic without the novel, poetry without the poem, the 
essay without the dissertation, writing without style, production without product, 
structuration without structure.36 

At the same time acknowledging the paradoxical and unattainable nature 
of his proposal — that of isolating production from the product it produces, or of 
wanting to locate a production which produces nothing, which is just production 
— and poetically and appealingly defending “the difficult task”37 of art, Barthes 
confirms the nature of writing as happening, of writing as event. 

By simply extrapolating Barthes’ reading to architecture, one could state 
that architecture, more than existing, happens — as Geers would say: “Architecture 
happens through the project, and does not exist outside of it.”38 — architecture 
is thus to architect, it is the project without the building, “it is ourselves building”, 
profiting from the “plurality of entrances” that each piece of architecture allows for, 
as “indeed, the problem of the project is the project itself.”39

 To architect is here understood in a wide and broad sense as to make archi-
tecture happen, to project, may it be to build or to rebuild — in the aforementioned 
cultural sense —, to read or to write, to “reread”. Architecture can only be in-pro-
duction, not produced; in-formulation, not formulated; in-signification, not sig-
nified. It is permanently announcing itself, and thus permanently being produced, 
formulated, signified. Architecture happens anywhere one wants it to. Architecture 

34 Ibid., p. 5.
35 Martins, “Pique-Nique, Tique-Taque, Pam-Pam: bossa nova na cidade”, p. 118. [“(...) esta 

não pode ser senão uma conclusão provisória. Importará continuar ainda a seguir pistas, 
compulsar registos (...), preencher lacunas, alargar a rede de relações, aprofundar e rever 
todas as leituras.”]

36 Barthes, S/Z, p. 5.
37 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 

Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p. 204.
38 Geers, “Words without Thoughts never to Heaven Go”, p. 165.
39 Geers, Pancevac and Zanderigo, A Difficult Whole - A Reference Book on the Work of Robert 

Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, p. 17.
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is a caught glimpse of understanding, a grasped insight to the unknown, an epipha-
ny one cannot let go.

A collection of these glimpses arose from the undertaking of an exercise 
as the one here presented — architecture happened. Reasserting the belief that one’s 
own construction of architecture is directly reliable on one’s reading of other’s 
architecture — that one makes architecture both in its reading and in its making 
— one is left only to ask oneself what other architecture one wants to “write (to 
re-write)” — grabbing from Barthes for one last time — “which [other] texts would 
I consent to write (to re-write), to desire, to put forth as a force in this world of 
mine?”40.

40 Barthes, S/Z, p. 4.
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 Appendix I: Building Documentation

The six selected buildings are explored in greater detail in this appendix to 
the dissertation. A city plan locates the projects in relation to each other in the dense 
urban fabric of mid-twentieth century Lisbon, in the context of its canonic network 
of streets, squares and gardens. Each building is described by a set of drawings — 
main-façade elevation and ground-floor, typical-floor and terrace-floor plans, all at 
the same scale —, and a collection of archival photographs. The drawings show the 
projects in themselves, just as isolated figures, illustrating the underlying conceptu-
al composition of their plans and highly elaborate façades. The photographs bear a 
singular testimony to the advent of these buildings in their own time.
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
282/669 — Rua do Conde de Redondo 20 (1956-1960)
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Elevation  
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Type: Housing building 
Client: Amélia Castro Pereira 
Civil Engineer: António C. Santos Martins 
Height: Basement + 8 floors 
Typology: 1 one-bedroom apartment + 1 two 
bedroom apartment per floor 
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
282/669 — Rua do Conde de Redondo 20 (1956-1960)

Fig. 76 Looking northeast along Rua do Conde de Redondo, 
1967 © Augusto de Jesus Fernandes, Arquivo Municipal de 
Lisboa — Núcleo Fotográfico (AMLNF), Ref. PT-AMLSB-
CMLSBAH-PCSP-004-AJF-002613

Fig. 77 Looking southwest along Rua do Conde de Redondo, 
1967 © Augusto de Jesus Fernandes, AMLNF, Ref. PT-AM-
LSB-CMLSBAH-PCSP-004-AJF-002848
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
291 — Avenida Visconde Valmor 20–20E (1956-1961)

Fig. 80 Façade detail of Avenida Visconde de 
Valmor 20-20E, c. 1960 © Unknown
Fig. 81 Roof-top perfola detail of Avenida Vis-
conde de Valmor 20-20E, c. 1960 © Unknown
Fig. 82 Façade detail of Avenida Visconde de 
Valmor 20-20E, c. 1960 © Unknown

Fig. 78 Interior view of room towards the street in Avenida Visconde de 
Valmor 20-20E, c. 1960 © Unknown, F. Gomes da Silva, “Prédio na Aveni-
da Visconde Valmor. Arqs. Vitor Palla e Bento de Almeida”, Arquitectura, 3rd 
Series, 67 (April 1960), pp. 36-40 (same source for all images on this page)
Fig. 79 Looking West down Avenida Visconde de Valmor from Avenida 
Defendores de Chaves, c. 1960 © Unknown
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
291 — Avenida Visconde Valmor 20–20E (1956-1961)
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Elevation  
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Type: Housing building 
Client: Maria Rosa R. T. F. Lima 
Civil Engineer: Joaquim Adelino da Mota 
Carvalho 
Height: Basement + 7 floors 
Typology: 2 five-bedroom apartments per floor 
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
310 — Rua de S. Bernardo 27–27C (1956-1959)
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Type: Housing building 
Client: Luís Filipe Quintela 
Civil Engineers: Fernando and António R. 
Gameiro 
Height: Basement + 7 floors 
Typology: 1 four-bedroom apartment per floor 
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Fig. 83 Looking north along Rua de S. Bernardo, 1961  
© Arnaldo Madureira, AMLNF, Ref. PT-AMLSB-CMLS-
BAH-PCSP-004-ARM-002022
Fig. 84 Façade detail of Rua de S. Bernardo  
27-27C, c. 1960 © Unknown, Victor Palla, 
“Prédio na Rua de S. Bernardo. Arqs. Vitor Palla 
e Bento de Almeida”, Arquitectura, 3rd Series, 67 
(April 1960), pp. 32-35 (same source for all images 
on this page unless otherwise indicated)

Fig. 85 Entrance canopy and façade detail of Rua de 
S. Bernardo 27-27C, c. 1960 © Unknown
Fig. 86 Façade detail of Rua de S. Bernardo 27-27C, c. 1960  
© Unknown
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310 — Rua de S. Bernardo 27–27C (1956-1959)
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
355/558 — Avenida 5 de Outubro 48–50 (1958-1961)

Fig. 87 Entrance 
lobby of Avenida 5 de 
Outubro 48–50, n.d.  
© Victor Palla, Private 
Collection
Fig. 88 Entrance 
lobby of Avenida 5 de 
Outubro 48–50, n.d.  
© Victor Palla, Private 
Collection

Fig. 89 Façade of Avenida 5 de Outubro 48–50, c.1965  
© AMLNI, Building no. 34522, Process no. 49946-DAG-PG-1965, sh. 21
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Drawings  
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
355/558 — Avenida 5 de Outubro 48–50 (1958-1961)

Dwg. 4.2 

Ground-floor plan

1 Entrance 
2 Service entrance 
3 Circulation core
4 Reserve stock
5 Storeroom
6 Sealing 
7 Expedition
8 Toilets
9 Showcase

Dwg. 4.1 

Elevation  
Avenida 5 de Outubro

1
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3
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88
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Type: Office and laboratory building 
Client: Produtos Ciba-Geigy, Lda. 
Civil Engineer: Eduardo Cansado Carvalho 
Height: Basement + 7 floors 
Typology: varying
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Dwg. 4.4 

First-floor plan

1 Circulation core
2 Office
3 Secretariat
4 Reserve stock
5 Conference room
6 Toilets
7 Balcony 

Dwg. 4.3 

Terrace-floor plan

1 Circulation core
2 Warden room
3 Living room
4 Dining room
5 Dining hall
6 Kitchen
7 Pantry
8 Toilets
9 Terrace
10 Balcony
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
450 — Rua Tenente Espanca 40 (1963-1970)

Dwg. 5.2 

Ground-floor plan

1 Entrance 
2 Service entrance
3 Circulation core
4 Shop

Dwg. 5.1 

Elevation  
Rua Tenente Espanca

Type: Housing building 
Client: António Rafael Soares 
Civil Engineer: Américo Trindade 
Height: 9 floors 
Typology: 1 four-bedroom apartment 
+ 1 two-bedroom apartment per floor 
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Dwg. 5.4 

Typical-floor plan

1 Circulation core
2 Entrance
3 Service entrance
4 Coomon room
5 Bedroom 
6 Pantry
7 Kitchen 
8 Servant’s bedroom
9 Bathroom
10 Balcony

Dwg. 5.3 

Terrace-floor plan

1 Circulation core
2 Entrance
3 Common room
4 Bedroom 
5 Pantry
6 Kitchen 
7 Bathroom
8 Terrace
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
470 — Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56 (1962-1964)
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Victor Palla and Bento d’Almeida
470 — Avenida Miguel Bombarda 56 (1962-1964)

Dwg. 6.2

Ground-floor plan

1 Entrance 
2 Service entrance
3 Circulation core
4 Shop
5 Bank branch
6 Car showroom
7 Access to underground 
parking

Dwg. 6.1 

Elevation  
Avenida Miguel  
Bombarda

Type: Housing building 
Client: José Joaquim Sim 
Sim and António Alves 
Paraíso Pereira 
Civil Engineer: Unknown 
Height: Basement + 8 floors 
Typology: 1 four-bedroom 
apartment + 1 five-bedroom 
apartment per floor 
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N
1 2 50

Dwg. 6.4 

Typical-floor plan

1 Circulation core
2 Entrance
3 Service entrance
4 Living room
5 Dining room
6 Bedroom 
7 Pantry
8 Kitchen 
9 Servant’s bedroom
10 Bathroom
11 Balcony

Dwg. 6.3 

Terrace-floor plan

1 Circulation core
2 Entrance
3 Service entrance
4 Common room
5 Bedroom 
6 Kitchen 
7 Laundry 
8 Servant’s bedroom
9 Bathroom
10 Terrace
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